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FOREWORD
The schools of the United States are the single 
most important agents in the formation of our national 
character, in the shaping of our individual and collec­
tive futures, and in the creation of the tone and con­
tent of our interpersonal and intergroup relations. It 
is no accident that the greatest public debate our coun­
try has ever witnessed is now being conducted precisely 
Tilth regard to the schools, a debate that raises to pub­
lic dispute virtually every aspect of school structure 
and function. The consequences of education are such 
that it is possible to identify directly and immediately 
with the most intimate and personal effects upon us and 
our children, as well as to see clearly how everything 
that goes on in the schools affects our block, our 
neighborhood, our district, our city, our state, and our 
country.
— Melvin Tumin (1966:7)
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PREFACE
Having participated as a citizen, a parent, and finally as a 
student of sociology in an era of school desegregation, I have come 
to believe that the critical difference between the success or failure 
of school desegregation in the individual school lies with the incum­
bent of the principalship. How the principal does his job, in the 
opinion of this investigator, determines whether a desegregated school 
becomes an integrated school or a resegregated school. The purpose 
of this study is to test out this hypothesis in three areast 1) the 
principal's relationships within the school, 2) his relationship to 
the community, and 3) his relationship to the organizational structure 
of the school system.
Research in the field of school desegregation has concentrated 
on the student-teacher syndrome of motivation, aspiration and academic 
achievement, (e.g., Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966) herein­
after referred to as the Coleman Report; Racial Isolation in the Pub­
lic Schools (1967)j Report of the National Advisory Commission on 
Civil Disorders (1968) hereinafter referred to as the Riot Commission 
Report), and power structure and community (Crain, The Politics of 
School Desegregation, 1968), In Weinberg's appraisal of desegregation 
research, in which he cited the work of more than 200 individuals, he 
does not review a single research project concerning the administrative 
role in school desegregation (1968),
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Personal letters bitten by the investigator to men writing 
and actively employed in the training of administrators for school 
desegregation brought these replies: • .the principal has been
the 'forgotten man' throughout the whole process" (Stolee, 1969)* "I 
think of no articles in the magazine which refer specifically to the 
problem of the influence of the principal, although of course his 
influence is very important" (Weinberg, 19&9)» "Your thesis proposal 
is an excellent one and one that needs to be done" (Wey, 1970),
"There has not been a great deal written concerning the role of the 
principal in desegregation" (Long, 1969), "Unfortunately, the many 
other pressures associated with running a large school system at this 
time continue to interfere with our efforts to work with the principals 
in redefining their role" (McLaulin, 1970). Only Morris Hamburg, 
author of "When A School Is Integrated— The Principal's Job," (19661 
22-30) replied, "I am convinced, as obviously you are, that the role 
of the principal as a change agent is all important" (1970). This 
study, which began with a general idea of the importance of the prin­
cipal in the desegregation of schools found its focus in the principal 
as change agent in the desegregation-integration process.
— Martha Turnage
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ABSTRACT
If racial integration does not take place in the public school, 
there is no other institution in America organized to cope with it. 
School desegregation dramatizes the web of interdependency among 
societal subgroups, and the confusion which arises when they are thrown 
off-balance by the introduction of social change. To sample the winds 
of social change in America today is to study the desegregated school. 
Because of his position at the level of operational consequences of 
school desegregation, the principal occupies the most appropriate posi­
tion in the administrative hierarchy to be the internal change agent 
in this social process. The purpose of this thesis is to show that the 
way the principal of the desegregated school does his job determines 
whether the school becomes an integrated one or a resegregated one.
This question is approached through a sociological study of the formal 
and informal aspects of desegregation in the organizational structure 
of the public school.
Data in this thesis are based on a statewide survey of 312 
principals of high schools, junior high schools and combined schools 
in the State of Virginia, Of these respondents, 165 are principals of 
schools with student bodies of more than a five percent racial mixture* 
Findings in this study support the hypothesis that desegregation 
forces the principal to become the internal change agent. The way he 
functions as a change agent within the school, and in his relationship 
to the school system and the community determine whether the desegre­
gated school moves toward integration or resegregation. The sensitivity 
of the principalship position as the locus of change is clearly delin­
eated.
The conclusion to be drawn from the findings that desegregation 
tends to force the principal to become more responsive to the school 
environment, increases his perception of his influence in the community, 
and increases his power-status in the school system lead to the predic­
tion that the presence of heterogeneous subgroups in the school even­
tually force problem-solving to take place as close as possible to the 
primary sources of information.
The conclusions of this study clearly show that the future 
position of the principalship cannot be left undefined or to chance or 
to evolution. Desegregation adds to the principal’s function as 
instructional leader that of change agent. The centrality of the prin­
cipalship in one of the most critical social issues of our day requires 
that he be trained and equipped to deal with social change in a cross- 
cultural environment.
xix
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPAL AND DESEGREGATION 
The Principal as Change Agent
2CHAPTER I 
NARROWING THE FOCUS
Until recent years, educational research has centered on 
problems of motivation, learning, teaching and administrative concerns 
within the school center. With the desegregation of public schools by 
legal mandat©, it is no longer possible for ths school to be viewed as 
a closed, or even a semi-closed system. The public school has become 
the focal point of conflict and conflict-resolution in a highly dynamic 
society. To sample the winds of social change in America today is to 
study the desegregated school.
Introduction
A sociologist, writing of the necessity of a sociological 
approach for the educator, said it is not that sociologists can give 
ready-made procedures or methods, but that it can give that which is 
more urgently needed, "a body of guiding ideas that may be the core of 
our practice and that sustain it, that give a meaning to our action, 
and that attach us to itj which is a necessary condition for this action 
to be fruitful" (Fox, 1956113*0 • These are the words of Emile Durkheim, 
writing in a time of social upheaval. If Durkheim*s France, following 
the French Revolution, needed a sociology of education, it is more cru­
cial to contemporary societies (Hansen and Gerstl, 1967:ix).
3Hanson and Gerstl suggest that sociology is now a sufficiently 
mature field "to accept some social responsibilities which are compa­
tible with empirical pursuits— a move that could well bring to its 
theories and research tho richness and incisivenoss they today so fre­
quently lack" (19o7ixi). This study accepts tho challenge of the fore­
going statement by undertaking a sociological study of school desegre­
gation, in its formal and informal aspects in th© school.
The School, a Subsystem of Society 
In this study th© public school system is viewed as a complex 
organisation, a subsystem of the whole social system. It is the parti­
cular task of sociology to deal with th© structural and functional fea­
tures of an organization. From this viewpoint, "it seems safe to assume 
that principles of organisation are as responsible for the character of 
American education as th© more widely recognised psychology of the class­
room on the one hand or the general institutional values on the other" 
(Corwin, 1965:vii).
The effectiveness of any organization is closely tied to the 
administrative skills of that organisation. The desegregation of schools 
constitutes a social change which is effectuated by administrative mea­
sures. The organizational and administrative structure of segregation 
are altered to accomplish desegregation (Weinberg, 1968:3)*
Therefore, to study the structure and tho function of school 
desegregation, it becomes necessary to pinpoint that administrative 
position most centrally involved in this alteration. This brings the 
position of the principalship into focus as th© locus of change in 
school desegregation. The position remains constant in the organiza­
tional structure, Th© incumbent, as he goes about his routine daily
responsibilities, consistently functions closer to the operational conse­
quences of school desegregation than any other individual in the admin­
istrative hierarchy. For these reasons, the principal occupies the most 
appropriate position in the administrative hierarchy to be the focus of 
sociological inquiry into desegregation as a social change. The manner 
in which he does his job determines whether desegregation results in 
integration or resegregation. That is, th© e.dministrative policies of 
the principal may create an atmosphere in which contact between students 
of different backgrounds and abilities is encouraged, or he may reinforce 
prejudices between subgroups.
This study is primarily concerned with discovering how princi­
pals span tho distance between desegregation and integration; that is, 
how they function in the organizational structure of the school to insti­
tutionalize desegregation. The principal must be studied in the context 
in which he works. In order to understand the prosent status of dese­
gregation in Virginia, it is necessary to trace events in the State sine©
193^.
Historical Background
"Perspective,” th© feature section of th© Richmond Times-Dispatch 
for Sunday, May 18, 1969, was devoted to tracing the fifteen years in 
Virginia schools sine© the Supreme Court's "separate but equal" doctrine. 
In the intervening years its effects have been felt in the State's poli­
tical arenas, public facilities and constitution, as well as the pri­
vate lives of individuals and groups• The ramifications of the court 
edict have spread far beyond the schoolhouse. The above mentioned "Per­
spective" was written by three newspapermen in the State, James Latimer, 
who has covered the State's political arena for the past 20 years;
5Hamilton Crcckford, who has followed the civil rights scene closely in 
the State as a roving correspondent for the paper for 21 years; and 
Walter Wells, assistant state editor of the Tlme3-Dispatch, All of the 
material in this section, unless otherwise designated, is drawn from 
this issue of ‘'Perspective,"
Latimer highlights the fifteen years since the historic decision 
in a series of quotes from state officials which trace the stages of 
initial reaction, massive resistance, and finally, the State's commit­
ment to recognize the law of the land*
Gov, Thomas B. Stanley's first pronouncementj
I contemplate no precipitate action, • • • This news today calls 
for cool heads, calm study and sound judgment.
Gov, Stanley (a month later)*
I shall use evory legal means at my command to continue segregated 
schools,
J, Lindsay Almond, Jr,, in 195^ while attorney general*
The highest court in the land has spoken, I trust that Virginia 
will approach the question realistically and endeavor to work out 
some rational adjustment.
Sen, Harry F. Byrd, Sr,, in 1955*
If we can organise the Southern states for massive resistance to 
this order, I think that in time the rest of the country will 
realize that racial integration is not going to be accepted in the 
South,
Sen, Byrd, a year later*
Fight this thing with every ounce of our energy and capacity, I 
think wa are on strong ground, Virginia must not surrender. We 
must resist for the sake of the entire Southland,
Sen, Byrd, after the collapse of massive resistance*
If Lindsay Almond had gone to jail, he would have been the most 
popular man in Virginia, People from all over the State would 
have come to see him and brought him good things to eat. Nothing 
could have stopped him in Virginia politics.
6Former Gov. William M. Tuck in 195&*
Thsro is no middle ground, no compromise. We're either for inte­
gration or against it, and I'm against it.
Former Gov, Colgate W. Darden, Jr., in 1956*
Nothing is to be gained by adopting a plan that would paralyze 
public education throughout most of the Stato in an attempt to 
aid this sorely pressed area (Southside),
Gov, Kills E. Godwin, Jr., in his 1966 inaugural address*
For a dozen years we have wrestled with a question that tore at the 
foundations of a society more than 300 years old. Now the major 
decisions have been made, • • , Virginia is of the South. But the 
South is also of the nation. Virginia too is of the nation, and it 
is by the nation's standards that we are called upon to judgo her.
In his political analysis of the roaches of the decision, Latimer 
sees the Supreme Court decision of 195^ * tolling the death knell for 
segregated public facilities, poll tax, literacy test, stacked state 
legislature, and the Virginia Constitution of 1902 which stated: "White
and colored children shall not be taught in the same school.'* He poses 
the following penetrating questions in which he reveals how intertwined 
are education and politics*
1, When, how and why did Byrd reach his command decision to lead 
Virginia onto th© course of massive resistance?
2. Did he think that massive resistance could succeed in stop­
ping the Supreme Court decision and turning the clock back to 
segregation?
3* Or did he see it as a delaying action, a fight for time, in 
hopes that public opinion and voting power might be brought 
to bear to ease the desegregation pressures?
4, Was massive resistance conceived as basically a political 
power play, to solidify and regird th© old organisation?
Did it prolong the organisation's lif8 and the organisation's 
control of Virginia politics?
6, Or did it quicken an inevitable process of disintegration 
that had given rise to the tremors of the early 1950's?
(Latimer, 1969sF-l).
To give a panoramic view of desegregation in Virginia, Crockford 
says, ”0n tha legal front, in a real sense the history of school desegre­
gation both began and ended in Virginia," He traces the steps from the
7closing of the Prince Edward County schools in 1959 for five years, 
during which time there wore no public schools in the county, to the 
decision by the Supreme Court in May, 1968, regarding the New Kent 
County schools. In effect, the court said here that the district had 
to do more than open the white schools to Negroes, but must establish 
a system without a white school and a Negro school, but just schools 
(1969iF-1).
"By and large, desegregation has developed satisfactorily across 
the State," says Harry R. Elmore, deputy state superintendent of public 
instruction who deals with civil rights questions. He reports that all 
school divisions in the state have signed civil rights compliance 
pledges. "All are operating at one stag© or another under HEW plans 
or court-ordered plans," he said (Crockford, 1969iF-1).
In the December 7» 19&9» issue of "Perspective," devoted to 
"Education in Virginia," Charles Cox, the Times-Dlspatch education writer, 
in referring to school desegregation, said; "The job, at least to many 
whites, seemed almost done. Negroes were inclined to disagree. And 
federal regulations change swiftly, as the 60*s taught so well. Legal 
mopping up appeared likely to go on into the 70 *s so long as blacks 
detected evidence that a dual system remained," He noted that fifteen 
years after the Brown decision, 180,000 Negroes remain in all-black 
Virginia schools, while 60,000 are enrolled in desegregated schooling 
to some degree (1969sE-l).
In the 1970 session of the United States Congress, Virginia Sena­
tor William B. Spong, Jr., accepted election as one of the two southerners 
on tho 15-man Senate committee to study "equality of educational oppor­
tunity, and to examine the extent to which policies are applied uniformly
8in all regions of th© United States" (McDowell, 1970:B-9)* This com­
mittee grew out of the senate debate on February 15, 1970, highlighted 
by Connecticut Democrat Abraham Ribicoff's charge that the federal 
government is "hypocritical" in pressing for desegregation in the South 
while allowing segregation to continue in th© neighborhood schools of 
the North, Washington Correspondent Charles McDowell says this service 
on the committee could conceivably be a political liability for the 
Senator in Virginia, "I just wasn't going to duck it," said Spong,
"I accepted because I think Virginia has probably had more actual 
experience with desegregation than any other state in the country, I 
think the country deserves the benefits of Virginia's experience with 
court suits and HEW orders" (McDowell, 1970iB-9)*
Pilot Study
That which became the pilot study for this survey of Virginia 
principals was originally intended to be first-phase interviews in a 
"Case Study of Desegregation in the York County Schools," The initial 
interviews were approached as an exploratory study with the purpose of 
gaining insight and information from the seventeen principals and assis­
tant principals in the county on the process of desegregation-integration. 
General, areas covered were the principal's relations within the school, 
between the school and community, and between the school and school 
administrative hierarchy.
From the pilot study, this investigator observed that most prin­
cipals respond to desegregation with a developing ability to handle ambi­
guity and frustration. As they witness their cherished beliefs con­
cerning "how to handle racial problems" crumble beneath the reality of
9subcultures, they experience a period of extreme personal frustration 
•which can be very beneficial in the long run.^ A pilot study respon­
dent, who is particularly sensitive to group interaction, replied to 
a question concerning the vaDjue of preparation training for desegrega­
tion* "I used to think it was essential, hat I’m not so sure anymore," 
h© said, "I have observed that all principals think they know how to 
handle integration, and it seoms to me they have to fail a few times 
before they are willing to look at some other approaches," He indi­
cated the ample supply of information for anyone concerned about race.
He spoke out very strongly against the employment of an "expert" in 
the field of race relations by the school systems. He said that too 
often ono is hired as an "expert" because he reflects the position of 
status quo, and is useful to the school board. He has observed that 
where an "expert" has been hired, many people use this individual as 
a means of "passing the buck" rather than coming to terms themselves 
with racial conflict, "No one person can carry the responsibility for 
racial attitudes in a school, or school system," he said, Fischer would 
concur in his summation, for he says that the main objective of inte­
gration, in addition to opportunities and incentives is "to foster a 
sense of intorgroup acceptance in ways that are impossible where schools 
or students are racially, socially and culturally isolated" (Fischer, 
1966:28).
The Survey of Virginia Principals
This investigator found the pilot study and pretesting of the 
state survey instrument invaluable in communicating to the respondents
^See the conclusion of Chapter II,
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the essence of the inquiry. The pilot study interview was pretested with 
an administrator from another school district. After the pilot study 
was completed and the questionnaire was developed, five principals from 
the pilot study pretested the survey instrument which was designed for 
state-wide circulation.
Survey Instrument
The questionnaire for this survey was designed to focus on three 
dimensions of the principalship: 1) community influence, 2) as a change 
agent, and 3) power-status in the local school organization. Beginning 
with concepts of formal and informal organisation, primary reference 
group, power, status, prestige, prejudice and social change, the ques­
tionnaire was developed from data gained in the pilot study.
In the course of the pilot study, the investigator found there 
were certain threatening questions to the principals which could be probed 
in an interview, but might cause a mailed questionnaire to be tossed in 
the waste basket. These dealt with faculty attrition and personal back­
grounds. These questions were reworded, and those essential "threat" 
questions were softened by explanatory introductions. Categories for 
open-ended questions were developed as the answers naturally grouped 
themselves. The questionnaire was constructed with built-in checks 
between the principal's self-image and his actions. The questions were 
developed in groups, then scrambled, and the answering pattern juggled. 
This tends to prevent the respondent from falling into the habit of 
checking what looks like the most desirable answer, which one is prone 
to do when questionnaires follow a pattern from "best" to worst,"
11
Questions Omitted From Analysis
In analyzing the data, a few of the questions were found to have 
been poorly phrased. For example, a question regarding the number of 
years tho principal has been in his present position failed to account 
for regrading of schools, and mobility of principals. It should have 
asked the number of years tho individual had served as principal. The 
questions relating to the desegregation of the community were judged 
unusable for statistical use because of the wide disparity of opinion 
within th© large districts. For example, in one district with 14 prin­
cipals answering, 11 reported the community did not invite black adminis­
trators to join formerly all-white organisations while three reported 
the community completely desegregated.
There was a wide range of answers from principals within any one 
school system concerning the legal form of desegregation under which 
that district operates. It raises questions of two types* 1) is the 
principal so uninformed that he really does not know the correct answer,
2) or did he prefer to project a positive image. For example, only 13 
principals reported thoir districts under court order, while there are 
actually 80 respondents from districts under court order, as ascertained 
through the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Civil Rights 
Division (See Table 38-Chapter VI), This highlights the value of out­
side chock on objective information, and the necessity in a study to 
indicate the source of information. These questions referred to in this 
section which were not statistically usable, for the stated reasons, are 
not included in the tables.
Coding of Questionnaires
The questionnaires were obviously coded, with a code number 
stamped at the top of the first page. The covering letter had already 
given assurance of anonymity of response, and it was felt there was no 
reason to attempt some secretive code. Surveys need to be coded for pur­
poses of follow-up, as well as securing objective checks on information, 
as in this case, the HEW categories and organisational complexity. The
codes also indicated several people whom the investigator interviewed
because of the nature of their answers and their apparent understanding,
Code Sheet
The initial code sheet included all categories on the question­
naire on a broad continuum of answers, some with as many as eight cate­
gories, A new code sheet was developed which collapsed categories with 
too few answers to handle statistically. For example, there were eight 
respondents from cities of 5*000 to 9*999 population, ten from cities 
of 10,000 to 19,999, fifteen from cities of 20,000 to 49,999* These 
categories were collapsed into one - cities of 5*000 to 49*999 population
In the opinion questions, a positive-negative dichotomy was deve­
loped concerning the functioning of the principal as change agent. The
available computer program which was best suited to the data was one 
which holds two variables constant, while varying on the third. This 
gave the opportunity to hold the change agent variable constant, con­
trol for independent variables of level of racial mixture, community size 
organizational complexity, race, legal stage of desegregation and vary 
on opinion variables.
All of this information was recorded on data sheets for each
variable*, bsforo th© final stages of charts and graphs* The so were 
developed from the findings*
The Scrapie
The entire population of principals of junior high* senior high 
and combined schools in the state of Virginia was used for the sample# 
This was a total of h8l principals in 13^  school districts®
The survey instrument was mailed in November, 1969. This inclu­
ded an explanatory letter, the questionnaire and a prepaid return enve­
lope* By the end of November, 250 questionnaires had been returned* by 
the end of December, 2?^ . Tho Investigator felt that the principals 
would bo more responsive to a personal, hand-written postal card than 
a follow-up letter* This follow-up and the second one carried the cur­
rent totals of responses, as reassurance to those principals who might 
have had some fears about revealing their identities if the response were 
too small© By the end of January, 307 questionnaires had been returned. 
A second hand-written postal card, giving a cut-off date, was mailed in 
February, and by the end of February, 321 had been returned* A second 
questionnaire was sent to twelve principals who either had misplaced 
the questionnaires, or had returned it and it had apparently been lost. 
Th© deadline was extended into birch to allow for five principals who 
had been mailed another questionnaire late* Twenty-one of tho princi­
pals wrote requesting a summary of th© findings. Of the 4B1 question­
naires, 326 were returned, or a 6?.8 percent return. Fourteen of these 
were rejected on the basis of 12 or more unanswered questions. Of these, 
eight said tho questionnaire did not apply since their school ms not 
desegregated* three strrted answering but stopped, saying tho questions
were too general to be valid, three said they did not wish to partici­
pate •
Only one district refused to participate in the survey by way 
of the superintendent's office, which had received a questionnaire from 
a principal• The superintendent did not instruct his principals "not** 
to answer, but advised them they were not “required to fill it out."
He wrote the investigator that he saw no connection whatsoever with the 
announced topic and the questions that deal with the power-status variable. 
Despite his lack of enthusiasm for the project, four principals in this 
district responded. A personal report from a large central Virginia dis­
trict informed the investigator a similar situation had taken place in 
their principals* meeting. The superintendent said he would not forbid 
them to answer, but that they should be extremely careful. No formal 
requests to conduct the survey were made through superintendents. The 
investigator felt that the principal of today should have sufficient 
autonomy to make his own decisions in this type of situation.
The suggestion was made by the research division of the State 
Department of Education that not more than a 25 percent response from 
the principals could be expected. In a spot check of principals, both 
locally and at a distance, asking why they returned the questionnaire, 
two answers were given most frequently* "The questionnaire was immi­
nently practical and useful to me." "The questionnaire forced me to 
examine areas of my job that I have never given much thought to before." 
Tho map in Figure 1 shows the school districts of the State, HEW cate­
gories, and district of respondent.
Respondents represent 123 of the 13*+ school districts, leaving 
only 11 districts in the State not represented in the survey. In the
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designation of community sisse on the questionnaire, the community is 
what the principal defines it to be, on a rural-urban continuum* There 
are 1.13 principals from rural areas, 56 from suburban areas, ^6 from 
small towns, 36 from cities of rM f9*000 population, and 6l from metro­
politan areas of 50,000 population or more (Table 1)# (To give a spot 
check of tho representation from densely-populated areas, of the 36 
principals surveyed in Fairfax County, 22 responded* According to sta­
tistical data on Virginia’s public schools, 130,080 of the 1,088,913 
school students in Virginia live in this county (Stats Dept* Edu*, 1970* 
2-3),
Of the 302 principals who gave the level of racial mixture in 
their schools, 115 are principals of schools that &r© 96-IOO percent 
white, and 11 are principals of schools which are less than five percent 
white, which probably indicates nearly all black or nearly all white 
schools*, This means that only I65 of the 312 principals surveyed are 
in schools with more than five? percent racial mixture (Table 1) 0
Concerning the legal stage of desegregation, of the 11 districts 
not replying, four are in compliance, three are under court order, and 
four are in some stage of non-compliance• Only 1? schools are in these 
31 districts (State Dept. Ediu» 1969252-130)*
Bias of the Survey
Tho respondents in the survey represent moro white than black 
principals, with 8 2 percent of tho 312 respondents white. Race is 
not used as a control variable -throughout the survey. The investigator 
takes the position that it is not the race of the principal which causes 
him to function as a change agent, but tho situation. The gross
17
percentages given in Table 1 are differentiated by race for the benefit 
of those who disagree with this investigator's position.
Data Used In This Study 
Data on which the findings of this study are based are grouped 
in Table 1 according to 1) demographic features of the organizational 
structure of desegregation, 2) variables related to synergy (Chapter IV), 
3) variables related to community (Chapter V), and k) variables related 
to power-status (Chapter VI),
Of the demographic features, the constants of school size, level 
of racial mixture and community size are used as control variables in 
those chapters in which the investigator considered them most relevant 
to the dependent variables. The change agent variable is held constant 
with each grouping of variables in one section of the chapter, to ascer­
tain how the principal's definition of self affects his functioning as 
a change agent.
This table is referred to throughout the study, and should be 
used as a reference by the reader.
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TABLE 1
LATA OF SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE, GIVING 
GROSS PERCENTAGES BX RACE,
AND OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS
VARIABLE RACE OF RESPONDENT SURVEY TOTAL
Black White All Principals
AGE OF PRINCIPAL
Under 30 3.7 9.6 8.6
30-39 9.3 31.2 27.3
40-50 33.3 38.8 37.8
Over 50 53.7 20.4 26.3
100.0 1C0.0 100.0
(N=54) (N=250) (N«304)
GRADE LEVEL OF SCHOOL
Junior High 34.5 29.6 30.4
Senior High 36.4 48.6 46.5
Combined Schools 29.I 21.8 23.I
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=55) (N-257) (N*=312)
SCHOOL SIZE
Under 500 26.0 17.0 18.6
500-999 37.0 43.9 42.7
1-2,000 29.6 32.4 31.9
Over 2,000 7.4 6.7 6.8
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=54) (N«253) (N-307)
PERCENT ENROLLMENT WHITE
Less than 5$ white 67.3 .4 11.9
5-49$ white 11.5 6.8 7.6
50-65$ white 7.7 12.8 11.9
66-95/0 white 11.5 48.0 41.7
96-100$ white 2.0 32.0 26.9
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N-52) (N-250) (N=302)
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TABLE 1— Continued
VARIABLE RACE OF RESPONDENT SURVEY TOTAL
Black White All Principals
NUMBER FACULTY MEMBERS
Less than 20 9.3 8.1 8.3
20-49 53.7 4?.4 34.9
50-99 29.6 36.0 48.5
Over 100 7 8.5 8.?
100.0 100.0 100.0
(n=54) (N=247) (N=301)
PERCENT FACULTY WHITE
Less than 5j> white 15.7 1.3 3.8
5-49$ white 54.9 5.8 14.4
50-65$ white 9.8 5.4 6.2
66-95$ white 13.7 40.8 36.1
96-100$ white ,5*9 46,7 39.?
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N*=51) (N-240) (N»291)
COMMUNITY SIZE
Rural 40.0 35.4 36.2
Suburban 5.5 20.6 17.9
Small Town 9.1 16.0 14.7
City of 5-49»000 16.4 10.5 11.5
Metropolitan Area 29.0 17.5 19.7
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=55) (N=257) (N=312)
CHANGE AGENT —  Do you see the role of th© public school principal in 
legal desegregation as that of change agent, that is, one who 
perceives the need for change and develops strategy for effect­
ing the change?
Yes 74.5 71.2 71.8
No 25.5 28.8 28.2
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=55) (N=257) (M=312)
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TABLE 1— Continued
VARIABLE RACE OF RESPONDENT SURVEY TOTAL
Black White All Principals
VARIABLES RELATJ2D TO SYNERGY (CHAPTER ...
AUT0N014Y —  Many principals have strong personal convictions concern­
ing the desirability of integration, but feel unable to trans­
late these convictions into actions. Some feel there is a dif­
ference between what is expected, and tho means to carry it out. 
Do you have tho autonomy to develop a climate in tho school in 
which diverse racial groups can work together?
Yes 87.5 95.8 94.4
No 12.5 4,2 5.6
100,0 100.0“ 100.0"
(N*=48) (N-237) (N-285)
PRIMARY REFERENCE GROUP —  When you want to get changes made that will 
further integrcgation (attitude of equality) in the school, whom
(what source) do you FIRST have to consult?
Administrative Hierarchy 54.9 30.6 35.6
Not tho Hierarchy 15.7 24.0 22.3
Faculty and Students 29.4 45.4 42.1
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=51) (N=196) (N=247)
SUCCESS MODELS FOR BUCK STUDENTS —  Some people feel there is a
direct correlation between the success of integration and the 
participation of black students, counselors, and administrators 
in policy decisions in a desegregated school system. What is 
your opinion?
Agree 98.1 89.5 91.0
Disagree 1.9 10.5 9.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N«52) (N«247) (N«299)
SUBGROUP IDENTIFICATION —  How accurately can you identify the subgroups 
and their leaders among the students and faculty who make up the 
school population?
Can identify 86.3 92.1 91.1
Difficulty identifying 13*7 7*9 8.9
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N“51) (N-242) (N=293)
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TABLE 1— Continued
VARIABLE RACE OF RESPONDENT SURVEY TOTAL
Black White All Principals
SITUATIONAL ADJUSTMENT —  Many principals are not personally com­
mitted to integration, but because of their position in the 
school, respond to thoir responsibility to subgroups in the 
school population regardless of race. To what extent do you 
think those principals are able to develop a climate of inter­
racial cooperation in schools?
Can be effective 51»0 6A.0 61.8
Cannot be effective A9.0 36.0 38.2
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=49) (N=239) (N=288)
CREATIVE MANIPULATION —  Some principals say that in order to bring 
about social change in schools, in the formative stages thoy 
maneuver back and forth between faculty and student groups, 
sampling reactions and attitudes. This technique leaves them 
free to move in the direction most likely to be accepted by all 
subgroups. To what extent do you use this strategy in changes 
involving integration?
Us© technique 50*0 ^3*3 44-. A
Do not use technique 50»Q 56.7 55*6
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=48) (N=240) (N-288)
SENSITIVITY —  How do you become aware of potential trouble areas in 
the school, that is, how do you pick up cues that alert you to 
brewing difficulty?
Observation 39*0 39.^ 39*3
Informants 61.0 60.6 60.7
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N*=4l) (N=193) (N=239)
CREATIVE SYNTHESIS —  In order to develop an attitude of cooperation 
between races in the school, do you use techniques of creative 
synthesis, or rules and regulations? (Paraphrase of question—  
techniques ware listed,)
Synthesis techniques 90*2 76.7 78.7
Rules and regulations 9*8 23.3 21.3
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N-41) (N=227) (N=268)
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TABLE 1— Continued
VARIABLE RACE OF RESPONDENT SURVEY TOTAL
Black White All Principals
RELATED TO GCfllUNITl" (CIUMEr^YJ
SCHOOLS AND SOCIAL CHANGE —  People hold different points of view
regarding racial integration and public schools; some feel that 
schools should bo initiators of an attitude of equality in a 
community; others feel that schools should reflect community 
attitudes. Of these two views, which more closely describes 
your opinion?
Schools should lead 84,9 71*9 74.2
Schools should follow 15.1 28.1 25.8
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=53) (N=253) (N*=306)
COMMUNITY SUPPORT OF SCHOOL POLICIES —  Do you foel you have com­
munity support in promoting integration in the school?
Yes 76.0 81.7 80.6
No 24.0 18.3 19.fr
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N-50) (N=229) (N«279)
PRINCIPAL'S COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION —  To what extent do you partici­
pate in comniunity-wide activities such as drives, campaigns and 
special projects?
Involved 75.9 55.0 58.7
Not involved 24.1 45.0 hi.3
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N«5fr) (N=251) (N=305)
PRINCIPAL'S COMMUNITY INFLUENCE —  How important do you think your
position as principal is in sotting the tone of acceptance for 
school dosegregation in your community?
Very important 85*5 85.5 85.5
Not very important 14.5 14.5 I4.5
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=55) (N=255) (N-310)
RELATIONSHIP OF COMMUNITY DESEGREGATION TO SCHOOL DESEGREGATION —  In 
your opinion, what effect does the invitation to join, and 
involvement in, formerly all-white civic and service clubs, 
recreation clubs and churches have on the potential of the 
black administrator as an effective change agent in the inte­
gration process?
Great deal of effect 5^.2 6i,i 59*7
Little or no effect 45.8 38.9 40.3
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=48) (N=185) (N=233)
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TABLE 1— Continued
VARIABLE RACE OF RESPONDENT SURVEY TOTAL
Black White All Principals
COM--UNITY RESPONSE TO DESEGREGATION —  How do you think the community
as a whole has responded to desegregation?
Favorably 28.8 45.8 42.8
Unfavorably 71.2 57.2
100.0 100,0 100.0
(N=52) (N=238) (N=290)
PREDICTION OF FUTURE ATTITUDES —  How do you think attitudes toward
racial integration in public schools will change in the next
five years in your area?
Become more favorable 62.3 43.1 46.5
Become less favorable 37.7 56.9
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N-53) (N=246) (N=299)
VARIABLES RELATED TO POWER ST.ATUS (CHAPTER VI)
AUTHORITY/RESPONSIBILITY —  Many principals feel there is a difference 
between that which is expected of them and th© means to carry it 
out. Do you feel you are delegated authority commensurate with
your responsibility for integration?
Yes 75.0 91.8 89.O
No 25.0 8.2 11.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=48) (N=233) (N*=281)
INFORMAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM —  Plow often are you aware of pending 
changes in the entire school system (such as personnel shifts, 
reorganisation, curriculum changes, location of new schools) 
before they are publicly announced? (Collapsed categories on 
continuum from inclusion to exclusion).
Included 64.2 69.7 68.7
Excluded
(N=53) (N«254) (N-307)
INFORMAL ORGANIZATION —  How often does th© superintendent or one of 
his administrative assistants discuss informally with you prob­
lems or policies which affect the entire school system? (Col­
lapsed categories on continuum from inclusion to exclusion in
informal organisation).
Included 63.0 5^.9 56.4
Excluded 37.0 45.1 43.6
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N*=5^ ) (N-253) (N-307)
35.8
100.0 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 1--Continued
VARIABLE RACE OF RESPONDENT SURVEY TOTAL
Black White All Principals
LEVEL INVOLVEMENT IN DECISION-MAKING —  Many people feel there are
different levels of decision-making in school systems in which 
principals are allowed to be involved* At what level are you a 
part of the decision-making team in your school system?
High 27,8 29.8 29.4
Low 72.2 70.2 70,6
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=55) (N-257) (N-312)
PARTICIPATION IN ACTUAL DECISIONS —  Give an example of the highest
level of decision-making in your school system in which you have 
participated. (Policy defined according to policies of desegre­
gation - for further discussion, see Chapter IV, Actual Deci­
sions. )
Policy 30.9 27.6 28.2
Not policy 69.I 72.4 71.8
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N*55) (N-257) (N-312)
Definition of Terms Used in Study 
In an accompanying letter to the questionnaire, legitimizing 
the study, the following definitions were both explicitly and implicitly 
stated. It is made clear throughout the survey instrument that integra­
tion is NOT regarded as an assimilation, that is, the fusing of identi­
ties. Integration is used as the social process of accommodation, which 
is retaining of identities while joining in one system. (Just as the 
states of the United States are not carbon copies of ons another. Each 
state maintains its identity while joining in one system of government.) 
This researcher concurs with Oscar Handlln*s statement that "Integration, 
defined by the elimination of differences, • • • demands of both the 
Negroes and whites an impossible surrender of identity" (1969:276).
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Definition of Terms
Desegregation —  The legal decision by a school system to eli­
minate a dual school structure. It is also used to refer to the 
physical presence of both races in one school building.
Integration —  Racial mutuality; an attitude of equality which 
is reflected in full acceptance of both races into the life of 
the school, and the opportunity for equal participation.
Principal —  Chief administrative officer of the school.
Change Agent —  One •who perceives the need for change and 
develops strategy to effect change.
Influence — * The capacity or power of the principal to produce 
effects on others by tangible or intangible, direct or indirect 
means•
Strategy —  Goal-directed action; in this study, action directed 
toward the development of racial mutuality.
Synergy —  Collaborative climate in which diverse groups strive 
for creative solution of problems (Bennis, 1969*47-48),
Subgroup —  Collectivity of persons with shared ideology and 
leaders who articulate it (2oilschan and Hirsch, 1964*101-102).
The Principal and a School System in Transition 
The principal of the desegregated school as the transactional 
figure in the uncertain road from segregation to integration or resegre­
gation came into focus over a three-year period in the development of 
the fork County school system. Concomitant with the desegregation of 
schools in the county was a spurt of rapid population growth in the county, 
over a two million dollar school bond issue was approved. From 1965 to 
1968, three major schools were constructed, which along with three other 
construction projects, provided housing for 2,000 additional students.
The school system changed over this three-year period, as housing became 
available, from a 7-5 system to a 6-3-3 system (Daily Press, April 7#
I968«D-l).
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As students, faculty and grades were shifted from school to 
school during this transition period, this investigator observed that 
the tone of the particular schools remained fairly constant, though 
attitudes of students and faculty seemed to shift as they moved from 
school to school. After a careful study of the faculty and geographic 
make-up of the school district, it became apparent to the investigator 
that in the principalship position lies the explanations for the course 
of desegregation in the school.
Studying tho principalship as a middle-management position in 
the organizational structure of the school system gives some under­
standing of his job. It becomes more important to see how desegregation 
changes his role. He is the "safety valvs" of school desegregation. 
Through the principalis influence the school is related positively or 
negatively to the community, the organizational structure of the school 
system, and changing times. He is forced to become the internal agent 
of change in the school center.
This study of the principal as change agent in school desegre­
gation begins with an examination of desegregation as a social change. 
The effect this change has on the principalship position is developed 
in Chapter II, The principal as change agent is the focus of Chapter 
III, Chapters IV, V, and VI explore three propositions*
1) If the principal functions as change agent, he develops a
collaborative climate within the school which results in synergy,
2) If the principal perceives of himself as change agent, he
recognizes that the school is part of the community, and is therefore
aware of his influence in the community.
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3) If the principal's effectiveness as change agent is to be 
sustained, he must hold power-status in the school system.
CHAPTER II
DESEGREGATION AS A SOCIAL CHANGE
Today race and education are inextricably bound together.
The principal of the desegregated school is responsible for both.
Like a conductor of electricity, the currents of both pass through 
him. This chapter undertakes tho task of determining tho effects 
of school desegregation on incumbents of the principalship through­
out Virginia,
Introduction
Desegregation of schools, as defined by the 195^ Supreme Court 
decision in Brown V, Board of Education, is a social change. The 
ruling states that public schools which are ‘’separate but equal" are 
"inherently unequal" (3.9j&i3^7»U.S. ^83). Equality is a sociological 
concept, not an instructional or educational one. As public education 
has been drawn more intimately into the economic, political and social 
affairs of this era, schools have become the arena of the contest among 
men and ideas over the nature of society.
An interdisciplinary evaluation of the present crisis in race 
relations states, "The Supreme Court decision was th9 beginning of a 
path which would prove to be long, complex, and sometimes hazardous" 
(Masotti, 1969:3.^ ), Crockford says of the future of desegregation in 
Virginia*
28
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In much of Virginia's Southside and scattered other 
places where the testing will be the hardest and most pain­
ful, the real lesson is only about to begin. On the human 
front, where lessons never end, all is far from perfectly 
resolved (1969?F-1).
The President, the courts, and the 19?0 session of the United 
States Congress followed a zigzag course on school desegregation issues. 
They fluctuated between advance and retreat on funding requirements, and 
executive or judicial enforcement of the law. In the political circles, 
from the local school board to the Congress of the United States, rhe­
toric representing every shade of moral and political persuasion, is 
heard, printed, repeated.
Meanwhile, with most of the legal benchmarks of desegregation 
passed, the principal of the desegregated school is faced with almost 
insurmountable human issues in turning desegregation in the direction 
of integration.
Contradictions in Data
Data in this survey show considerable discrepancy between prin­
cipals' self-images and the logical development of these images, as 
demonstrated in Table 2. All data presented in the table are as per­
ceived by tho respondents; however, some information was gained by 
direct questions and other by indirect questions. The survey instru­
ment was constructed with built-in checks so that at times the same prob­
lem was approached from several different directions.
Statewide, 7^.2 percent of the principals think schools should 
lead the community in social change, but only h-6.5 percent of the prin­
cipals see future community attitudes toward school desegregation im­
proving. The remaining 53.5 percent see conditions deteriorating or
30
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remaining about the gam©. Principals of 85.5 percent of the schools 
consider themselves “very important in setting the tone of acceptance 
of desegregation in the community." However, an unfavorable or pas­
sive response to desegregation by the community is reported by 57.2 
percent of the principals.
A large majority of the principals, 91 percent, feel there is 
a direct correlation between the success of integration and participa­
tion of black students, teachers, counselors and administrators in 
policy decisions relating to desegregation. At the same time, only
36.9 percent think the involvement of the black administrator in for­
merly all-white ccmxuunity-wide organizations, or the desegregation of 
the community, affects his potential as a change agent in the school.
Principals of 94.4 percent of the schools say they have the 
autonoray to develop a climate in the school center in which diverse 
racial groups can work together. However, when they want to make 
changes in the school involving integration, only 42.1 percent consult 
students and/or faculty, while 35*8 percent consult members of the 
administrative hierarchy, and 22,3 percent consult parents.
An effort was made to discover techniques principals use for 
incorporation of subgroups into goal-setting for the school. They were 
asked if they maneuver back and forth between subgroups to sample reac­
tions before making changes involving desegregation. Principals of 
55.6 percent of the schools report they do not use this technique, and 
many objected to the use of the words “subgroups” and “maneuver.” At 
the same time, 91*1 percent of the principals say they can identify the 
subgroups and leaders that make up the school population, and 60.7 per­
cent use informants to keep themselves apprised of pending difficulty.
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(It is quit© possible that they would not consider the term "informant" 
as applicable to their situation.)
Few principals consider that they hold high power-status in the 
school system. Only 56*^ percent indicate that they are frequently con­
sulted by the superintendent and/or one of his administrative assis­
tants concerning systemwide problems or policy. Their power-status 
drops to an even lower percentage when they give examples of the high­
est level of decisions in which they have participated. Only 28,3 per­
cent had been involved in decisions relevant to desegregation policy. 
These were judged to be location of new schools, districting, form of 
desegregation adopted in the district, regrading of schools, instruc­
tional and curriculum decisions designed to offset anxieties of parents 
about desegregation (See Chapter VI). Decisions which were concerned 
with methods, and procedures, or that were limited to the school center 
only were not considered as systemwide policy decisions (See Participa­
tion in Actual Decisions, Chapter VI).
Situational Adjustment
The elimination of a dual segregated school structure within 
a school district adds to the principal's job of instructional leader 
that of change agent. If the principal of a segregated school desires 
to keep his job after desegregation, he will subordinate immediate dis­
sonance to goals like professional status, retirement benefits, or com­
mitment to public education, that lie outside the immediate circumstances. 
He learns the requirements of continuing in the new situation and of 
succeeding in it, and makes the necessary adjustments. This situa­
tional adjustment is a common observable phenomenon, "If he has a
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strong clesire to continue, tho ability to assess accurately what is 
required, and can deliver the required performance, the individual 
turns himself into the kind of person the situation demands1* (Becker,
1969s259)• It scons reasonable to predict that the way the principal 
adjusts to desegregation is not unliko the Kay he will respond to 
other social changes in the school# In this study, we look to tho 
nature of school dosegregation for tho explanations of why principals 
become change agents#
The principal of tho desegregated school, as he is changed by 
the structural pressures thereby generated, quickly learns as ho ad­
justs to the situation that to be a successful administrator, h© must 
be able to predict human behavior more accurately in different situa­
tions •
Tho pressures and problems facing the public school principal 
demand tliat less attention be given to managerial functions and more 
to his role as expediter# "• # # the organisational context that he
must constantly focus upon is the social system of the school” (Lane,
Corwin, Monahan, 1966s24~2h)* He may ba tho key to society*s capa­
city for internal transformation, which Eisenstadt refers to when he 
says:
The possibility of successful institutionalisation of an 
innovating or revolutionary process is never inherent in 
the revolutionary act itself# It depends on other condi­
tions, primarily on the society's capacity for internal 
tr&nsfcrmation (1968 s 2.55) *
I  n s'11tut 1 on a l l  cation o f  Change 
Eisenst&dt has developed a model of institutional change which 
can be applied to school desegregations
y*
• • • whatever the initial attitudes of any given group to 
the basic promises of the institutional system, these may 
greatly change after the initial institutionalization of 
the system. Any institutionalization necessarily entails 
efforts to maintain the boundaries of the system, through 
continuous attempts to mobilise resources from different 
groups and individuals, and to maintain the legitimacy of 
the values, symbols and norms of the system. But continu­
ous implementation of those policies may affect the posi­
tions of different groups in the society, giving rise to 
continuous shifts in the balance of power among them and in 
their orientation to the existing institutional system and 
its values (1967:3^8).
According to Eisenstadt, then, any institution:
1) Maintains its boundaries by mobilizing diverse resources,
2) At the same time attempts to maintain legitimacy of tho 
values, symbols and norms of the system,
3) Implementation of these policies may affect any position 
of different groups in society in th©ir relation to the institution,
A) This causes a shift in the balance of power among them and 
in their orientation to the institution and its values.
Following Eisenstadt*s model of institutional change, we note 
the passive stance of public schools in the pre-Civil War era when 
education was apart from the mainstream of society. Attendance was 
selective, and control rested in the hands of individuals or church 
groups. The early settlers of America were not interested in estab­
lishing equality of opportunity, but in imposing Puritan views. The 
Protestant revolt was essentially a middle-class struggle against the 
organized Roman Catholic Church. It is not surprising that religion 
dominated early education. As business became the predominant influence 
in America, the legitimacy of the values, symbols and norms of educa­
tion under religious domination made a slight shift to accommodate 
themselves to the goals of the business community.
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The labor unrest at the middle of the 19th century caused the 
business interests of communities to realize that children could be 
indoctrinated with business ideology as easily as they had received 
religious indoctrination (Corwin, 1965:73)• Compulsory education laws 
were not passed until children were no longer needed in the labor mar­
ket. In Virginia, they were repealed with massive resistance and again 
instituted when schools were forced to desegregate.
The "folklore of localism" (Campbell, et al«, 1965:^6), strands 
of which are still evident in public education, is directly traceable 
to the early middle-class white schools. They were controlled by lay 
boards, supported by local property taxes, and operated to represent 
local and rural interest, not national or even state interest. The 
twentieth century brought a shifting of position among different groups. 
The "growth of secularization and egalitarianism also became forces 
which served to promote the extension of public education" (Campbell, 
et al.f 1965:9)•
National and international pressures of two world wars, 
accelerated advances in technology, population explosion, and the 195^ 
Supreme Court decision have brought public education into the political 
and economic mainstream of American life. All levels of government 
have achieved more control, and the power and influence of the federal 
government have grown steadily as education has become more strategi­
cally involved in politics. New forces at work in American society 
seem to represent the power of the lower levels of the social structure 
to challenge traditional dominance of education by the middle and upper 
classes. The desegregation of public schools is on the cutting edge 
of this challenge* The principal stands in the pivotal position between
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tho school center and its environment, in a century characterized by 
change,
Civil Rights Movement 
Crain describes desegregation as one of the most important 
social movements in recent American history. He says the general pub­
lic has a distorted view of the success of desegregation because con­
flict, not peace, makes news. School desegregation is a social revolu­
tion (196813-^ ')« A recent in-depth examination of public attitudes 
toward the Supreme Court ruling from the Harris Public Opinion Analysis 
finds the prevailing views to be that de .jure segregation should be 
ended without further delay. The Harris Survey findings show:
• • • By 5S to 28 percent, a majority of the American people 
agree that "integration of schools has been the law since 
195^ and it was about time to enforce the law."
. . .  By an almost identical 5? to 27 percent, a majority 
also agree that "desegregation of schools just will not
take place until some higher authorities order it."
. . .  "The U.S. Supreme Court decision was a great step 
forward for racial justice in the U.S." is a view sharod by 
a majority of 5^ to 29 percent of the public.
. . .  A plurality of h2 to 26 percent agree that "Mississippi 
has integrated some of its schools under the order without 
a lot of trouble."
These results add up to a substantial majority opinion in 
the country which senses that integration of schools is an 
"inevitability" and that failure to abolish education sys­
tems which provide for dual, segregated schools not only is 
"moral hypocrisy" but a "violation of the law" as well.
Congress seems to have changed from being a leader of public 
opinion on the race question to a force trying to turn pub­
lic opinion back (1970).
This increasing support for integration which the Harris Opinion
Poll reports is at a general rather than specific level. This might
lead one to conclude that a discrepancy between the realities of the
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racial conditions in America and tho egalitarian American code is
reduced substantially. This may not be the case:
Public opinion polls indicate an increasing proportion of 
Americans believe that Negroes are entitled to equal edu­
cational opportunities, but they do not support the con­
tention that Americans are significantly more willing to 
have Negroes attend schools with their children (Masotti, 
et al., 1969:1^5-1^6).
Stewart Alsop, writing of “The Tragic Failure" of efforts to
integrate this country's schools, concludes that if integration is a
failure, what is to be done? He says:
Again, what is surprising is how often the same note is 
struck by those who know the realities. First, "don't sell 
out integration where it's been successful." The bridges 
between the races are too few and fragile anyway, and 
they must be preserved at all costs (1970:108).
The United States Commission on Civil Rights policy statement, 
released April 9» 1970, conceded that schools are being asked to accom­
plish a social transformation as we3JL as to educate. The Commission 
said that in their view, this is the only institution in American 
society equipped to do the job. The policy statement says: "If the
public schools fail, the social, economic and racial divisions that 
now exist will grow even wider. It would be even worse, however, if 
the schools do not even try" (Times-Dispatch, April 10, 1970:1).
Structural Pressures of Desegregation
The civil rights movement, institutionalised in school desegre­
gation, places the public school principal in a distinctive situation 
in which he encounters "structural" pressures (i.e., conflicting sub­
groups, stability vs. change, exterior pressure groups, local prejudice 
and compliance with HEW regulations) which cause him to function as a 
change agent. Inkeles says that sociologists assume that behavioral
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characteristics of incumbents of position emerge as a response to the 
distinctive situation. They assume, he notes, that anybody in that 
situation would probably respond in the same way.^ He cites Merton*s 
study of organizational behavior in which Merton shows how the job 
shapes the person (196-1 j 57).
The principal no longer rules the neighborhood school as the 
"father figure," Now he must juggle external pressures from the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored people; the John 
Birch Society; the League of Women Voters; the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare; the Black Panthers; Americans for Democratic 
Action, and neighborhood groups. Within the school system, he must 
carry out policy-directivss from the superintendent and school board.
He struggles with the internal pressures of the school itself, and at 
the same time is charged with the responsibility of maintaining an 
ongoing educational process.
To deal with the conflicting demands confronting him, the 
principal must provide as many counter-influences as possible. This 
forces him to depend upon those subgroups whose roles impinge upon his. 
His resources m y  be limited by a lag between the traditional defini­
tions of the principal*s job and the requirements of the situation in 
a desegregated school.
The contradictory responses to questions in the survey (See 
Table 2) may bo interpreted as symptomatic of a sense of ambiguity and 
a high level of frustration on the part of some of the principals. As
^However, Inkeles (196^:57) argues that while objective factors 
are crucially important regarding what the person does, the personal 
qualities of the individual are the key to how ho functions.
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on© man said, "I have been trying for fifteen years to define my 
position*"
Table 3 shows how desegregation redefines the principal’s job* 
It is an effort to develop a typology between the structural pressures 
and requirements of the principalship in a segregated school and a 
desegregated one. This typology is a compilation of information, 
observation, and analysis of data in this study* The areas in which 
desegregation has redefined the principals job are in relation to 
society, self-image, school, community and school system. In a segre­
gated school, the- principal functions in a semi-closed system in which 
he is partially isolated from the stresses and strains of social con­
flict ; whereas in a desegregated school he is on the cutting edge of 
social change. Emphasis in the neighborhood school is on the person­
alized characteristics of administration, rather than the new ration­
ality based on sciences. In the homogeneous school the principal is 
more responsive to external sources of pressure, either parents, school 
board or superintendent. Desegregation forces him to become more 
responsive to subgroups within the school.
Training Implications of Desegregation
A fundamental requirement for the principal to be the agent of 
change in the desegregated school is that he understands the social 
environment as a primary resource. In this way, he is able to develop 
a collaborative climate in the school wherein subgroups can learn 
mutual respect and interdependence. This is more akin to the American 
ideal of democracy than an atmosphere in which superiority-inferiority 
attitudes prevail.
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A principal noted, "I have had no training that would equip ia© 
to develop a climate in the school in which both races can work together*" 
The very recognition of his inadequacies m y  be demonstrative of his 
situation adjustment*
Educational Atbriniatration Training
To what extsnt have schools of education redesigned their admin­
istrative training programs to meet the needs of principals who will work 
in cross-cultural situations? The beginning trond toward encouraging 
courses in social sciences for educational administration training indi­
cates an awareness of the problem by schools of education* Textbooks 
reviewed by this investigator show much emphasis on teaching the disad­
vantaged child, but little kelp for the administrator in this sensitive 
area. Not only the principal, but all educational administrators of 
public education in the future will need cross-cultural training. This 
need extends from elementary through tho secondary level, into tho junior 
and community colleges, and the four-year state institutions. This study 
suggests the study of sociology one of prime importance for the educator 
of th© future.
Traditional vs. Gross-Cultural Training
Harrison and. Hopkins studied the preparation of Peace Corps 
workers and others for work as change agents in cross-cultural environ­
ments* The traditional college and university training with its empha­
sis on manipulation of symbols, and rational and emotionally-detached 
approach to problems was analyzed by the investigators. They con­
cluded that traditional training is inadequate for change agonts in a 
cross-cultural enviromrant (19^ 9«3?3'-395)* A Peace Corps worker 
approaching an alien nation, or a public school principal approaching
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TABLE 4
CONTRAST OF META-GOALS OF TRADITIONAL 
TRAINING WITH META-GOALS OF 
CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING3
Meta-Goals of Traditional College Appropriate Meta-Goals for
and University Classrooms: Cross-Cultural Training:
Source of Information: infor­
mation comas from exparts and 
authoritative sources through 
the media of books, lectures, 
audio-visual presentations•
"If you have a question, look 
it up*"
Source of Information: infor­
mation sources must be devel­
oped by the learner from tho 
social environment. Informa­
tion gathering methods inclu.de 
observation and questioning of 
associates, other learners and 
chance acquaintances.
Creative Manipulation and Sensitivity (Chapter 
IV), Community Participation (Chapter V), In­
formal Communication System (Chapter VI), and 
Informal Organization (Chapter VI).
Learning Settings: learning
takes place in settings 
designated for the purpose, 
e.g., classrooms and libraries.
Learning Settings: the entire
social environment is the set­
ting for learning. Every 
human encounter provides rele­
vant information.
Primary Reference Group (Chapter IV), Commu­
nity Participation, Community Desegregation, 
Black Principal (Chapter V), Informal Organi­
zation (Chapter VI).
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TABLE 4— Continued
Meta-Goals of Traditional College Appropriate Meta-Goals for
and University Classroomss Cross-Cultural Training:
Problem Solving Approaches: 
problems are defined and posed 
to the learner by experts and 
authorities. Tho correct prob­
lem solving methods are speci­
fied, and the student*s work is 
checked for application of tho 
proper method and for accuracy, 
or at least reasonableness of 
results. The emphasis is on 
solutions to known problems.
Problem Solving Approaches: 
the learner is on his own to 
define problems, generate 
hypotheses and collect infor­
mation from the social envi­
ronment. The emphasis is on 
discovering problems and 
developing problem solving 
approaches on the spot.
Creative Synthesis and Situational Adjustment 
(Chapter IV), Schools and Social Change (Chap­
ter V), Participation in Actual Decisions 
(Chapter VI).
Role of Emotions and Values: 
problems are largely dealt with 
at an ideational level. Ques­
tions of reason and of fact are 
paramount. Feelings and values 
may be discussed but are rarely 
acted upon.
Role of Emotions and Values: 
problems are usually value and 
emotion-ladon• Facts are 
often less relevant than the 
perceptions and attitudes 
which people hold. Va3.ues and 
feelings have action conse­
quences, and action must be 
taken.
Black Success Models and Sensitivity (Chapter 
IV), Community Response to Desegregation 
(Chapter V), Informal Communication System 
(Chapter VI).
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TABLE 4— Continued
Meta-Goals of Traditional College 
and University Classrooms:
Appropriate Meta-GoaIs for 
Cross-Cultural Training:
Criteria of Successful Learn­
ing: favorable evaluation by
experts and authorities of the 
quality of tho individual's 
intellectual productions, pri­
marily written work.
Criteria of Successful Learn­
ing: the establishment and
maintenance of effective and 
satisfying relationships with 
others in the work setting* 
This includes the ability to 
communicate with and influence 
others. Often there are no 
criteria available other than 
the attitudes of the parties 
involved in the relationship.
Creative Manipulation, Creative Synthesis, 
and Sensitivity (Chapter IV), Community 
Influence, and Future Attitudes (Chapter V), 
Participation in Actual Decisions (Chapter 
VI).
a(Karrison & Hopkins, 1969:279)*
Thus, desegregation may be seen as a specific focus of the civil 
rights movement. According to Killian, social movements have generally 
been studied as collective behavior rather than social change, "but they 
might just as well be viewed as an aspect of social change" (1964:426). 
He says that sociologists look to cultural forces for explanations of 
change and not to actions and interactions of men. However, cultural 
forces directly and indirectly affect these interactions, and interac­
tions between groups tend to alter cultural patterns. This is seen in 
the process of change from segregation to desegregation to integration 
or resegregation.
The power struggles within and between the black and white com­
munities, rather than lessening the pressures on the school principal 
will probably increase them, Bullock found in his study of Virginia
high school principals in 1965 that the principals expected superin-* 
tendents to deal with outside social and personal pressures as part 
of their obligation to the organization (1965*^7)* Principals of 
desegregated schools do not have the luxury of this buffer between 
themsalves and pros surer, created by this social change*
The gap between tho roles principals are expected to perform 
by d i f f e r e n t  subgroups, and the resources at their disposal for 
carrying out these roles requires a careful analysis• Governmental 
and educational agencies on the local, state and national levels and 
schools of educational administration need to agree on a definition 
of the position and power of th© principal* This study has found this 
to be a position .as variously defined as there are superintendents who 
d e f i n e  them* Th© principal is not a constitutionally-recognized office 
in public education as is the superintendent• Kis autonomy, authority 
and power vary widely within th© State, as supported by data in this 
study* "Few principals are prepared to cops equally with the intrica­
cies of civil rights politics, the culture of the underprivileged, 
modern learning theory and technology* Yet, many principals must face 
real issues requiring appreciation and knowledge and skill in all these 
areas every day" (Jacobson, 1968*71)e
Conclusion
The desegregation of schools required by the 195^ Supreme Court 
ruling brings public education into tho mainstream of social change 
in .America* Desegregation is effectuated by the administrative deci­
sion at tho district level to eliminate a dual school structure and 
establish one unified school system. Structural pressures created by
k7
this reorganization have redefined the principal's job from that of 
instructional leader to tliat of change agent. This is the conse­
quence of the principalship position in the administrative hierarchy 
of the school system. The incumbent is the chief executive officer 
of the school unit. In this pivotal position between internal and 
external pressures, the way he manipulates these pressures determines 
whether the desegregated school moves toward racial integration or 
racial polarization.
During the course of this study of Virginia principals, it 
was found time and time again that principals do learn to adjust to 
these cross pressures. It is highly possible that the consequences 
of desegregation compels a principal to become more objective. The 
following quotation from one of the principals included in the sur­
vey illustrates this:
Desegregation forces you to develop a philosophy of 
education in a m y  that segregated schools never did. Th© 
usual things just don't work. If I ware perfectly honest,
I would still prefer baling principa3. of a segregated
school. At the same time, I know that if I had never been
forced to look at any culture but middle-class white chil­
dren, I would never have changed (Survey Interview, 1969).
This statement by the principal of a school which is in its 
third year of desegregation summarizes the thrust of this chapter. 
Desegregation is a social change which places the principal in a
new situation to which he adjusts as he is instrumental in the insti­
tutionalization of change.
CHAPTER I I I
THE PRINCIPAL AS CHANGE AGENT
When the- oparational consequences of policies of desegregation
are examined, two conclusions are reached? 1) bureaucratically the
principal, is largely an untapped source of information in policy
decision-making at the system level,and Z) school groups (both
faculty and students) are not used to their fullest potential by the
2principal in problem-solving® These arc tiro levels of the same prob­
lem of feedback in school desegregation? that is, the need for decision- 
making and problem-solypng to take place as close to the primary sources 
of .information as possible (Bennis, 19^9a?3^)»
Introduction
The principal who is already used as a primary source of infor­
mation by the superintondent and school board, and who in turn depends 
upon school groups for developing solutions to problems within th© 
school functions as a change agent. Until change is implemented at the 
local school level, it remains largely impotent. For example, th© first
T^hj.s study shows that only 2h out of 312 principals were in­
volved in policy decisions concerning the plan of desegregation adopted 
in thoir school districts (See Chapter VI, Actual Decisions).
^Only t-2.1 percent of 312 principals uso school groups (faculty 
and students) as their primary reference group for change in the school 
involving integration (See Chapter IV, Table 9)«
A8
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implementation in a public school system in this country of the findings 
of the 1966 Coleman Report will take place in the Norfolk, Virginia, 
city school system in September, 1970 (Tlmes-Dispatch, April 5* 1970* 
B-4)• Blau observes that the introduction of social innovation in 
institutions depends upon bureaucratic methods of administration before 
they become operational (1956*92-96)•
Principal1s Centrality
"Children, black and white, yell and shout as usual as they 
ride buses to school; tourists stroll through town; businessmen are 
back in their offices" (Sharp, 1970:8A). All too often after the school 
board has exhausted its legal efforts to thwart desegregation, the citi­
zens of the board are ready to go back to their jobs. They instruct 
the superintendent to do the best he can to comply with the legal man­
date. When the superintendent passes the word on to the principal, he 
then becomes the central figure in the change process from segregation 
to desegregation to integration in the individual school, frequently 
without community or administrative support. The way he handles this 
change is the key to racial integration or racial polarisation in the 
school center.
This is not to say that others are not involved in changes 
brought about when a dual school structure is combined into one uni­
tary system —  they are. However, the principal, by the way ho relates 
to the school population, the community and th© school system, is cen­
tral to the success or failure of integration, Hamburg, in the 
National Elementary Principal, says, " . . .  the principal is the key 
person in the school, and if he is a phony in this area, you can rest
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assured that th© integration process as it has been defined, is doomed 
to failure1* (1966:2b-). Table 3 shows how desegregation has redefined 
his job placing him in an interaction position in the midst of social 
change•
The "Forgotten Man** in Desegregation
Why should this study take the position that the principal is 
the most critical individual in the integration process when the most 
authoritative studies of school desegregation have ignored him? Crain 
demonstrates in The Politics of School Desegregation (1968) that it is 
the school board and superintendent who make policy decisions regarding 
desegregation. The Coleman report points to family background and 
race ratio as critical factors in the child's achievement (1966). In 
addition, Racial Isolation in the Public Schools emphasizes race ratio, 
and singles out the teacher as a key determinant in integration (I967). 
The U.S. Riot Commission Report (1968) discusses teachers, facilities, 
funds, and community characteristics in the goal of equipping the 
ghetto child for participation in the larger society.
As a rebuttal to these studies which take no cognizance of the 
influence of the principal, this study found through the pilot study 
as well as the survey instrument that the principal makes the difference 
in most of these situations. For example, Crain is intrigued by the 
effectiveness of neighborhood groups in eight major cities in gaining 
acceptance of their demands to the school boards, and the relative 
ineffectiveness of civil rights organizations. He explains the success 
of the neighborhood groups by the specificity of their demands, their 
commitment, and their representativeness of the community (1969:131-133)•
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In th© pilot study, as well as from subsequent interviews with 
selected principals, it was substantiated that principals frequently 
use these groups as levers on tho power structure in the community. 
Usually the principal dees not have direct access to these policy-making 
bodies in the same way that a group of citizens does, A careful reading 
of newspaper accounts of school board meetings report requests by 
neighborhood or school groups for action on student privileges, free 
lunch program, curriculum changes, recruitment of black teachers and 
others. It is impossible to measure the principal's influence in these 
kinds of situations. To do this it would be necessary to know how 
likely these changes would have occurred without his intervention.
The Coleman report emphasizes the importance of the child's 
belief in his control over his environment as having direct relevance 
to his achievement (1966*321), Examine the role of the principal in 
this dimension in connection with interracial conflict in the desegre­
gated school. One principal may call the local police department when 
there is an interracial fight; another principal will see the fight as 
symptom of a deeper problem, and search for the causes of the conflict 
rather than punishing the symptoms. (See Sensitivity and Creative 
Synthesis in Chapter IV,)
Racial Isolation in the Public Schools states, "There is, then, 
a pronounced relationship between the qualifications of teachers and 
the performance of students" (1967*96). The influence of the principal 
vjho wrote the following comment on his questionnaire demonstrates how 
th© principal can make the right kind of difference, "I make a serious 
effort to build the confidence of the teachers. I communicate to them 
my belief that there are no magic answers in this business, but that
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we constantly search for constructive means of meeting the needs of all 
students, not just tho easy ones.*'
The Riot Commission report (1968) expresses grave concern about
the middle-class orientation of public education, with no recognition
of the part the principal may play in effecting change. One principal
commented on this problem:
Study the socio-economic background of black students, and 
explore wa y3 of reaching him, communicating with him, moti­
vating him. Eliminate academe barriers to extra-curricula 
activities, based on the belief that motivation is most 
effective when it is positive rather than negative. Rather 
than requiring a certain academic level for participation 
in sports, band, cheer leaders, etc., allow free participa­
tion which will create an esprit de corps; I believe academic 
motivation will follow (Survey interview, 19&9)•
Culbertson opinions that the principal's role in change may be 
that of helping others innovate rather than that of making changes him­
self. "Could it be," he asks, "that because educational changes take 
place in a human setting, social processes become more crucial than 
inventive process? . . .  Could it be that in helping others make edu­
cational changes the principal is just as ingenious as those who make 
changes?" (1963:250).
In the findings of this study, this opinion is directly on 
target. It furnishes a plausible explanation for the omission of 
recognition of the principal in most desegregation studies. Tumin 
says, "There is no doubt whatsoever that the right kind of teacher 
and the right kind of principal make the right kind of difference; 
the wrong kind of teacher and principal make the wrong kind of dif­
ference" (1963:7)* This study holds that in the long run, the telling 
difference in the success or failure of desegregation to move toward 
integration is made by the principal.
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Principal as Middle■~Kanacement in Change
The principal, as the chief administrative officer of the school 
unit, is the member of the school system's administrative hierarchy 
closest to the daily operational consequences of desegregation. Middle- 
management is always a position in conflict. Like th© plant foreman, 
the principal is unable to identify with top management because of his 
exclusion from the policy level of the system, at the same time, he is 
not welcomed in teachers* organizations because of his executive posi­
tion. Just as Miller (Dubin, 1965:105) says the plant foreman has been 
called the most important and the least important member of management, 
so the principal may be variously viewed as the most important and 
least important school administrator. From his position, where inter­
action in the school center meshes, he develops objectivity to a degree
3
not required in a segregated school.
In his transactional role as middle-management, the principal 
has no inherent protection from intergroup interaction. He is where 
the action is, both in cooperation and conflict. From this position, 
he "attempts to reinforce organizational expectations on the one hand 
and empathize with organization members on the other" (Getzels, et al., 
196813^4)« As indicated in the beginning of this chapter, the princi­
pal needs help in development of techniques to make creative use of 
the talents and resources of those whose roles impinge upon his. Only 
4^.4 percent of the principals seem to understand techniques of
^This study shows that the principal of the racially mixed 
school at anything above a 5 percent level is more likely to depend on 
his 01m  observations than on informants. The height of his objectivity 
is in the school that is 50-65 percent vdiite, in which 55*2 percent of 
tho principals depend on their own observations as opposed to 24,1 per­
cent in nearly all -white schools (See Chapter IV, Table 20).
5^developing group goals from group involvement (See a further discussion 
of this under Creative Manipulation, Chapter IV),
Change Agent in Planned Change
For a principal to effect change, he must have access to 
resources which can be manipulated. This is why it is so essential 
for him to have autonomy to make changes within the school. These 
variables which can be manipulated are environmental factors which must 
not violate the values nor rights of self-determination of subgroups.
In order to bring about change, cooperative efforts, specialized roles 
and the mobilization of resources are necessary. For this reason, social 
change is seldom carried out except through organizations. For example, 
school desegregation as an immediate target for planned change is both 
the laboratory for testing the civil rights movement and the instrument 
for diffusing change more widely in society (Bennis and Peter, 1966s
292-2S&).
Figure 2 illustrates the change agent in planned change and the 
organisational client system. This diagram is used as a model in 
Chapter IV to demonstrate how the principal brings about integration 
in the school through the development of synergy among the subgroups.
The change agent in this diagram effects change by stressing 
openness - collaboration - consensus and authentic relationships within 
and among subgroups. Rather than denying the existence of problems, 
the change agent applies valid knowledge and involves the subgroups in 
problem-solving. In this way, internal resources are developed. This 
model views the organisation as an "organic system of relationships 
which tend to work best when marked by mutual trust, mutual support,
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Figure 2
Diagramtic Representation of the Organizational Client 
System and the Change Agent, in Planned Changes
opon communications, interdependence and multi-group membership of 
individuals, and a high degree of personal commitment" (Bennis and 
Peter, 1966:306).
Feedback
Choice among alternatives is the basic value underlying all 
organisation changes. "Through focused attention and through the col­
lection and feedback of relevant data to relevant people, more choices 
become available and hence better decisions are made" (Bennis, 1969b: 
I?). Feedback is communication which takes place across a boundary,
A boundary is "the line forming a closed circle around selected vari­
ables, where there is less interchange of energy (or communication, etc. 
across the line of the circle than within the circle" (Chin, 1969:300). 
There is a boundary between systems as well as within systems. For 
example, there is a definite boundary between the school board, the 
superintendent, the principal, the faculty, the students, the parents. 
Feedback has to do with who talks to whom, how often and about what 
across the group boundary. This is also where the informal organiza­
tion and the informal communication system function, crossing formal 
organizational lines of authority (See Chapter VI).
The routine of the principals job brings him into daily con­
tact with subgroups from the school and community, where he is in a
position to obtain constant internal feedback^ as well as feedback
5
across the boundary between the school and its environment. Gener­
ally he is more available to faculty, students, parents and citizens
^See the discussion of Creative Manipulation, Chapter IV.
^Sea the discussion of Influence and Participation* Chapter V.
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than those groups who rnke policy decisions concerning desegregation.^
The superintendent, the school board, the court and federal officials 
function at a greater distance from the operational consequences of 
desogregation than the principal. In this pivotal position occupied 
by the principal between the school, the community and the school sys­
tem, the principal occupies the most appropriate position in the school 
system’s administrative hierarchy to be change agent for the individual 
school.
Definition of "Change Agent”
This study defines change agent as one who perceives the need 
for change and develops strategy to effect change. In his discussion 
of the role of the change agent, Benne sees the emphasis of the change 
agent as that of intervention to influence direction, tempo and quality 
of change. He applies the name "change agent” to those parts of the 
individual’s work that have to do with stimulation, guidance and stabi­
lization of changed behavior, "whether the social unit which serves as 
•client system* to the change agent is a person, a small group, an 
organization, a local community, or some larger social system" (1965:
956).
The editors of The Planning of Change develop a rationale for 
planned change in which they see that the extent to which scientific 
knowledge of social change can be effectively utilized is largely depen­
dent upon the relationship between the client and the change agent.
^Crain found superintendents unwilling to engage in serious 
discussion of desegregation issues with lay persons. He found school 
boards more responsive to neighborhood groups than to civil rights 
organizations (1968:136-137)*
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Client designates the person or group, and client system the person, 
group, organization, community, culture, family, club, etc, , . •
Change agent is used to designate the instrument of change (Bennis, et
•fill*. 1969s 5).
Lippitt, et al., in Dynamics of Planned Change refers to the 
change agent as one from the outside who comes into a client system 
to effect change (1958). In Levittown, Gans found change agents 
severely limited in effectiveness by community attitudes. He found 
that*
• . . what happens in a community is almost always a 
reflection of the people who live in it, especially the 
numerical and cultural majority. That majority supports 
th8 organizations and institutions that define the com­
munity} it determines who will be enjoying life, and who 
will be socially isolated and it forms the constituen­
cies to which decision-makers are responsive. In the 
last analysis, then, the community (and its origin, im­
pact, and politics) are an outcome of the population 
mix, particularly of its dominant elements and their 
social structure and culture (1967:411).
This study shows that 71.8 percent of the principals surveyed
define themselves as change agents, while 28.2 percent do not (See
Table 1).
Dependent variables used in the next three chapters show that
many principals function as change agents regardless of how they define
themselves. These dependent variables, and the environment to which
they are related are:
Chapter IV - Principal's development of synergy in school unit: 
Autonomy
Primary reference group 
Black success models 
Subgroups
Situational adjustment 
Creative manipulation 
Sensitivity 
Creative synthesis
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Chapter V - Principal's influence in community;
Schools and social change 
Community support of school policies 
Community participation 
Community influence
Community desegregation and school desegregation
Community response to desegregation
Future community attitudes toward desegregation
Chapter VI - Principal's power-status in school system*
Authority commensurate with responsibility 
Informal communication system 
Informal organization 
Systemwide dec is ion-making 
Participation in actual decisions
When a Principal Doss Not Function as Change Agent 
What happens after desegregation when a principal does not know 
how, or refuses to function as a change agent? What about the princi­
pal who says, "I do not want to promote integration?" Vidich and 
McReynolds, in a study of high school principals in New York City con­
ducted for the U.S. Office of Education, picture the principal who does 
not function as a change agent (according to the definition used in 
this study) as a colonial administrator defending his outpost. They 
show his as:
Badgered by the union and the board, bludgeoned by the 
critics, buffeted by the community, and its spokesmen, 
baffled by student militancy of a style and vehemence they 
never experienced, the principals* "occupational psychology" 
in the phraseology of the USOE report, is to defend the 
status quo and their own expertise (Bard, 1970:71)*
Borrowing from complex organization literature, the principal
who defends the status quo and adheres strictly to organisational
values can be compared to Chris Argyris* executive who develops non-
authentic relations within an organization as the result of lack of
interpersonal competence. In Argyris* model, this executive operates
according to traditional organizational values of rational, task-oriented
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aspects. Ho "influences" through directives, coercion and control 
(1962:^3). This executive who is not skilled in interpersonal compe­
tence can be related to the principal who has a negative appreciation 
of the potential power of his position, who sees himself as the organi­
zation's scapegoat, and whose advice to the new principal approaching 
desegregation is, "Lay low and protect the equipment."
Where there is no feedback across organizational boundaries, 
there is no openness to new attitudes, values, and feelings, nor incor­
poration of them into the organization. This decreases the possibility 
of Creative Synthesis within the organization. Where the principal in 
school desegregation does not function as change agent, the school cen­
ter becomes a breeding ground for mistrust, intorgroup conflict, con­
formity and rigidity (Argyris, 1962:^3). It is a place where, in the 
words of one principal, it appeal's to be more important to "put 'em in 
their place," than it is to listen to what they have to say.
Goals of the Change Agent 
The effective change agent knows where he is, where he is 
going, and what he has to work with. In more formal language, he 
develops a rationale for change, clearly defines goals, and knows what 
resources he can draw from to effect change. His approach is positive, 
firm and objective. One principal put it in these words; "From the 
beginning, establish with both the faculty and students that integration 
will work, and you expect each of them to help make it work,"
Bennis discusses the goals of the change agent, with the under­
lying assumption that people are more supportive of change if they have 
a part in its development. These goals as discussed by Bennis appear
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on the left side of the following table (1969a:3^“37)» illustrated by 
quotations from Virginia principals on the right.
TABLE 5
CHANGE AGENT GOALS AND EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
Goal 3 of Chan"o Agent Goals in Operation
"(According to BonnisJ3, (According to Virginia principals)
To create an open, prob­
lem-solving climate through­
out the organization.
Supplement authority 
associated with role and sta­
tus with authority of know­
ledge and competence.
Locate decision-making 
and problem-solving as 
close to information 
sources as possible.
Build trust among persons 
and groups.
You don't bring into a new 
school a set of behavior from 
another. You develop human rela­
tions in the context of the parti­
cular situation in which you work. 
Involve the staff and students in 
planning•
Bocome informed about racial 
attitudes. Read, attend serainars, 
talk with principals who have had 
experience with desegregation. 
Examine your own attitudes, and be 
honest with yourself about your own 
feelings.
Enlist the help of all subgroups 
in the school, not just the ones 
you used to listen to. You need 
the cooperation of all groups, not 
just the easy ones.
You can talk all you want to, 
but until people from both races 
actually experience doing things 
together, their feelings don't 
change. Prejudice is not rational—  
it has to be changed by people 
learning to know and respect one 
another as persons.
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TABLE 5— Continued
Goals of Change Arcent 
^According to BennisJ
Goals in Operation 
(According to Virginia principals)
Make competition more 
relevant to work goals and 
to maximise collaborative 
efforts* (In this Mcurri­
culum” is substituted for 
“competition" to make goal 
more relevant to education.)
To develop reward sys­
tem which recognized organi­
zational goals and indivi­
dual needs.
To increase sense of 
"ownership” of organization.
To help managers manage 
according to relevant ob­
jectives rather than past 
practices.
To increase self-control 
and self-direction for 
people within the organiza­
tion.
Our schools are outdated; they 
are not meeting the needs of modern 
society. The entire curriculum 
needs renovating; we need things 
we don*t have people qualified to 
teach. We are restricted by limi­
tations of training, of state re­
quirements, of peoples' image of 
the school. I firmly believe a 
school system can be devised which 
will teach every child to the ex­
tent of his ability to learn.
Encourage your faculty; help 
them know there are no instant 
solutions, but that together you 
work out problems. Communicate to 
them that we establish a community 
here in the school, and that the 
tone of this community is set by 
the faculty attitudes.
Challenge the faculty and stu­
dents to the opportunity to demon­
strate to the community that demo­
cracy can and will work.
Ask students and faculty to 
help set up the framework for 
making desegregation work. With­
out this, a principal can do 
nothing by himself.
Treat students in junior and 
senior high school as adults, not 
children.
a(1969ai36-37).
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The principal who operates with this typology of goals in school 
desegregation is fulfilling Gibb's conception of the "Expanding Role 
of the Administrator" who functions as a catalyst, a consultant, a 
resource to the group. He sees the principal's job as essentially that 
of helping tho school center to grow, to emerge, to draw upon its own 
resources for solutions to problems* The principal is with the group 
as a person, not as a position. He is in control of the situation in 
the sense that he looks at the school as a system, works with the 
teachers and students in the development of goals and procedures, and 
allows jointly determined targets and methods to govern. "When the 
administrator looks at himself as someone who facilitates, opens up 
the system, permits, encourages and gets out of the way, many new 
vistas open to him" (1967s^9-57)• Gibb's description of the role of 
the administrator can be directly applied to Peter's diagram of the 
functioning of the change agent (See page 55)*
Conclusion
If, as stated in the Foreword by Turain, "schools are the single 
most important agents in the formation of our national character"
(1966s7)t and if the principal is the designated individual responsible 
for the school center, and if desegregation is one of the most important 
social movements in recent American history, then it would appear that 
a definition of the role of the principal is too important to be left 
to local idiosyncracies, where he operates on a continuum from power 
to powerlessness.
The achievement of integration in a desegregated school is an 
unchartered sea. in which no one can make accurate predictions. For
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this reason, those principals intimately involved in the desegregation- 
integration process must have access to the decision-making level of 
the school system, and must involve his own school groups in problem­
solving in the school center. If the principal is to function as a 
change agent, it is essential that he be a primary source of information 
for desegregation policy decisions, and that he receive and utilize 
constant feedback from those groups whose roles impinge upon his.
The principal is the most appropriate individual in the adminis­
trative hierarchy of the school system to function as change agent for 
the school center because of s 1) his transactional role in the middle- 
management position, 2) his exposure to the daily operational conse­
quences of desegregation, 3) his position on the line of fire across 
school-community boundaries, his own adjustment to a changing situa­
tion.
Data collected in this study support the assumption that prin­
cipals of schools with more than a five percent racial mixture are 
aware of their responsibility in community race relations. From their 
own statements, recorded throughout this study, it will be seen that 
they approach school desegregation with the realization that they would 
be involved in a highly emotional situation. They intuitively tinder stood 
their centrality in change.
CHAPTER IV
PRINCIPAL'S DEVELOPMENT OF SYNERGY IN THE SCHOOL
Synergy is a term borrowed from the physical sciences and 
adapted to the social sciences. Its meaning, as applicable to this 
study, is that the total effect of combining diverse subgroups into 
one student body in a desegregated school creates a greater thrust 
toward equipping students to live in today's world than do homogeneous 
groups attending segregated schools. Very simply, the desegregated 
school is more relevant to the requirements of modern society than 
the segregated school. This viewpoint is articulated by Dr. Kenneth 
Clark, one of the persons appearing before the Senate's Equal Educa­
tional Opportunity Committee (Daily Press, April 20, 19?0sl). The 
proposition on which this chapter is based iss If the principal 
functions as change agent, he builds a collaborative climate within 
the school in which synergy (not conflict) develops.
Introduction
Conflict is inevitable in the transition from segregation to 
desegregation to integration. The positive values of conflict were 
discussed in Chapter II. The public school principal should accept 
the likelihood of conflict in desegregation at the same time that he 
develops strategies for conflict-resolution. The basic source of 
energy, or stated another way, the primary resources of a school unit,
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are the people who compose the subgroups of the school. This includes 
faculty, students and other personnel. It is the principal who is in 
the administrative position to synchronise these seemingly contradic­
tory social energies in the social process which follows school dese­
gregation to bring about integration in the school (Knezevich, 1962*13).
Development of group synergy is hard to achieve because of the 
principal's lack of experience in knowing how to use constructively the 
power in diversity. The strong prejudices held by some of the sub­
groups in the school center require that he learns to handle conflict 
creatively. The lack of external support from school boards and com­
munities is a deterrent to synergy development. Synergy is not easily, 
nor painlessly achieved. It is, however, essential if desegregation 
is to result in integration. This study takes the position that stu­
dents should not be moved from one segregated situation to another; 
that resegregation (segregated groups in a desegregated school) from a 
sociological point of view is more damaging to the child than segrega­
tion. ^ Development of synergy has been characterised by Warren Bennis 
(1969b*47) as follows*
1) a climate in which collaboration, not conflict, will flourish,
2) flexible and adaptive structure,
3) utilisation of individual talents,
4) clear and agreed-upon goals,
5) standards of openness, trust, and cooperation,
6) interdependence,
7) high intrinsic rewards,
8) transactional controls— which means a lot of individual 
autonomy, and a lot of participation in making key deci­
sions .
4he discrepancy between that which is anticipated and that 
which one attained results in relative deprivation, discussed in 
Chapters 4 and 6 of A Profile of the Negro American (Pettigrew, 1964),
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Challenge to Authority Structure 
This study is concerned with incorporation into the organiza­
tional structure of the public school system the results of the exter­
nal force of the Supremo Court Decision of 195^* However, this is only 
one of the movements in public education making an impact on the 
bureaucratic organization of public education. Another movement, 
internal in nature, acts on the organizational structure from within. 
This is the rising demand by faculty and students to be involved in 
policy decisions concerning the school. These forces represent the 
lower levels of the social structure (minority groups, teachers and 
students) and their challenge of public education. Both represent 
dissatisfaction with traditional forms of school organization and con­
trol, suggesting that schools have not been as democratic as educators 
claimed. Both movements seek to reorganize the school system itself, 
which would result in a change in the authority of the administrative 
hierarchy. "Both movements are portents of enormous change in the 
structure of the public schools, which have remained nearly a century 
without major alterations" (Bidwell, 1965*^38)•
These social movements penetrating public education are a 
direct challenge of the chain of command authority structure in 
Weber's (19;t7) rational bureaucracy in which he delineated the power 
and authority of position legitimized by explicit rules and regulations. 
Barnard (1938) approaches authority from a communications standpoint, 
viewing authority as the extent to which one individual in an organi­
zation will accept directives issued by another. Simon (1957) drew 
from both Weber and Barnard in seeing decision-making as the central
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thrust of the organization, assuming superior-subordinate relationships, 
with the superior guiding the subordinates, Griffiths (1959) demon­
strates that an understanding of the decision-making process in an 
organization results in an understanding of the functioning of the 
organization, Galbraith (1968) observes that organizational decisions 
today require information from those persons with access to the infor­
mation that bears on particular decisions. In this way, power rests 
with the group and not with the individual.
Decisions arrived at by group synthesis are more relevant to 
the environment of the desegregated school than hierarchial decision­
making, This position is based on the assumption that problem-solving, 
to be effective, should take place as close to the primary source of 
information concerning that decision area as possible.
Black/White Ratio in Schools 
The principal of the desegregated school who takes an adaptive, 
problem-solving approach to administration multiplies his executive 
powers by a realistic use of the skills and competencies of the school 
groups. We have already ascertained that only I65 of the 312 princi­
pals represented in this survey are principals of schools with more than 
a five percent racially-mixed student body (See page 16), Black/white 
ratio is a major area of disagreement in school desegregation, Fischer 
says of this:
While no single ratio of races can be established as 
universally "right," there is no doubt that when the number 
or proportion of Negro children in a school exceeds a cer­
tain level the school becomes less acceptable to both 
white and Negro parents. The point at which that shift 
begins is not clear, nor are the reasons for the variation 
adequately understood, but the results that typically fol­
low are all too familiar: an accelerated exodus of white
families; an infDrx of Negroes; increased enrollment, 
frequently to the point of overcrowding; growing dissatis­
faction among teachers and the replacement of veterans by 
inexperienced or unqualified junior instructors (1966:29).
As background for this chapter on the development of synergy 
in the school, it is important to know the level of racial mixture in 
the schools represented in this survey. Table 6 gives the level of 
student racial mixture according to enrollment of the schools. None 
of the very small schools of less than 500 students, or the very large 
schools of over 2,000 students have a nearly equal ratio of black/ 
white students. Most of the schools with a high ratio of black stu­
dents (5 to 49 percent white) are the very small schools. There are 
an equal number of nearly all black and nearly all "white schools among 
the very small schools.
The schools of 500-1,000 students have the highest percentage 
of nearly equal black/white ratio of students (50 to 65 percent whits) 
The schools of 1-2,000 students cluster toward the higher percentages 
of white students enrolled, as do schools of over 2,000 students.
Using gross percentages, there are nearly twice as many students in 
predominantly white schools (96 to 100 percent white) as there are 
students in predominantly black schools (less than five percent white) 
Despite the legal stages of desegregation throughout the State, many 
Virginia students still attend schools that are virtually segregated. 
Lawyer S, W. Tucker, in an address to the Virginia State 
Conference of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People meeting in Richmond in February, 1970, said, "Although all 
county school systems in Virginia will be integrated by next September 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People must
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TABLE 6
LEVEL OF STUDENT RACIAL MIXTURE ACCORDING TO 
ENROLLMENT OF SCHOOLS REPRESENTED 
IN THIS SURVEY, BY PERCENTAGES
Level of Student 
Racial Mixture
Less Than 
500 Students
500-1,000
Students
1-2,000
Students
Over 2,000 
Students
Less than 5$ white 22 A 8.6 11.5 14.3
5-49$ white 14.3 8.6 4.2 4.7
50-65# white 0 17.2 7.4 0
66-95# white 40.8 36,7 49.5 52.4
96-100$ white 22.4 27.4 28.6
100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0
(N-49) (N«128) (10=95) (N=21)
make sure that black teachers and principals do not get unfair placement 
in the schools1’ (Times-Dispatch, February 22, 19?0:F-1).
Table ? shows that there is a higher percentage of racial mix­
ture among the faculty in schools where there are less than 50 teachers 
than in schools of over 50 faculty members. In the schools with over 
100 faculty members, there are no faculties with a nearly equal black/ 
white ratio of faculty members. In the schools of over 50 faculty mem­
bers, the racial mixture is fairly evenly divided between 66-95 percent 
white and 96-100 percent white.
These tables of the black/white ratio of schools represented 
in this survey demonstrate that the cumulative knowledge of those prin­
cipals of schools with more than a five percent level of racial mixture 
will be needed in the future as school desegregation continues. This 
chapter lays the groundwork for a sociology of school desegregation,
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centering on the change agent functions inherent in the principalship.
TABLE ?
LEVEL OF FACULTY RACIAL MIXTURE ACCORDING TO SIZE 
OF FACULTIES OF SCHOOLS REPRESENTED
Level of Faculty 
Racial Mixture
Less than cJp white 
5-49$ white 
50-65/j white 
66-95$ whit© 
96-100$ white
IN THIS SURVEY,
BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 20-5-9
20 Teachers Teachers
8.3 5.0
12.6 15.1
8.3 10.1
33.3 29.5
50.3
100.0 100,0
(N-25) (N=139)
50-99 Over 100
Teachers Teachers
0 8.0
16.0 8.0
2.0 0
55.0 55.0
37.0 50.0
100.0 100.0
(N=100) (N-25)
The Principal as Internal Change Agent
Hollis Peter's diagram of the change agent and the organiza­
tional client system in planned change was given as Figure 2. Figure 3 
is an adaptation of Peter's model, showing how the principal functions 
as the change agent in the process from desegregation of the indivi­
dual school to integration. The transactional position of the princi­
palship should be particularly noted in this adaptation:
External change agent— The stimulus for school desegrega­
tion originates with the 1955 Supreme Court decision, through 
tho school board, to the superintendent, who transmits this 
administrative decision to the principal.
Internal change agent— The principal is in the most appro­
priate administrative position to function as change agent 
because of his continuous function at the level of the 
operational consequences of desegregation. In order to func­
tion as a change agent, he must have autonomy within the 
school center.
nENY I R.ONMELNTT
SYSTEM
O UTPUTS
CLIENT SYSTEM
ORGANIZATION*
IMPROVEMENTS
COLLABORATIVE-
RELATIONSHIP
APPLYING,
VALID
VCNOWLGDGE.
Figure 3
Adaptation of Peter’s Model, Showing the Principal &s 
Change Agent in School Desegregation
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Collaborative relationships— The principal employs inter­
personal skills to develop racial mutuality in the school.
His primary reference groups for change within the school 
are the faculty and students. He needs & particular alert­
ness to the importance of success models for the black stu­
dents, involving both races at every level of decision­
making in the school center. As the principal functions 
in this environment of diverse subgroups, he gradually makes 
his own situational adjustment.
Applying valid knowledge— By means of creative manipula­
tion, the principal develops group goals through group action.
In this he enables subgroups to contribute talent and support 
to the school and receive satisfaction from it.
Change induction programs— New group goals result from 
creative manipulation as the change agent redirects poten­
tially conflictual situations. Integration develops in the 
school center at this point, as racial mutuality increases 
through meaningful participation.
Feedback— Sensitivity to the human resources of the dese­
gregated school by the change agent results in a continual 
reassessment and evaluation of the dynamic aspects of change 
and group interaction.
Organizational improvement— Through creative synthesis, 
subgroups develop a problem-solving approach to conflict, 
sharing in the responsibility of conflict-resolution. The 
change agent develops this sharing of responsibility by 
potentially conflictual subgroups by involving them in decision­
making at every level of operation. Through this technique, 
subgroups learn to tolerate ambiguity in an atmosphere of 
mutual acceptance and respect.
Client-system-boundary— By means of feedback across the 
boundary between the school and community, and the school 
center and the school system, influence becomes an interac­
tional process. In each school unit, the principal is in 
the primary feedback position for the school system. As 
such ho is a primary resource for decisions concerning 
desegregation policies.
In this chapter, the principal's function as internal change agent is
examined. His relationship to the community and to the school system
are considered in the next two chapters.
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Format for Pro sentation of Data
Tho following format will b© used for presentation of data in 
Chapters IV, V, and VI:
1) Following the introduction and presentation of background 
for each chapter, those variables which cluster in the chapter focus 
aro listed. The categories are dichotomized as discussed in Chapter I, 
with marginal totals given in percentages.
2) Holding the concept of change agent constant, these same 
variables are measured and percentage responses recorded according to 
the principal's perception of self as change agent. Those who saw 
themselves as change agents will be referred to as C/A, and those who 
did not so perceive of themselves will be referred to as C/A-No,
3) An analysis of those variables which cluster on the focus 
of the chapter follows the preliminary presentation of data. Each 
variable is tested by one or more relevant constants,
4) The chapter conclusion relates the findings of the analysis 
of data for that chapter to the function of the principal as change 
agent in the desegregation-integration process in the school unit.
Organizational Complexity as a Control Variable
With increasing size, school systems and individual schools 
have become more and more complex in organisational structure. Mass 
education is dependent upon bureaucratic advantages of speed, effi­
ciency and continuity. School systems with a great many schools could 
not function without a rational organizational structure requiring a 
clear-cut hierarchy of authority and control and coordination of 
activities. In this study, we are concerned with the affect the degree
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of organizational complexity of the school district has on the function 
of the principal as change agent.
An index of organizational complexity of school districts in 
the State m s  constructed from ranking of enrollment, number of schools 
and layers of administrative personnel. These separate rankings were 
combined, and districts ranked according to simple - intermediate - 
complex. Enrollment was ranked according to: simple, less than 5»000
students; intermediate, 5-15»000 students; complex, more than 15»000 
students (State Board of Education, 1968:276-281).
Number of schools was ranked according to: simple, one senior
high and/or combined school? intermediate, two to ten senior high and/ 
or combined schools; complex, over ten senior high and/or combined 
schools (State Department of Education, 1969:10^-130). The layers of 
administrative personnel were determined by the number of administra­
tive personnel batwsen the principal and the superintendent. These 
include line and staff personnel of assistant superintendents, adminis­
trative assistants, directors of instruction and supervisory personnel 
in special areas. These were ranked according to: simple, one from
any of these categories? intermediate, two to ten intermediary person­
nel; complex, more than ten (State Department of Education, 1969:1^-51)• 
Table 8 shows the representation of the schools in this survey according 
to the organisational complexity of the district. This variable is 
used as a control in Chapters IV and VI.
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TABLE 8
ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS FOR SCHOOLS REPRESENTED 
IN THIS SURVEY
Organizational Complexity Percent Number of Schools
Simple 34.6 107
Intermediate 40.8 126
Complex 24.6
100.0 309
Note? The code number was defaced on three questionnaires.
This accounts for the total of 309 in this table rather than the 312 
upon which this survey is based. There was no way of knowing the 
school district of the respondent.
Variables Related to Synergy 
Those variables which measure the development of synergy in the 
school deal with the principal's autonomy, his awareness of and rela­
tionship with the subgroups that compose the school population, and 
the techniques he uses in the school to develop a collaborative climate 
in the school in which synergy, not conflict, develops. Synergy vari­
ables and gross percentages of marginal totals are given in Table 9«
In this survey, 94.4 percent of the principals feel they have 
the autonomy to develop a collaborative climate in the school in which 
diverse groups can work together. The principal's primary reference 
group for change is first broken down into school groups and other 
groups. In this dichotomy, 42.1 percent first consult school groups 
(faculty and students) for change. Of those who consult other groups, 
35®6 percent consult members of the administrative hierarchy, and 22.3
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percent consult parents (See Figure 4- for meaningful variations in this 
variable according to level of racial mixture in school),
TABLE 9
VARIABLES WHICH MEASURE THE PRINCIPAL’S 
DEVELOPMENT OF SYNERGY IN THE SCHOOL,
BY GROSS PERCENTAGES
AUTONOMY to develop collaborative climate in which integration can 
take place.
Yes 9 ^
No 5.6
100.0
(N=285)
PRIMARY REFERENCE GROUP for changes concerning integration.
School groups 4-2,1
Other groups 57.9
100.0
(N«247)
(Other groups:
Adm, Hierarchy 35*6
Parents 22.3)
SUCCESS MODELS importance for black students.
Important 91.0
Not important 9.0
100.0
(N=299)
SUBGROUP IDENTIFICATION among students and faculty in school center.
Can identify 91.1
Have difficulty 8.9
100.0
(N~293)
SITUATIONAL ADJUSTMENT-positive response to subgroups in school center 
despite personal prejudice.
Can respond 6l,8
Cannot respond 33.2
100.0
(N*=288)
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TABLE 9— Continued
CREATIVE MANiPULATION-devoloping group goals through group action.
Us© technique 44*4
Do not us© technique 55*6
100,0
(N=288)
SENSITIVITY-how principal keeps finger on pulse of emotional tone of 
school.
Observation 39*3
Inf ormant s 60,7
100.0
(N-239)
CREATIVE SYNTHESIS-techniques for group problem-solving.
Synthesis 78,4
Regulations 21.2
100.0
(N-268)
Most principals, 91*0 percent, think it is important that there 
be involvement of black students, faculty, administrators at every 
level of decision-making. This variable is entitled Black Success 
Models, There appears little doubt that principals are aware of the 
subgroups and leaders in the school, with 91*1 percent saying they can 
identify them. The survey finds that 61,8 percent of the respondents 
believe it is possible for a principal to respond to subgroups in the 
school because of the responsibility of his position, regardless of 
his personal feelings.
Principals seem uncertain about the technique of developing 
group goals from group action, with only 44,4 percent using the tech­
nique of creative manipulation (Check Table 20 for the difference the 
level of racial mixture makes in the sensitivity variable). Only
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39.3 percent of the principals depend upon their own observation for 
perceiving the emotional tons of the school, while 60,7 percent use 
informants and observation. In problem-solving in the school, 78.4 
percent of the principals use the technique of creative synthesis.
Each of these variables is discussed in detail in the analysis of 
variables in the latter part of the chapter.
Principal as Change Agent and Synergy Variables
The summary of synergy variables, holding the change agent 
variable constant, are found in Table 10.
The C/A principal is more likely than C/A-No principal, by 
96.2 percent to 89*6 percent, to feel that he has autonomy in the 
school* When he wants to make changes in the school that will further 
integration (attitude of equality), the C/A principal is more likely, 
by 45*1 percent to 33.3 percent, to consult school groups as his pri­
mary reference group.
The C/A is more likely than the C/A-No principal, by 92.7 
percent to 86,4 percent, to see the importance of black success models 
in the school at every level. However, there is an overall agreement 
as to the importance of this variable. The C/A principal is more 
likely, by 92*9 percent to 86,4 percent, than the C/A-No principal to 
be able to identify the subgroups and their leaders in tho school.
The C/A feels that the really prejudiced principal cannot respond to 
subgroups, while the C/A-No feels that he can by 75.6 percent to 56*7 
p»ercent.
Use of the technique of creative manipulation is more pre­
valent by 48.3 percent to 34.2 percent among the C/A principals than
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TABLE 10
PRINCIPAL'S FUNCTIONING AS CHANGE AGENT IN DEVELOPMENT OF 
SYNERGY IN SCHOOL UNIT, CONTROLLING FOR DEFINITION 
OF SELF AS CHAIYjE AGENT, BY PERCENTAGES
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CHANGE AGENT/YES 
Positive Negative
CHABjE agent/no
Positive Negative
Autonomy to develop col­
laborative climate in 
school
96.2 3.8 
(N=208)
89.6 10.4 
(N=77)
Primary Reference Group 
for change concerning 
interrogation
45.1 54.9 
(N*=184)
33.3 66.7 
(N=63)
Correlation between black 
Success Models and ease 
of integration
92.7 7.3 
(N=218)
86.4 13.6 
(N=81)
Identification of Sub­
groups in school popu­
lation
92.9 7.1 
(N=212)
86.4 13,6 
(N*=81)
Situational Adjustment- 
Responss based on posi­
tion, not commitment
56.7 43.3
(N=210)
75.6 24.4 
(N°78)
Creative Manipulation- 
Developing group goals 
through group action
48.3 51.7 
(N=209)
34.2 65.8 
(N=79)
Sensitivity to Emotional 
Tone of subgroups in 
school center
36.9 63.1 
(N=176)
46.0 54,0 
(N-63)
Creative Synthesis- 
Techniaues for group 
problem-solving
79.1 20.9 
(11=196)
77.8 22.2 
(N=72)
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the C/A-Nc. It was found that the C/A-No is more likely than the C/A 
by 46,0 percent to 36.9 percent to depend on his own observation and 
sensitivity to the emotional tone of the school to pick up cues that 
alert him to brewing difficulty. The C/A is more likely to use infor­
mants. There is no apparent difference in the use of creative synthe­
sis as a problem-solving technique by C/A and C/A-No, the percentages 
being C/A, ?9.1 percent, and C/A-No, 77*8 percent.
Analysis of Synergy Variables
Variables which measure the principal's development of synergy 
in the school unit are those that isolate his actions which lead to 
integration or to resegregation. In each of these variables, his 
actions may result in the development of synergy in the school center, 
or to zero synergy.
Autonomy
In Virginia school districts, the superintendent is the con­
stitutionally-recognized administrative officer of the local school 
system, Ke is responsible to the local school board for the operation 
of the schools and for educational policy. Obviously, under these 
circumstances, principals cannot have complete autonomy to set policy, 
change methods and procedures. It is obviously difficult to arrive 
at a workable compromise between hierarchial control where there is 
a rigid transmission of policy and procedure, and the democratic value 
of autonomy of the principal to make adaptations and changes in the 
individual school. In this study, data in Table 11 show that organiza­
tional complexity in Virginia school systems makes no apparent dif­
ference in the principal's autonomy.
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TABLE 11
PRINCIPAL'S AUTONOMY IN SCHOOL, 
ACCORDING TO ORGANIZATIONAL 
COMPLEXITY, BY PERCENTAGES
S im p le I n t e r m e d i a t e C om plex
Yes 9^.8 91.9 98.6
No 5.2 8.1 1.^
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N«97) (N-123) (N=72)
Table 12 shows the lowest level of autonomy among principals 
of nearly all-black schools, and the highest level among principals 
in categories of 5 to 65 percent white students.
TABLE 12
PRINCIPAL'S AUTONOMY IN SCHOOL, 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF RACIAL 
MIXTURE, BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 
5$ white
5*“49'$
white
50-65/'
white
66-95$
white
96-100$
white
Yes 86.2 100.0 97.1 95.2 93.9
No 13«8 0 ^.8 6.1
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N-29) (N=22) (N=35) (N=125) (N-66)
According to principal's self-perception, all have a high level 
of autonomy. This investigator questions the validity of this finding. 
A comparison of Tables 12 and 13 shows, for example, that principals 
of schools of less than five percent white consult administrative
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hierarchy 64.7 percent of the time in preference to school groups for 
change. These sane principals, by 86,2 percent, say they have the 
autonoray in the school to make changes. Similar discrepancies are 
found at other levels of racial mixture. The principal of the 96-IOO 
percent white school says, by 93*9 percent, that he has autonomy, but 
consults school groups only 38.7 percent as primary reference group. 
The low level of the principals power-status discussed in Chapter IV 
also calls into question the reliability of the autonomy variable.
Primary Reference Group
The major source of an individual's values and norms in making 
decisions in a particular situation is his primary reference group. 
This is a critical variable in the study of the principal in the dese­
gregated school. The principal often finds himself faced with con­
flicting demands from groups to whom he is responsible as the chief 
administrator of the school. Used in this study are three general 
categories of reference groups whose roles impinge upon that of the 
principal* 1) school groups, including faculty and students;
2) administrative hierarchy, including the superintendent, supervisory 
personnel and the school board; and 3) parents.
In a stable school situation, the reference group concept is 
less important to the principal than for the principal of a desegre­
gated school, Ha is caught in “the painful predicament of marginality 
created by the demands and goals originating in diverse groups (Sherif, 
1957s272). In the opinion of this investigator, if the principal's 
primary reference group for change involving integration policies in 
the school is a group external to the school unit, whether it be
administrative hierarchy, parents or prossure groups, the school become
a breeding ground for mistrust, intergroup conflict, conformity and 
2
rigidity.
The principal of racially mixed schools, with more than five 
percent of the other race, is more likely to cite school groups as 
primary reference groups than principals of predominantly white or 
black schools, as illustrated in Figure
A more detailed analysis of this data is shown in Table 13.
When controlling for level of racial mixture in the school, the most 
important level of racial mixture which brings school groups into the 
picture as the principal's primary reference group is the student body 
composed of 50-^5 percent white students. The principal consults 
school groups when he wants to make changes under this level of racial
mixture 53.6 percent of the time as compared with 38*7 percent in an
all-white school and 17.6 percent in an all-black school. Principals 
of all black schools consult administrative groups 6^.7 percent of the 
time in preference to parents, students and faculty, while the princi­
pal of the all-white school consults administrative groups 32.3 percent 
of the time.
^Chris Argyris, in his model of organisational dynamics, 
demonstrates why this happens (1962:^3)•
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TABLE 13
PRINCIPAL’S PRIMARY REFERENCE GROUP, 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF 
RACIAL MIXTURE,
BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 
%  white
5-%9f
white
50 ~lsf
white
66-95$
white
9'6-iooj?
white
School groups 17.6 47.1 53.6 49.0 38.7
Administrative hierarchy 64.8 41.1 28.6 28.0 32.3
Parents 17.6 11.8 17.8 23.0 29.0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0
(N-34) (N=17) (N=28) (N=OLOO) (N^R)
Table 14 shows that the principal in the school district with 
simple organizational structure is more likely, by 43.7 percent to 
22,0 percent to consult administrative hierarchy as a primary reference 
group than in the complex organization. School groups clearly are 
more likely to be the principal’s primary reference group in complex 
organizational structure, as shown in Table 14,
TABLE 14
PRINCIPAL’S PRIMARY REFERENCE GROUP, ACCORDING TO 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY, BY PERCENTAGES
Sinrole Intermediate Complex
School groups 
Administrative hierarchy 
Parents
35.0
43.7
21.3
100.0
(N«80)
39.1
37.1 
23.8
100.0
(N=105)
100.0
(N-59)
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Black Success Mode3.s
Some of the black administrators interviewed in the pilot study- 
expressed concern over the lack of leadership development among black 
students in an integrated setting. The Coleman report demonstrates the 
correlation between the student * s achievement and his sense of control 
ovor his environment. The report says that achievement "appears 
closely related to what they the disadvantaged group believe about 
their environmentj whether they believe the environment will respond 
to reasonable efforts, or whether they believe it is instead merely 
random or immovable” (1966:321). The report further states that chil­
dren from disadvantaged groups assume that nothing they can do will 
affect the environment, which may give or withhold benefits, but not 
as tho result of anything they do or do not do (Coleman, 1966:321). 
Administrators of both races express the belief that there is a strong 
correlation between the success of the black student and the number of 
black professional educators in the system in the special issue of 
School Management devoted to the black administrator (1969s57)*
The variable of black success models was tested by asking the 
principal how he felt about a correlation between the success of 
integration and the participation of black students, teachers, coun­
selors and administrators in policy decisions in a desegregated school. 
In Table 9» 91*0 percent of the Virginia principals agreed that there 
is a direct correlation between the success of integration and the 
participation of black students, teachers, counselors and administra­
tors in policy decisions in a desegregated school system.
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Table 15 shows that principals of predominantly black schools 
are unanimous in feeling the importance of the presence in the dese­
gregated school of black success models. Principals of nearly all 
white schools do net think this as important as principals of schools 
that are racially mixed.
TABLE 15
IMPORTANCE OF BLACK SUCCESS MODELS 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF 
RACIAL MIXTURE,
BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 
5$ white
5“49%
white
50-65%
white
66- 95$
white
96-100$
white
Agree 100.0 91.3 91.7 90.3 8 7 .8
Disagree 0 8.7 8 ,3 9 .7 12.2
100.0 100.0 100.0 1C0.0 100,0
(N«3*0 (N-23) (U=36) (N*1#0 (K «?'!•)
Subgroups
An examination of subgroups (or subcultures) is a fruitful way 
of looking at the social system of the school. Subgroups are central 
to the dynamics of social interaction within the school. They are 
also a means of communication between the school and subgroups of the 
community. An analysis of the impact of desegregation on society must 
include not only its contributions to the total social order, but the 
consequences of desegregation for the white principal, the black prin­
cipal, the white teachers, the black teachers, the white students, the 
black students, the white parents, the black parents, as well as its 
meaning for various social classes (Chinoy, 1967:95-96).
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Dean and Rosen*s answer to the principal who says, "Treat 
everybody alike," is that "Intergroup understanding is impeded by 
ignoring individual and group differences and treating all persons 
as though they were alike" (1955;19)• They maintain that this atti­
tude ignores real differences in customs and beliefs that are rooted 
in subcultures; that minority persons may bring an emotional outlook 
conditioned by bitterness and unpleasant experiences, and that "treat 
everybody alike" assumes that there are no differences worth pre­
serving or acknowledging. Their conclusion is that equal treatment 
does not mean the same treatment (1955sl9)*
The concept of subgroups in the school is directly related to 
Hand].in's concept of cultural pluralism in America, Oscar Handlin, 
spokesman for the immigrant in America, says "Those who desire to eli­
minate every difference so that all Americans will more nearly resemble 
each other, those who imagine that there is a main stream into which 
every element in the society will be swept, are deceived about the 
character of the country in which they live" (1969:28^).
In his discussion of social change, Eisenstadt sees subgroups 
as exhibiting some autonomy in their attitudes towards norms, and a 
variation in their willingness or ability to mold themselves into the 
demands of a given institution. This stimulates a constantly shifting 
of the balance of power among subgroups, which under agreeable condi­
tions become the foci of change (1968:xvii-xviii). Many principals 
report that they do not see subgroups breaking along racial lines so 
much as along interest lines; others report that subgroups break along 
residential linos; still others report that in a high school situation, 
subgroups are constantly shifting with issues. One principal said,
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“A stable framework for a school is essential. All changes involving 
subgroups must take place within that framework." Still another prin­
cipal said, "If a principal is pressured effectively, he responds to 
a subgroup whether he is prejudiced or not."
This study reveals in Table 16 that all principals are generally 
aware of the subgroups and leaders that make up the school population, 
regardless of the level of racial mixture. The lowest identification 
of subgroups in schools is reported by the principal of the 5-^9 percent 
white students.
TABLE 16
PRINCIPAL'S IDENTIFICATION OF SCHOOL SUBSROUPS,
ACCORDING TO LE'/EL OF RACIAL MIXTURE 
BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 
white
5-k 9'*, 
white
50-65%
white
66-95^
white
96-3.00^ 
• white
Can identify 
Cannot identify
87.9
12.1
100.0
(N=33)
8?.0
13.0
100.0
(N=23)
88.2
11.8
100.0
(N«3h)
9^.3
5 .7
100.0
(N-122)
90.^
9.6
100.0
(N=?3)
Situational Adjustment
The adjustment of the principal to the demands of desegrega­
tion was examined in Chapter II as "situational adjustment" in which 
his behavior is explained in terms of his position rather than in 
terms of his own personality. In testing for this variable, it was 
suggested that many principals are not personally committed to inte­
gration, but because of their position in the school respond to their 
responsibility to subgroups regardless of race. Principals were asked 
to evaluate the ability of these principals to develop a climate of
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interracial cooperation in the school.
During the pilot study, it was observed that most principals 
attempt to deal with subgroups on an equal basis. Those principals 
who make the greatest effort to admit and recognize their own preju­
dices are more able to function effectively and to deal with ambigui­
ties of desegregation than the principal who firmly declares that he 
is not prejudiced. Seeman found in his study of superintendents in 
Ohio, that the leader8s skill in clarifying ambiguities may be a cru­
cial test of effectiveness (1960:11).
The development of sensitivity to the effects of his own behav­
ior on others, and of how his own personality shapes his particular 
style of administration are vital to the principal in a desegregated 
setting. This investigator talked with a number of principals who 
indicated that the lack of exact knowledge of how to function in a 
desegregated setting has caused them to be more open to suggestions 
and less authoritarian. Table 3 illustrates how desegregation rede­
fines the job of the principal. It shifts the principal8s function 
from that of primary concern with being an instructional leader to 
that of emphasizing interpersonal and organisational processes.
The question may be raised about the self-image which the prin­
cipal who defines himself as change agent wishes to project as opposed 
to the one who s a y s  he is not a change agent. This latter principal is 
perhaps more free in his own eyes to admit his prejudice than the prin­
cipal who feels he "ought not" be prejudiced, and thereby does not feel
3
that anyone who is can be effective.
3see the discussion of "The Personality Functions of Prejudice 
and D i s c r i m i n a t i o n , "  C h a p te r  111, of R a c i a l  a n d  C u l tu r a l  M i n o r i t i e s , 
(1965) in which the explanations of prejudice are sought in the
An examination of the graph in Figure 5 shows that the principals 
of predominantly black schools (5-49 percent white) are evenly divided 
in their opinion of the effectiveness of tho principal who is not per­
sonally committed to integration* The principal of the nearly equal 
black/white ratio school. thinks he cannot be effective by 57*6 pei'cent, 
and principals of predominantly white schools (66-100 percent) think he 
can be effectives, This question needs further exploration, and should 
have been approached from several viewpoints in 'the questionnaire* This 
investigator fools that few persons are without prejudices* but that few 
are able to admit to them. If a principal can admit his areas of inter- 
group difficulties, he frees those with whom he works to do the same.
In this way, an atmosphere of openness is established which leads to 
racial mutuality* Table 1? gives the exact percentages of the response 
to this variable according to the level of racial mixture*
TABLE 17
SITUATIONAL ADJUSTMENT OF PRINCIPALS NOT 
PERSONALLY COMMITTED TO INTEGRATION,
ACCORDING
RACIAL
TO LEI/BI, 
MIXTURE
OF
loss than
5cp whito white
sszsr
white
53
white
96-ioof
white
Can respond 
Cannot respond
50c0
jJO.O
IQoTg
( h»32)
50,0
„ J 0 *°
100,0
(N=~22)
57.6
100,0
( k=33)
6 3 4  
36 * 6
100.0
(N-123)
76.1
J 2 i 9
100*0
(N«?l)
dynamics of grone 1 deraction as opposed to the individual personality 
approach of The J • rttartan Personality by Adorno, o/t* al, (1950)o 
Simpson and ling ; y that “To disregard group membership is to per­
mit ail sorts of spurious factors to obscure the actual relationship 
on the personality level” (1965:75)*
100
90-
Effec-* I Not 
tivo I Eff
50-65i> white /66-95$ white f 96-100$ whit©Loss than 5$ / 5-^9^ white 
white /
(N«32) / (N=22) j
Figure 5
SITUATIONAL ADJUSTMENT OF PRINCIPALS NOT PERSONALLY COMMITTED 
TO INTEGRATION, ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF RACIAL MIXTURE
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Creative Manipulation
The concept of creative manipulation in which the administrator 
is the dynamic force in developing group goals through group action was 
developed by Dr, William Bullock in educational administration seminars 
at the College of William and Mary, He sees the principal as the indi­
vidual in the school center who meshes organisational, goals and indivi­
dual needs in goal-directed action. The principal is so highly sensi­
tized to the environment that he creatively uses (manipulates) the 
mechanisms available to him to develop congruences between goals and 
needs. He deals with what "is" rather than what "ought" to be, drawing 
power from subgroups that compose the school center to move the group 
toward mutually-formulated goals. His influence is folt in selection 
of the direction in which the organization moves (Class Notes, Edu,
1969). That creative manipulation is a useful variable in measuring 
development of synergy in a desegregated school is supported by 
Allport * s observation that "Prejudice tends to diminish whenever mem­
bers of different groups meet on terms of equal status in pursuit of 
common objectives" (1952:21),
The ideas inherent in creative manipulation are alluded to by 
a number of writers in the field of administration. For example, Mary 
Parker Follett talked about this underlying strategy of effective 
administration whon she outlined the strategies of 1) direct contact 
of responsible people concerned with particular problems, 2) contact 
in the formative stage of policy making, 3) reciprocal relation of all 
factors, 4-) coordination as a continuing process (Metcalf and Urwick,
19^ 0:299).
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According to comments on the questionnaires, many principals 
objected to the use of tho word "maneuver1* back and forth between sub­
groups in order to sample reactions and attitudes. Had the word 
"manipulation1* been used in the question, it might have elicited a 
strong negative response, because of tho value connotations attached 
to tho word, Other principals had more realistic reactions. One said, 
"You need to sample feelings in order to maneuver properly." Another 
said, "This is necessary to obtain the actual 'pulse* of the situation 
and how it is developing." Still another said, "An alert administrator 
observes reactions in social change without having to sample opinions." 
Still another principal considers this a dangerous device. Many 
appeared to grasp the feedback connotations of this technique and sub­
scribe to it.
Table 18 shows that principals with the level of racial mix­
ture between 5**65 percent white are more likely to use the technique 
of creative manipulation. This indicates the pressure on the principal 
to establish new group goals in schools that have a high percentage of 
black students. This variable demonstrates the position taken in 
Chapter II concerning the challenge of traditional middle-class values 
by lower socio-economic groups. The graph in Figure 6 illustrates this 
table.
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Less than 5$ /5-^9$ white 
white /
(N=30) /  (N«23)
50-65$ white / 66-95/0 whiter 96-100$ whit 
(N=35) / (N-122) /  (N=70)
Figure 6
PRINCIPAL'S USE OF CREATIVE MANIPULATION 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF RACIAL MIXTURE
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TABLE 18
PRINCIPAL'S USE OF CREA.Tr/E MANIPULATION 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF 
RACIAL ICEXTURE,
BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 
5$ white white
50-65$
white
66-95$
white
96-100$
white
Use technique 
Do not use technique
43.3 
56.7 
100. 0 
(N-30)
60.9
39.1
100.0
(N«23)
54.3
45.7
100.0
(N=35)
56.6
100.0
(N-122)
38.6 
61.4 
100.0 
(N«70)
Sensitivity
It is precisely at the point of feedback in school desegrega­
tion that the job of the principal becomes the most sensitive position 
in the administrative hierarchy of the school system (See-Table 19).
It is here that his potential value to a theory of school desegrega­
tion has been most overlooked by the policy makers of school desegre­
gation, and is perhaps here that he can make his greatest contribution 
if used creatively. By the time information which is part of the prin­
cipal's daily experience gets "sampled, screened, condensed, compiled, 
coded, expressed in statistical form, spun into generalizations and 
crystallised into recommendations" (Gardner, 1963*78), from which the 
superintendent compiles his recommendations to the board, it has become 
"processed data." (The rapidly developing organizational complexity 
of school systems make the increased use of "processed data" a pre­
dictable part of the future•)
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The information processing system on which large school systems 
rely produce reports that are dangerously mismatched with the real 
world because of the elements that have been filtered out by the 
report. “It filters out emotion, feeling, sentiment, mood and almost 
all of the irrational nuances of human situations. It filters out 
those intuitive judgments that are just below the level of conscious­
ness" (Gardner, 19^3i79)*
There is a strong feeling among education experts in Virginia, 
according to education writer Charles Cox, that a school system smaller 
than 5j000 students is too small to provide the comprehensive education 
needed. If the constitution referendum is approved, the State Depart­
ment of Education would get new powers to consolidate school districts 
into districts of a sise to "promote the realisation of the prescribed 
standards of quality" (Cox, 1970sB»l).
The data of this study indicate that the principal's sensiti­
vity to tho school population in a school of over 2,000 may be dysfunc­
tional from a human relations standpoint. Table 19 shows the principal 
more likely to depend on his own observations in schools under 2,000, 
and more dependent on informants for schools over 2,000. Had this 
question used the word "informant," perhaps no principal would have 
admitted using them. At the same time, they very freely listed the 
people who keep them apprised of what is going on around the school. 
There are indications that the trend in Virginia is toward larger 
schools. Note that schools peak at the principal's awareness of the 
mood of the school at about 1,000 and when a school becomes as large 
as 2,000, he seems unable to keep his finger on the pulse of the school 
without informants. In schools over 2,000, 80 percent of the principals
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use informants rather than depending on their own observation for cues
of pending difficulty,
TABLE 19
PRINCIPAL °S SENSITIVITY TO MOOD OF SCHOOL,
ACCORDING TO SCHOOL ENROLLMENT,
BY PERCENTAGES
'  ’ — - ^^ 3o^ -T,c'oo~ l^OOO ^ 0verT7000
 _____ _ _____ _ 500 students students______students
Observation 
Informants
In a segregated neighborhood school, the values and charac­
teristics of the student body and faculty are not dissimilar. With 
a multiplicity of subgroups, ths principal finds it more necessary 
to depend on his own evaluation of the situation rather than the 
interpretation of others (See Figure 7). He learns that he must look 
beyond the immediate conflict for explanations. Is a child Mimpossible 
and disrespectful" or is a teacher provoking him by forcing conforroity 
with her definition of the situation? Was a student election "rigged" 
or just poorly planned? The principal's mind is filled with dilemmas 
of huraan relations in a desegregated setting. Table 20 shows that the 
principal of the school with more than five percent racial mixture is 
more likely to develop his own sensitivity than the principal of the 
nearly all black or nearly all white school. His greatest awareness 
of the emotional tone of the school is with a 50 to 65 percent white 
student body.
40.0 45.8 35.5 20,0
60.0 54.2 64.5 80.0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0
(N=45) (N=96) (N=76) (N=20)
100
100
f
Obser- | Infor-j Obser-^ Inf or*- jObser- Inf or-I Obser-| Infor-jObser-i Intor- 
vation 1 mants j vationf mants jvation mants jvatiorj mants jyatiorjnant
Less than 5$ / 5-^9$ white / 50-65$ white / 66-95$ white/96-100$ white 
white
(N =25) / (N=22) / (N-29) / (N=102) / (N*=5*0
Figure 7
PRINCIPAL'S SENSITIVITY TO MOOD OF SCHOOL 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF RACIAL MIXTURE
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TABLE 20
PRINCIPAL'S SENSITIVITY TO MOOD OF SCHOOL, 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF 
RACIAL MIXTURE,
BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 
5$ white
3—t9;o 
white
50-65$
white
bo-95^
white
9b»10C$
wh?lta
Observation
Informants
32.0
68c0
100.0
(N-25)
54.5
45.5 
100.0 
(N=22)
55.2
44.8
100.0
(N«29)
41.2
58.8
100.0
(N-102)
24.1
75.9
100.0
(11=54)
Tho C/A appears to be less sensitive to the tone of the school 
by 36•9 percent to 46.0 percent than the C/A-No (See Table 10). The 
explanation for this seems contradictory to the qualities necessary 
for principals to function as change agents. In the view of this study, 
in order to function as a change agent, a principal must constantly be 
sensitized to people and situations; it is not easy to see the real 
problem through the smokescreen of brush fires. Could it be that the 
principal who defines himself as change agent does function at a high 
level of sensitivity for a while, but begins to find it increasingly 
difficult to live with the uncertainties and ambiguities of the situa­
tion and gradually shuts out of his clear awareness those stimuli which 
threaten his security? If this should be true, it has explicit implica­
tions for training which may be directly related to the cross-cultural 
training illustrated in Table 4, The positive function of the change 
agent is to pick up the cues, see them as symptoms, find the root cause 
of tlie conflict and act upon his perception of the situation.
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Creative Synthesis
Creative synthesis is to the operational level of school dese­
gregation as integration is to tho attitudinal level. Both bring 
together divers© elements to form a unified whole. Follett coined 
tho term “creative synthesis" in 1925 in bringing together differing 
codes of conduct and seemingly inimical interests into a new approach 
that would not have been possible without the pooling of differences. 
This synthesis is a better solution than either group could have 
arrived at isolated from the other (Bennis, 196$b^9)* Follott first 
presented this point of view in 1925 when America was on a lower spiral 
of the same social upheavals that are being experienced today* civil 
rights for women rather than blacks; run-away inflation characterized 
by wild speculation, rather than the governmental control on the money 
market; a conservative political reaction-formation with Harding and 
Coolidge, the model of domesticity, rather than Nixon; the robber 
baron rather than the corporation conglomerate; prohibition rather 
than illegal drugs; the airplane rather than space exploration.
Observing how negotiations at labor disputes became so bogged 
down between the walls of two possibilities, Follett developed the 
idea of creative synthesis. This is the integration of goals, rather 
than domination or compromise which are alternative methods of conflict- 
resolution. She envisioned the integrator (or change agent in this 
study) as the individual who must develop from the situation other 
alternatives than the obvious ones. The most creative part of synthe­
sis in her opinion was neither to adapt to a situation ncr mold it to
^This historical comparison was drawn for this writer by 
T, F. Seward,
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suit ono* s own needs, but to enter into interactive behavior between 
the situation and self, which changed both. This is arrived at by- 
bringing differences in the open, uncovering tho real conflict, and 
not tho convenient one. Then the demands of tho situation are broken 
up into constituent parts, or the reverse if necessary, finding the 
real demand from the fragmented parts (Metcalf and Urwick, 19^0:^3-^9)• 
This transactional role of the integrator in Follett•s description of 
creative synthesis is that of the change agent in the desegregated 
school.
The technique of creative synthesis was tested for in this 
study by asking principals to indicate means they use to develop an 
attitude of cooperation in the school. All methods were collapsed on 
a positive-negative dichotomy, the cutting line being those methods 
which involve subgroups in problem-solving and those which do not.
Table 21 demonstrates that this technique is most useful to 
the principal of schools of more than 2,000 students• Principals of 
schools of less than 500 are least likely to use this problem-solving 
approach. This correlates with the principals in simple organisational 
systems who are more attuned to members of the administrative hierarchy 
than school groups (See Table lh).
Table 22 shows the principal of the nearly all-white school 
the least likely to use creative synthesis. The black principal*s use 
of administrative hierarchy as primary reference group for change 
(Table 1) may bring the high percentage of use of creative synthesis 
in nearly all-black schools into question. However, there may be other 
explanations for this disparity in data which are not.readily apparent.
TABLE 21
PRINCIPAL'S USE OF CREATIVE SYNTHESIS 
ACCORDING TO SCHOOL ENROLLMENT,
BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 500-1,000 1-2,000 Over 2,000
500 students students students students
Use teclinique 76.6 79.5 77.5 88.2
Do not use technique 23.^ 20.5 22.5 11.8
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=^7) (N-112) (N*89) (N=17)
TABLE 22
PRINCIPAL'S USE OF CREATIVE SYNTHESIS
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF 
RACIAL MIXTURE,
BY PERCENTAGES
Less~ than 5-^ -9% 50-o5$ ' 66-95$ 96-100?
_______________________ 5% Tdiite vdiite white white white
Us© technique 86.^ 87,0 83*3 82.3 62.1
Do not use technique 13.6 13.0 16.7 17.7 37.9
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=22) (N=23) (11=36) (N=113) (N-66)
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Conclusion
Data in this chapter indicate that principals understand their 
centrality in the desegreg&tion-integration process, but are ambiva­
lent about how to handle this new dimension of their job. There is 
little evidence in the data of serious objections to school desegrega­
tion on their part; not more than five principals wrote comments that 
could be interpreted as direct opposition. Generally the informal com­
ments on the questionnaires show a genuine desire on their part to 
“make it work.1' This supports the position taken in Chapter II that 
principals who want to keep their jobs subordinate immediate dissonance 
to goals that lie outside the situation. The widespread variation in 
their response to the desegregation-integration process is in the "haw." 
These range from the frequently repeated "pray” to "treat everybody 
alike" to "play it by ear."
The questionnaires evidence a widespread lack of sophistica­
tion in those variables which relate to human relations skills of 
group manipulation. In fact, when principals answered questions related 
to these skills many were bothered by the suggestion that they might 
maneuver, and questioned the ethics of such a practice. The idea of 
manipulation is both foreign and distasteful to them. This reaction 
is readily understandable when one realizes that most principals were 
first trained as classroom teachers. Their training as administrators 
has usually been secondary, and on a part-time basis in evening school 
and summer sessions. (That there is a high level of negative emotional 
response from educators when there is a suggestion of manipulation in 
education has been demonstrated repeatedly in educational administra­
tion seminars referred to in this chapter.)
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Most principals feel they have the support of their administra­
tive superiors, know the factions of their schools and believe in equal 
educational opportunity. This is demonstrated by more than a 90 per­
cent agreement among principals concerning autonomy, subgroups and black 
success models. That they have no clearly-defined goals is demonstrated 
by the soe-saw response to the Primary Reference Group variable, affec­
ted markedly by environmental changes. Most principals do not appear 
to have clearly defined goals in desegregation-integration beyond mini­
mising trouble.
Their inadequacy in expertise as change agents despite the 
potential of the principalship for this role is demonstrated by the 
diminished agreement in problem-solving by group participation, as dis­
cussed in Creative Spithesis. Variables which relate to manipulation 
of conflict bring a generalized negative response from the principals 
in Situational Adjustment, Creative Manipulation and Sensitivity vari­
ables which range from 39«3 percent to 61,8 percent (See Table 9)«
Relating this finding to the Meta-Goal typology of training 
discussed in Table 4, data of this chapter furnish evidence of the 
need for principals to become aware of the creative potential of their 
social environment. A study of sociology may be more relevant to the 
present position than how a child learns. As the principal's ability 
to predict tho consequences of desegregation policies improve, his 
skill as a change agent increases.
CHAPTER V
CHANGE AGENT AND COMMUNITY
Within the professional organisations, a rural-urban dichotomy 
has existed. Those principals and other professional educators from 
urban school systems have been accorded more esteem by their follows 
than those from rural districts. This study shows that social change, 
and particularly desegregation, may require a re-evaluation of the 
rural-urban continuum in relation to schools. This chapter is based 
on the propositions If the principal perceives of himself as a change 
agent, he recognizes that the school is part of the community, and is 
therefore aware of his influence in the community.
The Community
In this survey, no explicit definitions of community were 
given in the questionnaire. The school community is what the princi­
pal defines it to be, according to the following choices: 1) Rural,
2) Suburban, 3) Small Town, 4) City of 5,000-9,999, 5) City of 10,000- 
19,999, 6) City of 20,000-^9,000, 7) City of 50,000 and over. There 
were only principals responding from cities below 50,000 in popula­
tion. They were collapsed into one category. Those cities over 50,000 
are designated metropolitan areas in the findings.
Theories characterising the rural-urban dimension in life style, 
orientation to change, occupation, and values among other variables,
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have occupied interests of sociologists since Comte. Some of the dicho­
tomies developed have been:
Theological Society Positivistic Society
Contract
Comte (18?7)
Maino (1930) S tatus
Toonnies (1957) Gemeinschaft
D urkhe-im  (19^7) Organic solidarity
B e c k e r  (19.50) Sacred
R e d i i e l d  (i960) Folk society
Gesellschaft 
Mechanical solidarity 
Secular 
Urban society
Regardless of the label used by the social scientists, these 
represent efforts to characterize patterns of social organizations 
characteristic of whole societies. The dichotomy most generally used 
in sociology is that of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, developed by 
Toennies. Table 23 summarizes these concepts.
TABLE 23
SOCIETAL TYPES, ACCORDING TO T0ENNIESa
Social Characteristics Gemeinschaft Gesellschaft
Dominant social rela­
tionships
Fellowship
Kinship
Neighborliness
Exchange
Rational
Central Institutions Family law 
Extended kinship
State law
Capitalistic economy
The Individual in 
Society
Self (based on eval­
uation of others)
Person (person 
becomes object)
Characteristic form 
of wealth
Land Money
Ordering of institu­
tions
Family life, town 
life, rural village
City life, cosmopoli­
tan life, rational 
life
Type of social con­
trol
Concord, consensus 
Folkways, mores 
Religion
Convention 
• Legislature 
Public opinion
aElaine Themo, Class notes, Social Structure, Fall, 1963.
Sjoberg, in his discussion of the rural-urban dimensions, says 
that in order to analyze those dimensions effectively, "one must recog­
nize that rural and urban communities are subsystems within larger whole 
such as nation-state systems" (1964*131). This is a particularly rele­
vant observation when one investigates the principalship in a public 
school as the locus from which a principal functions as change agent 
in influencing community attitudes toward school desegregation.
Communities and Desegregation
In a discussion of the community and desegregation, it is essen­
tial to know the communities in which the racially-mixed schools are 
located. Table 24 gives this data. There are 10? schools in rural 
communities in this survey. They are represented at every level of 
racial mixture, with the most even distribution among the categories 
of more than five percent racial mixture of any community, Tho sub­
urban communities are not represented by any predominantly black 
schools, and only two suburban schools have an almost equal black/ 
white ratio of students. The same trend is seen in the small towns, 
with only three schools in the below 49 percent white categories.
Small cities have nine nearly all-black schools, the lowest number of 
nearly all-white schools, three; and 22 schools from 50-95 percent 
white. Metropolitan areas tend to have fewer schools with a nearly 
equal black/white ratio, and more polarization of nearly all-black and 
nearly all-white schools.
Table 25 takes this information summarized in Table 24 and 
breaks it down by community, showing the percentage representation in 
each of these categories.
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TABLE 24
LEVEL OF RACIAL MIXTURE IN  SCHOOLS IN  SURVEY 
ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY S IZ E
P e r c e n t  W h ite  
S t u d e n t s  in S c h o o l R u r a l S u b u rb Town C i t y Metro
Total
Number
Less than 5$ white 12 0 1 9 14 36
5-49$ white 14 0 2 0 7 23
50-65$ white 18 2 7 2 7 36
66-95$ whit© 36 32 18 20 20 126
96-100$ white 27 22 18 _2 12 82
Total number 107 56 46 y* 60 303
LEVEL OF
TABLE 25
RACIAL MIXTURE IN SCHOOLS IN SURVEY 
ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY SIZE,
BY PERCENTAGES
Percent White 
Students in School Rural Suburb T o m City Metropolitan
Loss than 5$ white 11.2 0 2.2 26.5 23.3
5-49$ white 13.2 0 4.3 0 11.7
50-65$ white 16.8 3.6 15.3 5.9 11.7
66-95$ white 33.6 57.1 39.1 58.8 33.3
96-100$ white 25.2 39.3 39.1 8.8 20.0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N-107) (N-56) (N=46) (N-34) (N=60)
V a r i a b l o s  R e l a t e d  t o  C om m unity
Those variables which center on the relationship of the princi­
pal to the community deal with his evaluation of desegregation as a 
social change, and the part he plays in influencing community attitudes 
The gross percentages of responses on community variables are summa­
rized in Table 26.
Generally the principals hold the opinion by 74.2 percent to 
25*8 percent th&t schools should lead th© community in social change. 
They feel they have community support, by 80.6 percent to 19.4 percent, 
in their actions in the school in promoting integration.
Participation in community activities beyond school-related 
affairs is reported by 58.7 percent of the principals, while 85*5 per­
cent feel they are very influential in setting the tone of acceptance 
for desegregation in the community.
More principals, 57*2 percent, feel that community response to 
desegregation of schools has been more unfavorable than favorable.
Table 1 shows that race makes a difference in response in this variable 
Only 28,8 percent of the black principals feel that there has been a 
favorable response of the community, while 45.8 percent of the white 
principals believe the overall response has been favorable, making a 
marginal total of 42.8 percent favorable responses.
The attitude is reversed when the principals were asked how 
they think community attitudes will change in the next five years. The 
black principals are more optimistic (See Table 1), with 62,3 percent 
indicating community attitudes will become more favorable, and only
43.1 percent of the white principals thinking they will improve, making 
a marginal total of 46,5 percent.
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TABLE 26
VARIABLES WHICH MEASURE PRINCIPAL'S CHANGE AGENT 
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE COMMUNITY 
IN SCHOOL DESEGREGATION,
BY GROSS PERCENTAGES
SCHOOLS AND SOCIAL CHANGE-relationship of school to community in 
social change.
Schools should lead 74-.2
Schools should follow 25.8
100.0
(N*=306)
INTEGRATION IN THE SCHOOL-principal feels he has community support.
Yes 80.6
No 19.4
100.0
(N-279)
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION-extent of principal's participation in commu­
nity-wide activities.
Active 58•7
Not active 41.3
100.0
(N-305)
COMMUNITY INFLUENCE-principal's influence in setting tone of accep­
tance of desegregation in community.
Very influential 85.5
Not influential 14.5
100.0
(N-310)
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT OF BIACK FRINCIPAL-effect on potential of black 
principal as change agent in the school.
Great deal of effect 40.3
Little if any effect 59>7
100.0
(N-233)
TABLE 26— Continued
COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO DE3EGRBGATION-how community as whole has 
responded to school desegregation.
Favorable 42,8
Unfavorable 57*2
100.0
(N*=290)
FUTURE ATTITUDES-how community attitudes will change in next five 
years.
More favorable 46,5
Less favorable 53*5
100.0
(N=299)
Principal as Change Agent and Community 
The most significant differences in the responses of the incuia 
bents of the principalship who define themselves as change agents and 
those who do not are in their relationships to the community. Of the 
C/A principals (See Table 27 for summary), 81,5 percent believe the 
schools should lead the community in social change as opposed to 5^.8 
percent C/A-No principals who think the schools should lead. The next 
most clear-cut difference is in the principal's perception of his 
influence in setting the tone of acceptance of desegregation in the 
community. The C/A principals in 91*0 percent of the responses think 
they are very influential, while only 71.3 percent of the C/A-No prin­
cipals think so.
The C/A is somewhat more likely to think he lias community 
support of integration in the school, 81,4 percent to 78.7 percent. 
There is no perceptible difference between the community participation 
of either group in community-wide activities not related to the school
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TABLE 27
PRINCIPAL'S FUNCTIONING AS CHANGE AGENT IN RELATIONSHIP TO 
COMMUNITY IN SCHOOL DESEGREGATION, CONTROLLING FOR 
DEFINITION OF SELF AS CHANGE AGENT,
BY PERCENTAGES
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CHANGE AGENT/YES CHANGE AGENT/NO
Positive Negative Positive Negative
Schools should lead com­
munity in social change
Community support inte­
gration within the 
school
31.5 18.5
(N=222)
81.4 18.6
(N*=204)
54.8 45.2
(N®84)
78.7 12.3
(N-75)
Participation in community- 
wide activities
Influence in setting tone 
of acceptance in commu­
nity
Importance to school of 
black principal's commu­
nity activities
Community response to 
school desegregation
Future community attitudes 
toward desegregation
58.9 41.1
(N=219)
91.0 9.0
(N®223)
40.5 59.5
(N-173)
43.5 56.5
(N®209)
47.4 52.6
(N=215)
58.1 41.9
(N=86)
71.3 28.7
(N*87)
40.0 60,0
(N«6o )
40.7 59.3
(N=8l)
44.0 56.0
(N«84)
both participating by only 58 percent. Nor is there any difference in 
the view held of the importance of the black principal's participation 
in community activities. Both groups feel by roughly 60 percent that 
it does not make a great deal of difference to his school operation 
whether he is involved in formerly all-white community organizations 
or not. There is no apparent difference in the principal's perception
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of community response to desegregation, or prediction of future attitudes 
between the C/A principal and the C/A-Ko principal.
Table 27 gives the percentages of respondents according to their 
definition of self as C/A and C/A-No, and their function in the commu­
nity.
Analysis of Community Variables 
The community variables in this study focus on the principals 
conception of the school and social change, and of his relationship to 
the community. It is important to know how community sice affects the 
principal's functioning as change agent in school desegregation.
Schools and Social Change
The principal of the desegregated school is charged with the 
responsibility of offering equality of educational opportunity to all 
students. At the same time that he is working under this legal mandate, 
he is employed by a local school board which holds the ultimate control 
of his job. Local customs of segregation, federal requirements of 
desegregation, and personal prejudices and hostilities of both races 
makes school desegregation a predictably conflictual encounter. How 
the principal manipulates this conflict has enormous influence on the 
long-range community acceptance or rejection of integration. The 
extent to which the principal sees the school reflecting community 
attitudes varies widely, as illustrated in Figure 8. “It is possible 
for schools to exist harmoniously within the community, but on the other 
hand it is equally possible for the school and community to be mutually 
opposed at critical points" (Corwin, 1965j389).
o l lc wF o i l  o' F o l l o f  L ea d F o l i o 1 F o l lo w
S m a l l  Town M e t r o p o l i t a n  
/u re a  )
(N^l) /
S u b u rb a n
(N«109) / (N=55) (N^b)
F i g u r e  8
RELATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL TO COMMUNITY IN  SOCIAL CHANGE, 
ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY S IZ E
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Principals who responded in this survey agree that schools 
should lead communities in social change, with variations between 
communities (See Table 28). The rural principal, by 82,6 percent, 
thinks the school should lead the community in social change as com­
pared with the town principal where only 60,0 percent think schools 
should lead. The response of principals on school and social change 
according to community size are rank-ordered from least to most in 
Table 28 and other tables in this chapter. This is to highlight how 
the principal views the community in which the school is located,
TABLE 28
RELATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL TO COMMUNITY IN SOCIAL CHANGE, 
ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY SIZE,
RANKED BY PERCENTAGE RESPONSE
_____________________________ Town_Suburb City Metro____Rural
Schools should lead 60,0 65*5 65• 7 82.0 82.6
Schools should follow 39*1 3^*5 3^*3 18.0 17.^
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N*46) (N=55) (N=35) (N*=6l) (N«109)
Town.— Hollingshead1s study of the power structure of Elm- 
tovm*s school board is an exp3„anation of the reluctance of the small 
town principal to believe schools should lead communities in social 
change. He found in Elmtown that a school board member, according to 
informal ground rules, had to be from the two upper classes, a Pro­
testant, a Republican, a property owner, and preferably a Rctarian. 
When a vacancy on the board occurs, no public announcement is made 
until tho date for filing for the forthcoming election is passed. In 
Elmtown, school board members have two primary concernsi 1) operating
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the schools as economically as possible, 2) seeing to it that the 
teachers conformed to the values of the community in morals, dress and 
ideology. School administrators in Elmtown adjust to local beliefs and 
prejudices or are released by the board as failures (19^9i121-147)•
On© principal from a small town who responded to this survey 
said he was the fifth principal of that school in five years, but he 
knows how to keep his job. He acknowledged running a “behind the 
times*' school in which he had no qualms about "bending the law" to 
keep his constituents happy. "In a place like this," he said, "you 
expect community control. If parents get unhappy, they go downtown to 
the local school board merchant and complain. They don’t come to me."
Suburb.— The principal's response to whether schools should 
lead or follow communities in social change finds the principal of 
suburban schools as intimidated by local opinion as the principal of 
the small town and small city principal. Could this be a latent con­
sequence of the affluent society? An examination of the rank order of 
responses would cause speculation that suburbs are becoming the 
Gemeinschaft communities in our society in terms of social change 
involving hetereogeneity. In Suburbia, Wood observes: "The growing
homogeneity of those cultural islands, and the restrictive practices 
that bar the unsuitable, become little more than a reassertion of the 
fraternal spirit" (1953’• 288). He sees contrived harmony dominating, 
to the detriment of growth in understanding of differences (1958:288- 
289), Humphrey found that suburbs adjacent to Nashville, Tennessee, 
voted against city-county consolidation in the 1958 referendum, with 
the residents' fear of integration cited by newspapermen and
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politicians as ona of tha causes for the negative vote (19?0:Chapter 
III).
Wood found that school administrators of Crestwood Heights 
studiously avoid participation in public debate concerning education 
philosophy. The concentrated on the "bricks and mortar" defense of 
more buildings-moro teachers-raore money, and remained curiously silent 
on any issues involving educational philosophy, appearing unsure of 
themselves and uncertain about their beliefs (1958:193)•
Despite the presence in suburbs of Merton's (1968) "cosmo­
politans" as opposed to "locals," the development of ethnocentric pro­
vincialism in suburbs, detected by many sociologists, is substantiated 
in the findings of this study. Most suburbanites live there because 
it is a "good place to bring up the kids," away from exposure to city 
pressures. Note in Table 25 that of the 58 schools located in the 
suburbs, there are no predominantly black schools, none with 5~^9 per­
cent white students, and only two with 50-85 percent white students.
City of 5t000 to 4-9f000 Population.— Principals of schools in 
small, medium-siae and larger cities in Virginia are only slightly more 
inclined to think schools should lead in social change than small town 
and suburban principals. A check of cities represented in this study 
find the following national industries with plants located in Virginia 
cities: Dow Chemical Company, Planters Peanuts, Chesapeake and Ohio
Railroad, Chesapeake Corporation, Firestone, Westinghouso, DuPont,
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, Hercules Power Company and coal 
mining industries. Corwin projects the theory that school districts 
with large industries in them whose homo office is located outside the
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State are particularly vulnerable to a power vacuum between the industry 
and the people who run the schools. He says that many times final 
decisions regarding such issues as location of new schools and bond 
issues are made by officials of a local industry with headquarters in 
another state (1965:373-378). How does this affect the principal®s 
attitude concerning schools and social change? Industrialism requires 
the lower class worker, but few executives. The balanced industrial- 
commercial city develops a more cosmopolitan orientation with a larger 
middle class and more pressure groups. The more pressure groups, the 
more diversity of opinion, and the greater the potential of the school 
administrator to function as change agent.
The principal who knows the sources of power in the community 
and who understands something of the sociology of community power 
structure is able to exercise more autonomy than the community with 
a single power structure, as suggested by Hunter (1953)* In the cen­
tralised mono power structure, school administrators simply do what 
they are told if they want to keep their jobs.
Metropolitan Area.— There is usually no one power group in the^  
mass, urban society of metropolitan areas. The unpredictability of 
power in a metropolitan area, as defined by Dahl (1961), places the 
school administrator in a strategic position to use pressure groups 
rather than take orders. In his study of New Haven, Dahl found there 
was no single power group with neatly predictable actions, but a 
shifting a3..1iance of leaders depending upon the nature of the issue 
(1961). Uni© ss a school administrator is very astute in his assessment 
of the interest of an influential, he may expend much time and interest
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on an opinion-molder who has only peripheral interest in the particular 
problem. Though he may be convinced of the merit of the administra­
tor's positiont he may never devote his own efforts to promoting it 
(Blocker, et al., 1965s57)•
Conversations with principals involved in the desegregation 
of a school informed the investigator of this study that frequently 
they had found the strongest, most helpful support from unexpected 
sources like the League of Women Voters, voluntary associations and 
small volunteer groups with strong personal convictions. . Many of the 
more traditional power structure elements have been antagonistic to 
school desegregation. This investigator found, in the course of con­
versation with principals from over the State, that frequently the 
superintendent ‘'takes on" these conservative elements of the power 
structure, playing the same type of political game with them that the 
developers of Levittown utilised in complying with state law banning 
discrimination in government-supported housing developments, and Fede­
ral Housing Adroinistration mortgage insurance requirements (Cans, 1967* 
Chapter 14-).
The exercise of outside power in social change involving civil 
rights measures strongly suggests the "pressure valve" function this 
serves for the local school system. The superintendent clearly operates 
under legal mandate in the desegregation of schools. He may very well 
agree with local power structure and intentionally do everything he can 
to off-set integration. On the other hand, he may talk a conservative 
line, but under pressure from court and federal officials, or because 
of his own strategies, give principals in the school center the autonomy
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they need to bring about a positive integration of schools (Not© in 
Chapter VI, the increased power of the principal in systems under court 
order). According to the principals themselves, 89 percent consider 
they are delegated authority commensurate with their responsibility 
in the desegregation-integration process.
Rural.— Why, in the rural areas of Virginia, should school 
principals feel that schools should lead the communities in social 
change? During the very period in which city and suburban schools 
have been becoming more segregated, not only by race, but by social 
and economic Impels created by housing patterns, rural communities are 
abandoning neighborhood schools. The one-room schoolhouse is dis­
appearing from the United States at the rate of 3>000 a year, according 
to Fischer, He explains the disappearance of the neighborhood school 
in rural communities*
They have learned that, despite its relative remoteness from 
the neighborhood, the consolidated school not only provides 
a broader curriculum, better books and equipment, and abler 
teachers, but, by drawing its pupils from a wider and more 
varied attendance area, also furnishes them an outD.ook upon 
the world that is impossible in the more homogeneous society 
of the local school (1966:35)•
In this study, there is a larger percentage of schools with a 
level of racial mixture between 5 and 95 percent white in rural areas 
than in any other size community. This is not to say that the response 
to desegregation in rural areas has been altogether positive (See the 
forthcoming discussion on Community Response in this chapter). School 
desegregation has taken place in a higher percentage of rural schools 
than any other community represented in this study (See Table 2h).
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Community Support of Integration in School
In an effort to discover if the principal who favors integration 
is able to translate this attitude into actions, the principals were 
asked about community support concerning activities within the school. 
There was a general positive response (80,6 percent) to this question, 
with principals in rural communities expressing the highest level of 
community support, as show in Table 29. Small cities show the least 
support, but Table 25 shows more schools of more than five percent 
racial mixture in them than any other community (6^ ,7 percent) followed 
closely by rural (63.6 percent).
TABLE 29
COMMUNITY SUPPORT OF INTEGRATION IN 
THE SCHOOL, ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY 
SIZE, RANK-ORDERED BY PERCENTAGE
City Suburb Metro Town Rural
Yes
No
76.5
100.0
(N«3*0
79.2
20.8
100.0
(N=53)
80.0 
20.0 
100.0 
(H=55)
81.6 
18 A  
100.0 
(N*=38)
82.8
17.2
100.0
(N-99)
From interviews with principals, it was learned that educators 
have been able to instigate many innovations under the smokescreen of 
desegregation that might have otherwise been impossible, or certainly 
resisted. This variable indicates some of the unexpected values of 
conflict. For example, principals told the investigator that many 
white parents resist having their children have black teachers or sit 
next to black students. As a result, these parents have readily 
accepted educational changes they might otherwise have strongly resisted,
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such as nongraded schools, team teaching, individualised instruction 
and block programs. Those havo been seen by parents as a way to pro­
tect their children from constant exposure to one set of circumstances. 
Principals say they have more feedback related to race from 
white parents than black. They generally express concern about their 
inability to communicate on a meaningful level with black parents.
One principal said, "You can say what you please, we're trying to make 
all schools white schools." Another principal, trying to improve tho 
white faculty members' understanding of the black community, is 
searching for empty office or store-front space in the black community 
where teachers may hold conferences with parents of their students.
Another principal is trying to persuade his superintendent to equip a 
"micro school" in a trailer, to be moved from ghetto to ghetto. He 
envisions this as an educational guidance center on the order of a 
lending library, art museum or mobile cannery. Parents could us© this 
school on wheels as a resource center for anything from getting help 
in filling out college application forms for high school students to 
learning to read and write themselves.
Community Participation
Unlike the principal of the segregated school, the principal 
of the desegregated school does not begin with a "community" but must 
build a sense of community among the subgroups whose roles impinge on 
the school. Those heterogeneous groups which compose the school envi­
ronment will not automatically develop a sonse of community. In exa­
mining the school community, the first view the principal needs is an 
understanding of the institutions of the community. Ho needs to know
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how the school organisation interred late s with the community governmental 
structure, economic interests and professional groups. Ho needs an 
understanding of the boundary lines of the youth agencies in the com­
munity, the service facilities available, the volunteer groups he can 
tap, the areas of interests of the civic clubs, and of how the Parent 
Teacher Association membership correlates with these community power 
groups.
As the principal becomes aware of the larger community, his 
horizons concerning his role of change agent widen. He begins to see 
that he has a constructive role in the community as well as in the 
school, and that he is in a position to influence the community as 
well as the school. Consult the change agent model in Chapter IV to 
see his feedback position in relation to the community.
In this survey, principals were asked the extent of their 
participation in community-wide activities. Seventy-five percent of 
the black principals indicated active community-wide participation as 
compared with 55 percent of the white principals. The question must 
be asked, "Which community?" since only three of the 55 principals 
responding in the survey indicated membership in formerly all-white 
community-wide organizations (See Questions Omitted from Analysis, 
Chapter I). One black principal said, "I have not been invited to join 
the civic clubs, but I have been invited to visit several, and I must 
say that I am terribly impressed with the work these groups do. I 
never knew before how many community facilities might be available to 
the schools."
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Taylor and McPherson indicate that with the growing organiza­
tional complexity of school systems, and the superintendent1 s increasing 
involvement in long-range planning, it makes it imperative that he 
depend upon the principal for grass roots community relations (1968?.
82), In Table JO, community participation of principals from this sur­
vey are rank-ordered by percentages , from the least active to the most 
active in community activities, according to community size. The fact 
that the principal of the small town school ranks next to the top in 
community participation, but is the least inclined to think schools 
should lead in social change demonstrates that he may be more influ­
enced by community values than professional values (See Figure 8). The 
same influence m y  be interpreted in the participation of the small 
city principal. The suburban principal is definitely more school 
related as discussed earlier in this chapter.
TABLE 30
PRINCIPAL’S PARTICIPATION IN COMMUNITY ACCORDING 
TO COMMUNITY SIZE, RANK-ORDERED BY 
PERCENTAGES, LEAST TO MOST
— ..... . - — __ -—
Suburb Metro Rural _ Town_ City
Active ^5.5 55.0 59.6 66.7 72.2
Not active A5,o AC, A 33.3 27,8
100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0
(K-55) (N«60) (N--109) (N-45) (N=60)
Principals hold varying opinions concerning the value of their 
participation in community activities. Some principals feel as this 
one, "There is no point in trying to reach parents. Work through 
students," Another principal, in discussing his strong feelings about
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the importance of school-community relations said:
You cannot analyze a community until you expose yourself 
to it. I think it is essential for a school administrator 
to take part in different types of community activities on 
different levels. You have to know a lot about the inner 
workings of a community, and the socio-economic backgrounds 
of your students before you know how to function in a school 
(Pilot Study Interview, 19&9)•
Principal* s Influence in Community
Social scientists removed from personal community involvement 
miss the impact of the principal's influence in the desegregation- 
integration process in their evaluation of sources of power in school 
desegregation, In this study, 85.5 percent of the principals consider 
themselves very influential in setting the tone of acceptance of school 
desegregation in the community (See Table 26), Those who define them­
selves as change agents are most aware, by 91.0 percent, of their influ­
ence (See Table 27).
The principal's perception of his influence may appear to be 
vain boasting when the negative community response to desegregation 
is examined later in this chapter. But who can measure what the com­
munity response would have been without the principal? The graph in 
Figure 9 shows the principal's evaluation of his influence, according 
to community size. Table 31 presents the data in more detail, showing 
the suburban principal considers himself the most influential. This 
seems contradictory to the data presented in the section immediately 
preceding this concerning the principal's participation in the com­
munity.
Influjj Not 
entiaJ Inf
Influ­
ential
Influ­
ential
Influ­
ential
Influ­
ential
S m a l l  TownS u b u rb a nR u r a l
F i g u r e  9
PRINCIPAL'S PERCEPTION OF HIS INFLUENCE IN THE COMMUNITY, 
ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY SIZE
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TABLE 31
PRINCIPAL'S PERCEPTION OF HIS INFLUENCE IN THE 
COMMUNITY, ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY SIZE, 
RANK-ORDERED BY PERCENTAGES
Rural City Metro Town Suburb
Influential 
Not influential
82.0
18,0
100.0
(N-11I)
83.3
16.?
id o .o
(N=36)
85.2
14.8
100.0
(N=6l)
89.1
10.9
100.0
(N«46)
91.1
8 .9
100.0
(N«56)
It must be remembered that the extent of the principal's 
influence, and the areas in which this influence is exercised, cannot 
be ascertained by the potential of the principalship. The willingness 
of the incumbent to utilize his resources to establish a positive com­
munity response to school desegregation roust be taken into account.
That the principalship is the locus for th3 most influential indivi­
dual in the integration process is substantiated by Katz and Lazars- 
feld's (1955) research project on personal influence conducted in 
Decatur, Illinois, These scientists were attempting to uncover the 
sources in a person's life which have the greatest influence on his 
decisions. Their data show that a person's immediate family is respon­
sible for two-thirds of all the specific influence attempts made on 
him, and one-half of the more general (1955).
The C/A principal knows that through students in the school, 
and the faculty and other school personnel, he is able to influence 
the community. The astute principal who understands subgroups and 
group leadership singles out "opinion leaders" of various subgroups
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as targets of persuasion® The “opinion leader” is not necessarily the 
most popular member of the group® In the observation of this investi­
gator , tho group member who believes in integration enough to risk a 
personal loss, whether of prestige, position or approval, is the 
“opinion leader" in desegregation. In talking with students, faculty, 
principals and parents, this investigator has concluded that commitment 
and risk are essential ingredients for an “opinion leader" in the inte­
gration process. This has been observed in principals of both races 
who take unpopular stands? students, black or xdiite, who are members 
of the “in" group but who risk this approval to work for interracial 
harmony; teachers who refuse to allow the teachers* lounge to turn into 
a "cut session" snobshop.
Table 32 records the principal's percaption of his influence 
in the community, according to the level of racial mixture in the stu­
dent body. Observe that the principal of the school that is 50-65 per­
cent white is more aware of his community influence than at any other 
level of racial mixture* Fischer states that none of the factors of 
facilities, competence of staff, sise of classrooms, matter if a 
school is composed of three-fourths Negro children and one-fourth 
white children. He says that virtually without exception, members of 
both races view this school "as inferior to one in which the proportions 
are reversed." (1966:26).
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TABLE 32
PRINCIPAL'S PERCEPTION OF HIS INFLUENCE IN THE 
COMMUNITY, ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF RACIAL 
MIXTURE IN THE SCHOOL,
BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 
5$ white
5-49^
white
50^ 65%
white
"66-95$
white
96-100#
white
Influential 
Not influential
80*6
19.4
100.0
(N«36)
91.3
8.7
100.0
(H-23)
94.4
5.6
100.0
(N-36)
84.1
15.9
100.0
(N-126)
84.6
15. **
100.0
(N=78)
Involvement of the Black Principal
This variable proved to be a controversial one for principals 
of both races* White principals feel the invitation to join and 
involvement in formerly all-white community organisations affects 
the potential of the black principal as change agent in the school 
more so than the black principal (See Table 1).
Masotti notes that “We have become a people hypocritical in 
the distinctions we make between the Negro's theoretical or general 
right to full participation in our society and the practical or speci­
fic application of these theoretical rights0 (1969s35)«
Pettigrew suggests that effective desegregation requires 
changes for both races. He cites many civil rights gains such as 
desegregation of restaurants which are not taken advantage of by the 
Negro because of his uneasiness and uncertainty about the new situa­
tions. He says that Negroes have learned to withdraw from painful 
situations. This avoidance learning can bo broken by intervention of
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a rewarding and ego-enhancing exparience, which may take place either 
accidentally or by design. The unlearning of the role of inferiority 
and learning the role of equality can be achieved in contrived situa­
tions (1964:159-177)• He describes this intervention, as adapted from 
Krech, et al,, below. This procedure is a form of sensitivity training 
and is highly adaptable to school principals:
Since the new learning is social in nature, it is best mas­
tered in particular group settings. Briefly stated, the 
most striking changes in personality and role adoption are 
achieved through participation in highly cohesive groups in 
which the new role behavior is: (1) the chief group focus,
(2) expected and emphasized, (3) strongly rewarded, with 
group status dependent upon it, and (4) actively advocated 
by the members themselves (Pettigrew, 1964:163).
Table 33 shows the attitude of principals in this survey toward 
involvement of the black principal, with the suburban principal least 
likely to think it has any effect, and the rural principal most likely 
to think it matters.
TABLE 33
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT OF 
BLACK PRINCIPAL AND HIS FUNCTIONING 
AS CHANGE AGENT IN THE SCHOOL, 
ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY SIZE, 
RANK-ORDERED BY PERCENTAGES
Suburb Town Metro City Rural
Great deal of effect 
Little or no effect
22.0
78.0
100.0
(N«=4l)
40.0
60.0 
100.0
(N-35)
4o,o
60c0
100.0
(N-50)
43.3
56.7
100,0
(N=30)
49 ,4
50.6
100.0
(N=77)
One principal said, “Membership in civic and social groups is 
rarely related to school duties anyway." Another said, “This is a 
problem in our community. White and black administrators work
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together, but have little opportunity to meet socially." A black prin­
cipal said, "I have never been able to participate in formerly all-white 
community groups; therefore, I cannot say what effect it would have,"
A white principal gave a different opinion: "They usually are not
invited and they do not care to belong." Another black principal per­
ceived the informal organization of the school when he said, "It is no 
one's fault probably, but the white principal is better known by the 
power structure than the black principal. He may play golf with the 
superintendent, belong to the same clubs or church. He may get his 
point of view over better in these informal settings than in an office." 
(See Informal Organisation, Chapter VI.)
Community Response to Desegregation
Principals were asked to evaluate general community response 
to desegregation, with choices on a continuum from hostility to coopera­
tion, These categories were then cut along the favorable-unfavorable 
lines, with the full realization that in reality a generalized commu­
nity response does not exist. Figure 10 shows the response according 
to community size.
Table 3^  is a more detailed picture of this response. The most 
favorable response is reported by the suburban principal where the 
lowest level of racial mixture exists. The most unfavorable response 
is reported by the metropolitan principal where the highest percentage 
of black students are found. The unexpected results shown in this 
table is the favorable response from the small towns, particularly when 
compared with the social change variable discussed earlier in this 
chapter.
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PRINCIPAL'S EVALUATION OF COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO 
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TABLE 34
COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO DESEGREGATION 
ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY SIZE, 
RANK-ORDERED BY PERCENTAGES
Kotro City Rur a 1 Town Suburb
Favorable 27.1 35.3 40.8 51.3 61.8
Unfavorable 72,9 64.7 59.2 48.7 38.2
100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100,0
(N-59) (N=34) (N=103) (N-39) (N=55)
The negative metropolitan response was studied by Bouma and 
Hoffman in a Midwestern city. They came to the conclusion that the 
one area of racial discrimination that has been completely imper­
vious to change is that of residential segregation. ''Part of the 
reason involves restrictions on movement placed by the white commu­
nity, but another part involves a marked lack of desire to change by 
the non-white community" (1968s58).
When this variable was controlled for level of racial mixture 
in the school, the principals of the nearly all-black schools, by
90.9 percent, felt that the community response has been unfavorable 
while only 38.8 percent of the principals of the nearly all-white 
schools felt an unfavorable reaction from the community (See Table 35)• 
These wore the only principals at any level of racial mixture who 
felt the community response had been favorable. This may illustrate 
the latent hostilities which are not admitted, but surface when dese­
gregation occurs.
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TABLE 35
COIllUNITY RESPONSE TO DESEGREGATION ACCORDING 
TO THE LEVEL OF RACIAL MIXTURE 
IN THE SCHOOL, BY PERCENTAGES
E eT  $0Ld5L^ 66-93>T'*'^ o^ L)0^
5^ white white white white white
9.1 39.1 41 .2  43.5  61.2
90.9 60.9 58.8 _56^5 38.8
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0* 100.0
(N«33) (N-23) (N-34) (N-124) (N-6?)
Prediction of Fut-ure Attitudes
Principals were asked how they see the future of school dese­
gregation in the next five years from the community standpoint. Per­
haps the most rational answer to the question was made by the princi­
pal who said, "There is enough integration to give desegregation a 
reasonable chance of success."
In the total survey, the general prediction of future atti­
tudes is more negative than positive, with 53.5 percent of all princi­
pals feeling that community reaction mil become less favorable. How­
ever, the answer to U.S. Commission on Civil Rights statement made on 
April 9, 1970, lies in the findings of this study (See Figure 11).
The report took cognizance of the assignment to schools to accomplish 
a social transformation as well as to educate. It states: "There
simply is no other institution in the country so equipped to do the 
job. If the public schools fail, the social, economic and racial divi­
sions that now exist will grow even wider. It would be even vrorse,
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tive
Posi­
tive
Nega-
tive
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Small TownSuburban
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PRINCIPAL'S PREDICTION OF COMMUNITY'S FUTURE ATTITUDE TOWARD 
SCHOOL DESEGREGATION, ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY SIZE
however, if the schools do not oven try" (Times-Dispatch, April 10, 19?0
1). Table shows that the principals who are most hopeful about the 
future of integration are principals of schools which are 50 to 65 per­
cent white„ Those who are most pessimistic are principals of schools 
96 to 100 percent white» This finding demonstrates with dramatic 
clarity how a principal is changed by the pressures generated by dese­
gregation, the underlying assumption of Chapter II.
TABLE 36
PRINCIPAL'S PREDICTION OF COMMUNITY'S FUTURE ATTITUDE 
TOWARD DESEGREGATION, ACCORDING TO 
LEVEL OF RACIAL MIXTURE IN 
SCHOOL, BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 5-49,6 5c m >3» 66-95# 96-100,6
5% white white white whito white
More favorable 50.0 73.9 75.0 38.4 34.7
Less favorable 50.0 26.1 25.0 61.6 65.3
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=34) (N=23) (N»36) (N=I25) (H“72)
In Table 37* note that at the same time that the metropolitan 
area principal reports the most negative response to desegregation by 
the .community, he predicts the most positive future community attitudes. 
The suburban principal is the most pessimistic. Could it be that the 
suburban principal foresees an end to de facto segregation?
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TABLE 37
PRINCIPAL'S PREDICTION OF COMMUNITY'S FUTURE ATTITUDE 
TOWARD DESK} RELATION, ACCORDING TO 
COMMUNITY SIZE, RANK-ORDERED 
BY PERCENTAGES
“■ ........ Suburb City Town Rural Metro
More favorable 35.7 41.2 46.3 50.5 52.5
Less favorable 64.3 58.8 53.7 49.5 47.5
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N-56) (N=34) (N=4l) (N=109) (N<=59)
Conclusion
Judging by contradictions in the data, the principal's rela­
tionship to the community is a troubled one. He clearly sees the poten­
tial of the principalship as a source of influence and is forthright in 
taking the position that schools should lead the community in social 
change. However, his apprehension concerning the future attitudes of 
the community toward school desegregation indicate that he considers 
the physical desegregation of two segregated school systems only the 
beginning of the problem. He m y  fear the community reactions as the 
process of integration develops. He must not really feel that he has 
solid community support, since most principals predict a less favorable 
attitude from the community in the future.
Findings in the Community Participation variable, as well as 
principal's attitudes toward relationship between desegregation of the 
community and the school indicate an ineptness on the part of most 
principals in school-community relations, Their potential for influence
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in the community way not bo matched with Td.llingness to risk exposure 
to public reaction, or by skill in public relations.
Findings in this chapter show:
1) Principals who define themselves as change agents clearly 
see the schools leading the community in social change, 
and are very aware of their influence in the community.
2) The rural and metropolitan principals are more aggressive 
in social change than the suburban, small town or small 
city principal.
3) The suburban principal is more isolated from community life 
than any other principal; perceives himself the most influ­
ential in the community; reports the most favorable response 
to desegregation and is most pessimistic about the future 
response. (His relationship to the community is more ambi­
guous than that of any other principal.)
4) Principals of neither race seem to see any real connection 
between desegregation of the community and desegregation of 
the schools.
Many principals* inability to place themselves in an influence 
relationship to the community may be directly related to their initial 
training as teachers rather than administrators. The State Department 
of Education’s studious avoidance of anything related to desegregation 
or race in their official publications is suggestive of little profes­
sional support for the principal of the desegregated school. Perhaps 
this leaves the Schools of Education and Desegregation Centers funded 
by the federal government the responsibility of furnishing external 
support for principals.
CHAPTER VI
CHANGE AGENT AM) POtfER-STATUS
The principal’s power-status is a social phenomenon, not a 
political, or economic one. Since social power resides in the status 
of the principal in the formal and informal organization of the pub­
lic school system, the composite term, "power-status" is used in this 
study. This chapter is based on the following proposition: If tho
principal’s effectiveness as a change agent is to be sustained, he 
must hold power-status in the school system.
Introduction
Power and power conflicts characterize school desegregation 
generally. The importance of the principal’s power-status is basic 
to an understanding of the principalship as the locus of change in 
school desegregation and of the role of the principal as the change 
agent. Decision-making is centrally involved in power, and may be of 
a formal or informal nature. In this chapter the effort is made to 
isolate that part of the decision-making process in which the princi­
pal is involved. As the primary index to his power-status, it is 
necessary to learn his relationship to the formal and informal organi­
zation of the school system in the decision-making process. How does 
desegregation affect this relationship? Does it vary with the level 
of racial mixture in the school? Is it affected by the legal stage of
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desegregation of the school district? Doss his power-status vary with 
the complexity of the school system*s organizational structure?
National attention is directed through mass media to schools 
in trouble« As a source of primary information in intergroup con­
flict, the principal is in a stronger power position than he was in a 
segregated school* He may not, however, realize the power potential 
of his position, or know how to use it in the development of synergy 
in the school, or in community influence.
HEW Legal Stage of De segregation as a_ Control Variable
The power of federal funding is not in the application of 
force, but in the withholding of federal funds for non-compliance with 
federal regulations. The legal stage of desegregation of the local 
school district, according to the regulations of the U.S. Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare is used as a control in power-status 
variables. This investigator assumes that this external evaluation 
affects the internal organization and operation of the local school 
system.
Attention is here directed to Eisenstadt's (I967) model of 
institutional change discussed in Chapter II, Federal funding is a 
source of decline in power for the local lay school board, the local 
power structure, the middle-class white patron and local public opinion.
This decline is the result of the increasing local dependency on fede­
ral funding for the operation of the local school programs, and rulings 
from federal courts on desegregation cases. Groups which have realized 
an increase in their power as a latent consequence of federal funding 
are the lower socioeconomic classes, professional educators, and schools 
and departments of education in colleges and universities.
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To illustrate this increase in power by the latter groups, 
educational administrators are responsible to the school board for 
reorganizing the operation of the school system to comply with federal 
regulations. Numerous federal programs carry the stipulation that spe­
cial emphasis be placed on compensatory education and employ low socio­
economic personnel in special programs. Departments and schools of 
education are in the position to get federal grants for research and 
experimental projects related to desegregation, especially in those 
areas which apply to the culturally-disadvantaged child, and in-service 
teacher training.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 601, pro­
vides s
No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, 
color, or national origin, bo excluded from participation 
in, bo deniod the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimi­
nation under any program or activity receiving Federal finan­
cial assistance (U.S. Dept, HEW "Policies", 1968:3.),
Section 602 of the Act directs those federal departments which 
extend financial assistance to issue regulations to carry out the pro­
visions of Section 601, Quoting from the Department of Health, Educa­
tion, and Welfare's pamphlet entitled "Policies on Elementary and 
Secondary School Compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964," these regulations state:
Assurance of Compliance
The Department accents three types of assurance of com­
ply .ance with Title VI: 1) from school systems subject to a
final order of a court of the United States for the desegre­
gation of their schools, a written assurance that they will 
comply with the court*s order; 2) from school systems eli­
minating a dual school structure under a voluntary desegre­
gation plan, an HEW Form 441-B Assurance of Compliance; and
3) from all other schools and school systems, an HEW Form 
441 Assurance of Compliance. When executing HEW Form 441, 
a school system agrees that it will take the measures
D M
necessary to comply with Title VI and the HEW Title VI 
Regulations. When executing HEW Form 441-B, a school system 
agrees that its voluntary desegregation plan will comply 
with the requirements of the HEW policy statements applicable 
to its type of desegregation plan (U.S. Dept. HEW "Policies,"
1968:2-3).
This investigator was able to secure through the Research Divi­
sion, Office of Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, the legal stage of desegregation recognised by that Department 
of all school districts in the State of Virginia. The State map in 
Figure 1 shows the districts of the State and the legal status of each 
district, as of November, 1969. The category of M l - B , referred to 
above, was further broken down in the information furnished by the 
Research Division, as explained in the footnote to Table 38. This 
table presents the data by district as well as by schools represented 
in this survey.
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TABLE 38
LEGAL STAGE OF DESEGREGATION OF VIRGINIA 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS, AND OF SCHOOLS 
REPRESENTED IN THIS SURVEY
LEGAL STAGE OF DESEGREGATION DISTRICT 
Percent Number
SCHOOL
Percent
i
Number
441, Compliance1* 35.0 47 36.2 112
Court Order0 23.9 32 25.8 80
441-B, Voluntary Desegregation0 14.2 19 8.7 27
441-B, Acceptable Plan^ 15.7 21 15.2 47
441-B, Administrative Stage0 9.7 13 12.3 38
Funds cut off, non-compliance 1.5 2 1.6 5
100.0 134 100.0 309
Notesi
Three questionnaires had the code defaced and could not b© 
included in this data. Listed categories will be referred to by name, 
omitting the 441 and 441-B hereinafter.
aThose districts which have met all HEW compliance require­
ments for desegregation.
^Those districts subject to a final order of a court of the 
United States for the desegregation of their schools, having fur­
nished HEW with a written assurance that they will comply with the 
court’s order.
cThose districts which have filed a voluntary desegregation 
plan, an HEW Form 441-B Assurance of Compliance, which are completely 
desegregated.
^Those districts which have filed and are currently operating 
under terms of an acceptable voluntary desegregation plan, and HEW 
form 441-3 Assurance of Compliance,
eThoso districts which have filed a voluntary desegregation 
plan, an HEW Form 441-B Assurance of Compliance, which are in various 
administrative stages of compliance.
1M6
Table 39 illustrates the conflictual elements in the legal 
stages of desegregation and the level of racial mixture in the schools.
Of those schools located in districts that are in Compliance, only four 
have 5-65 percent of the enrollment white, or are largely black schools.
The map in Figure 1 shows that most of the Compliance areas are in the 
mountainous sections of Virginia where few blacks live as compared with 
the piedmont and tidewater sections. The highest level of racial mix­
ture in schools is found in those districts under Court Order.^
Those districts that have Voluntarily Desegregated are largely 
represented in this survey by schools that have a high percentage of 
white students. The Acceptable Plan is frequently found in districts 
under a freedom-of-choice plan. Both this category and those districts 
in some Administrative Stage of desegregation have schools at every 
level of racial mixture. Those districts whose Funds have been cut 
off for non-compliance are represented in this survey by five schools.
TABLE 39
LEGAL STAGE OF DESEGREGATION AND LEVEL OF RACIAL MIXTURE 
IN SCHOOLS REPRESENTED IN THIS SURVEY
Less than
5$ white
LEVEL 0?
5U'9$
white
I vac ,l.aL 
50~65p 
white
MIXTURE
66-95^
white
96-lOGifc
white
Compliance 0 2 2 49 57
Court Order 17 15 10 25 8
Voluntary Desegregation 1 0 A 15 6
Acceptable Plan 7 3 8 22 6
Administrative Stage 9 3 11 10 3
Funds cut off 2 0 0 2 1
•^ Evans and Novak report that politicians privately admit that 
they are not at all displeased by the prospect of federal court action: 
“that it is far more palatable for local school boards and state offi­
cials to bow reluctantly to federal court orders than to move volun­
tarily" (19?0jh),
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Variable s Related to Power-Status
This study defines the principal*s power-status in terms ofj 
1) delegated Authority, 2) access to the Informal Communications Sys­
tem, 3) access to the Informal Organisation of tho system, k) Level of 
his involvement in systemwide decisions, and 5) Participation in Actual 
Decisions (See Table t'O for gross percentages). In the survey, 89*0 
percent of all principals feel they are delegated authority commen­
surate with their responsibility for integration. There is a clear- 
cut difference between the way the whit© and black principals answer 
this question, xcLth 75®0 percent of the black principals feeling they 
have authority/responsibility, and 91.8 percent of the white principals. 
(See Table 1.)
The survey finds 68,7 percent of the principals indicating they 
are part of the informal communications system. They are aware of 
pending changes like personnel shifts, reorganization, curriculum changes 
and location of new schools before public announcement. Inclusion in 
the informal organization is measured by how often the superintendent 
or one of his administrative assistants discusses problems and policies 
affecting the entire system with him. On this variable, 56.^ percent 
of the principals indicate inclusion in the informal organization of 
the school system. Sixty-three percent of the black principals say 
this as compared with 5^*9 psreent of the white principals (See Table 1).
There is a general agreement among the principals that they are 
involved in a low level of decision-making in the school system. Only 
29.^ percent say they are involved in major systemwide decisions.
Examples of the highest level of actual decisions in which they had 
participated reveal that only 28,2 percent of the principals had been
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involved in decisions relevant to desegregation policies,
TABLE 40
VARIABLES WHICH MEASURE PRINCIPAL'S POWER-STATUS 
IN SCHOOL SYSTEM, BY PERCENTAGES
AUTHORITY/RES POSSIBILITY: Bo you have authority commensurate with
your responsibility for integration?
Yes 89.0
No 11,0
100.0 
(N-281)
INFORMAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM: Part of the “grapevine" that knows
about organisational changes before public announcement.
Included 68.7
Excluded 31.3
100.0 
(N-307)
INFORMAL ORGANIZATION* Used as a consultant on systemwide problems 
and policies by superintendent or administrative super­
visors.
Included 56.4
Excluded 43.6
100.0 
(NK30?)
LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT IN DECISION-MAKING: Level at which principal is
part of decision-making team of system.
High 29.4
Low 70.6
100.0 
(N=306)
PARTICIPATION IN ACTUAL DECISIONS: Examples of highest level desegre­
gation decisions participated in, divided according to policy, 
not policy.
Policy 28,2
Not policy 71*8
100,0 
(N«312)
When the principals definition of self as change agent is held 
constant, the C/A principal receives a higher percentage in every vari­
able than the C/A-No principal, as seen in Table hi which follows. This 
is the only cluster of variables in this study in which this is true.
TABLE hi
PRINCIPAL'S FUNCTIONING AS CHANGE AGENT IN 
POWER-STATUS VARIABLES, CONTROLLING FOR 
DEFINITION OF SELF AS CHANGE AGENT,
BY PERCENTAGES
DEPENDENT VARIABLE CHANGE AGENT/IKS 
Positive Negative
CHANGE AGENT/NO 
Positive Negative
Delegated authority com­ 90.7 9.3 84.2 15.8
mon surato with responsi­ (N*205) (N-76)
bility
Included in informal commu­ 69.2 30.8 67.h 32.6
nications system (N-221) (N*86)
Included in informal organi­ 57.0 h3.0 5h.7 h5.3
sation (N-221) (N=G6)
Level involvement in sys­ 32.7 67.3 20.9 79.1
temwide decision-making (N=220) (N=86)
Actual decisions partici­ 32.6 67.h 17.0 83.0
pated in (N«22h) (N*88)
The agreement among C/A principals noted in Table hi indicates 
a direct relationship between the way the principal functions in the 
school and his power-status in the school system. The most clear-cut 
differences in definition of self and function noted in the table are 
in the decision-making processes of level of decision-making and par­
ticipation in actual decisions.
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There is less than a ten percent difference in the authority 
commensurate with responsibility variable, with the C/A in 90.7 per­
cent of the cases feeling this is so and 84.2 percent of the C/A-No 
affirming ite There are small differences between definition of self 
and function as far as their being included in the informal communi­
cation system and informal organisation. These variables are not 
affected by how the principal defines himself or how he sees his role, 
though later tables show them very responsive to conditions (See 
Tables 43-46)•
A larger percentage of C/A principals report involvement in 
major systemwide decisions than C/A-No principals (32,7 percent versus
20,9 percent). Principals were asked to give examples of the highest 
level of decision-making in which they had participated. These deci­
sions ware categorized according to policy and not policy decisions 
(discussed in detail under Participation in Actual Decisions later in 
this chapter). This variable substantiates the proposition upon which 
this chapter is based: Of the C/A principals, 32.6 percent have parti­
cipated in policy decisions in their school system. Of the C/A-No
principals, 17.0 percent have participated in policy decisions.
Neither percentage gives a very positive picture of the power-status 
of the principal, but it does show that the principal who holds more 
power-status in the school system is more likely to function as a
change agent in the school center.
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Analysis of Power-Status Variables 
Those variables which characterize the principal’s power-status 
in this study have been developed from examining a public school sys­
tem as a social system, with its positions and associated roles and 
statuses. It was anticipated that a wide range of social systems would 
be found among the school districts in Virginia, The data represent 
districts which range in size from less than 1,000 students to over 
130,000, In these variables, the control most relevant to the variable 
tested is used.
Authority/Responsibility
Authority is distinguished from power by Bierstedt, He 
defines authority as "institutionalized power" (1964:147). Authority 
belongs to a person who, as the result of his position in some insti­
tutional structure, has the right to issue orders to other people who 
also occupy a position in that structure. These orders are carried out 
because of the customs concerning the functioning of the organization 
as a whole.
In studying complex organizations, Blau found that "officials 
who feel secure in their ability to handle their responsibility, and 
do not continually worry about the reaction of their superiors con­
ceive of new problems as stimulating challenges. • ." (1956:91)• If 
the principal is granted authority commensurate with responsibility, 
he is more likely to be free to develop creative approaches to problem­
solving in the school center.
Table 42 shows that the principals of schools in districts 
that are characterized by complex organizational structure are more
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likely to feel they have authority commensurate with responsibility
than in either the intermediate or simple organizational structure,
TABLE 42
PRINCIPAL FEELS KB HAS AUTHORITY/RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
INTEGRATION, ACCORDING TO ORGANIZATIONAL
COMPLEXITY, BY PERCENTAGES
Simple Int e r me d:l ate C omplex
Has authority/responsibility 88,4 86,0 95*7
Does not have authority/responsibility 11,6 14.0 4.3
lOO'.O 100.0 100.0
(N=95) (N=114) (N=69)
Informal Comrminication System
Ideally, decisions aro mad© at th© apex of the hierarchial 
pyramid and the information flew is downward. Facts and ideas are 
supposed to be fed upward through administrative layers. However, 
existing within the formal organization is an informal one which does 
not necessarily follow the organizational chart. Communications within 
this informal organization can be more effective than in the formal one* 
The procedure required in formalised communications sometimes causes
th© intent of th© information to be lost. Blau and Scott found that?
Studies of experimental and work groups have shown that 
status differences restrict the participation of low-status 
members, channel a disproportionate amount of communication 
to high-status members, discourage criticism of the sugges­
tions of tho hig'hs, encourage rejecting correct suggestions 
of th© lows, and reduce th© work satisfaction of the lows and 
their motivation to make contributions (1962?243).
Th© informal communication system follows th© patterns of 
grapevines or personal friendships. It is a useful technique for
executives in sounding out reactions before instituting policy changes.
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The informal communication system is inherent in the concept of Creative 
Manipulation discussed in Chapter IV, The grapevine can be detrimental 
if the principal does not know how to stifle destructive rumorj though 
even then it serves the positive function of spotting the sources of 
support and malcontent. Chinoy says, "Those who direct the flow of 
information within the structure are in a strategic position to affect 
policy and action" (196?:249)* Caplow and McGee discovered that grape­
vines develop when persons who have no formal requirements to communi­
cate with one another have reciprocal need for another*s information 
(1965:90).
Mien a desegregated school has a nearly equal black/white 
ratio, the principal is more involved in this reciprocal information 
grapevine than at any other level of racial mixture (See Figure 12),
One principal of a nearly equal black/white student body said:
It is impossible to maintain a positive interracial cli­
mate where there are near equal number of two races in a 
school. There arc certain problems which must be antici­
pated and handled when they appear because appear they will.
If these problems are handled swiftly and properly, such 
problems will become less and less (Survey Questionnaire,
1970),
This principal, as might be anticipated by Caplow and McGee's criterion 
of reciprocal need for information (1965:90), is included in his school 
district's informal communication system.
In Table 43 not© the percentage rise in inclusion in the infor­
mal communication system when the level of racial mixture is 50-65 per­
cent white, as illustrated in Figure 12, This means that such a prin­
cipal is more aware of pending changes in tho entire system than in the 
more racially unbalanced schools. Frequently he has discussed these 
changes with a higher administrator before they are publicly announced.
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PRINCIPAL'S ACCESS TO INFORMAL COMMUNICATION SXSTEM, 
ACCORDIID TO LEVEL OF RACIAL MIXTURE
This increases his informal power-status. The principal of the nearly 
all-black school (less than five percent white) is less likely to be 
involved in the informal communication system than any other principal.
TABLE 43
PRINCIPAL'S ACCESS TO INFORMAL COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEM, ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF RACIAL 
MIXTURE, BY PERCENTAGES
Less than 
5$ white
5-49^
white
50-65)6
white
66-95/6 
white
96-100$"
white
Included 52.9 65.2 77.8 69.8 71.8
Excluded 47,1 34,8 22.2 30.2 28.2
100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N-34) (N-23) OvK36) (N-I26) (K=78)
Table 44 shows that th© principals of those districts which 
have totally desegregated under a Voluntary plan and those districts 
under Court Order are more likely to be included in th© informal com­
munication system than in any other legal category. These two may 
illustrate how closely cooperation and conflict are related. This is 
particularly evident when it is noted that the principal of districts 
in Compliance is least likely to be involved in the informal communi­
cation system.
Both Tables 43 and 44 illustrate the point that conflict 
relevant to desegregation tends to increase the principal's power- 
status in the school system.
TABLE 44
PRINCIPAL'S ACCESS TO INFORMAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, 
ACCORDING TO LEGAL STAGE OF DESEGREGATION,
BY PERCENTAGES
Compli­
ance
Court
Order
Volun,
Deseg,
Accep,
Plan
Adm.
Stave
Funds 
Cut Off
Included 68.2 75*0 76.9 69.6 54.1 60,0
Excluded Jl-8 25,0 23.1 .JM 45.9 40,0
100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0
(N-110) (N«80) (N-26) (N=*46) (N-37) (N~5)
Inform.!. Organisation
Flexibility within formal organizational structure is brought 
about by the informal organization. This is the network of personal 
relationships existing in the school system. When a principal is 
referred to as "knowing the score" of a school system, this is a way 
of saying that he is a part of the informal organization, Charles H, 
Pag© describes this concept as bureaucracy's "other face" (1946*91)*
The now classical Hawthorne or Western Electric studies marked 
the beginning of a humanistic orientation in administration. They 
uncovered the importance of group relationships within organizations. 
These studies discovered that relationships within organizations are 
determinants of behavior and attitude toward work. The norms shared 
by the group clearly determine the workers' response to organizational 
rules and regulations (Chinoy, 1967:121-123).
The informal organisation relates to the principal as change 
agent in the adaptation of Peter's model (Chapter IV, Figure 3). It
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is often through this means of personal relationships that the princi­
pal becomes sensitised to the subgroups in the school. Formal organi­
zational procedures and channels of communication do not furnish the 
same creative approaches to problem-solving closest to the primary 
source of information (the subgroups) as the informal organization 
does,
Blau, in a study of a law enforcement agency9 found that infor­
mal organisation can build morale within an organisation and increase 
the individual’s ability to make independent decisions. He also found 
that it enhances a feeling of group cohesiveness and creates mutual 
bonds which help relievo anxieties (1955:113)•
This variable was measured by asking principals how often 
they are consulted by the superintendent or one of the administrative 
assistants about problems or policies which affect the entire system. 
Those who said they are frequently consulted were defined as being 
part of the informal organization. Those who said they were consulted 
occasionally, almost never or never were considered excluded,
A survey conducted by the National Association of Secondary 
School Principals found that 14 percent of the principals nationwide 
devote none of their time to planning with administrative supervisors, 
68 percent devote one-sixth of their time, and three percent devote 
more than 12 percent to the consultative role (1965:SI), The graph 
in Figure 13 illustrates the findings of Table 45, showing that the 
legal stage of desegregation of the school district determines to a 
large degree the position of the principal in the informal organiza­
tion.
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Principals of those schools in districts whose funds have been 
cut off for non-compliance, and those districts under Court Order are 
more likely to be included in the informal organizational structure of 
the school system than at any other stage. On the other hand, princi­
pals of schools in districts in Compliance are least likely to be inclu­
ded in the informal organization. This substantiates the position that 
an increased level of racial mixture increases the principal’s power- 
status. (Table 39 shows that the majority of schools in compliance have 
a low level of racial mixture.)
TABLE 45
PRINCIPAL’S ACCESS TO INFORMAL ORGANIZATION OF 
SCHOOL SYSTEM, ACCORDING TO LEGAL STAGE 
OF DESEGREGATION, BY PERCENTAGES
Corapli- Court Volun. Accep. A dm. Funds
 ____  ance Order Deseg. Plan Stage Cut Off
Included 46.8 68.8 57.7 53.2 59.5 80.0
Excluded 53.2 31.2 42.3 46.8 40.5 20,0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=109) (N=80) (N-26) (N-47) (N=37) (N"5)
The degree of organizational complexity was found to be 
directly related to the principal’s inclusion in the informal organi­
zation. This information is illustrated in Figure 14, given in per­
centage breakdowns in Table 46, This table shows that principals of 
schools in simple systems are more likely to be included in the infor­
mal organization. The principal in the intermediate system is less 
like3.y, and the principals of schools in complex systems are the least 
likely to be part of the informal organization of the school system.
16 0
InclusionExclusion | Inclusion
Complex
Figure 1^
PRINCIPAL'S ACCESS TO INFORMAL ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOL SYSTEM, 
ACCORDING TO ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM
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TABLE 46
PRINCIPAL’S ACCESS TO INFORMAL ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOL 
SYSTEM, ACCORDING TO ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY,
BY PERCENTAGES
S iiiple Intermediate Complex
Included 62.3 59.0 45.3
Excluded 37.7 ^41^0 54.7
100.0 100.0 100.0
(N*=106) (N-122) (N-75)
The foregoing table is especially relevant to the discussion 
of organizational complexity in Chapter IV in which it was pointed out 
that the increase in sise of the school system makes the superintendent 
more dependent on processed data. The practical limitations to infor­
mal contact between the principal and the superintendent in a very 
large school system are understandable. Principals indicated to this 
investigator that the principals* meetings do not serve the same pur­
pose as the more informal person-to-person discussion of school prob­
lems with the superintendent. Most often principals indicate little 
contact with the superintendent unless there is difficulty in the 
school. This kind of negative contact seldom gives the principal the 
opportunity to make the creative contributions to systemwide policy 
that he is capable of making, based on his position at the level of 
operational consequences of desegregation.
Level of Involvement in Systemwide Decisions
The proposition that a principal's effectiveness as a change
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agent will not be sustained unless he holds power-status in the school 
system is closely related to the position taken by Benne and Bierbaum 
(I969). They maintain that for change to be effective the following 
requirements must be mot: 1) “To change a subsystem or any part of a
subsystem, relevant aspects of the environment must also be changed" 
(1969030)* Schools have been desegregated, but the position of the 
principalship in the administrative hierarchy has not been officially 
redefined* He has been placed in the organizational position in which 
he must function as a change agent, but there is little evidence as 
indicated in Chapter III that this has been officially recognised.
Data in this chapter indicate there is a beginning trend toward an 
informal recognition of his potential value. 2) "To change behavior 
on any one level of an hierarchial organisation, it is necessary to 
achieve complementary and reinforcing changes in organisational levels 
above and below that level" (Benne and Bierbaum, 1969i331)* Despite 
the fact that 89*9 percent of the principals in this survey (See Table 
hO) indicated that they are delegated authority commensurate with 
responsibility for integration, this investigator questions this high 
a percentage.
Evidence suggests a lag between delegated responsibility for 
integration and power to actuate it. The highest percentage of prin­
cipals who consult school groups for changes involving integration are 
in schools that are cj0 to 65 percent white. Even at the highest per­
centage of use of school groups as Primary Reference Groups, only 53*6 
percent of these principals consult school groups in preference to 
groups external to the school (See Table 13)* The highest percentage 
of use of Creative Manipulation was among principals of schools composed
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of 5 to 49 percent white students and 50 to 65 percent white students.
In neither case is the technique used by more than 6l percent of the 
principals (See Table 18), Added to the data are many statements from 
questionnaires and interviews with stated concerns of principals about 
inf3.exibility of curriculum and need for more black teachers in their 
schools,
A constant reading of daily newspapers recounting the nature 
of incidents brought before school boards indicates the widespread 
disparity between authority and responsibility that exists in school 
systems. Morphet, et al., suggest that in contrast with school systems 
with rigid authoritative structures, there are other school systems 
that delegate considerable freedom to the school center. This is 
characterised by broad, rather than specific, policy directives from 
school boards and superintendents. Primary responsibility for educa­
tion program rests with the school center. The principal appoints all 
his own staff. The superintendent never presents policy matters con- 
cerning the entire system to the board without consulting representa­
tives of principals, teachers and staff. Each principal participates 
in budget preparation for the entire system (1966}336-337)»
In the survey instrument, principals were given a range of 
involvement in decision-making which varied from decisions affecting 
only the individual school to decisions affecting the entire system.
Those principals who were involved in major systemwide decision-making 
were categorized as having "high” involvement. When the extent of 
the principalis involvement was with lesser decisions (i.e., moderate 
decisions affecting the entire system, decisions of minor importance, 
occasional systemwide decisions, and only those affecting a particular
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school center), they were regarded as having "low” involvement. Tables 
47, 48, and 49 reveal how level of involvement in systemwide decision­
making varies with level of racial mixture, legal stage of desegregation 
and by organizational complexity.
The data as presented in Table 47 clearly show that the level 
of involvement of the principals in systemwide decision-making is 
greatest in those schools which have a high degree of racial mixture 
of students. Whereas more than forty percent of those principals with 
a 5-65 percent white student population have a high level of involvement, 
this is true of only about one-fourth of the principals which are largely 
segregated or with 66-95 percent white student population (See also 
Figure 15),
TABLE 47
PRINCIPAL'S LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT IN SYSTEMWIDE DECISION­
MAKING, ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF FACIAL 
MIXTURE, BY PERCENTAGES
Less" than 50^6^  66-95% 96-10Op
 ____ 5% white white white white white
High 22.9 43.5 25.6 26.9
Low 77.1 56.5 74.4 73.1
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(N=35) (N=23) (N«36) (N=125) (N=7S)
When the relationship between organizational complexity and 
the principal's involvement in a high level of systemwide decision­
making is considered, a definite tendency is seen in Table 48. The 
largest percentage of principals participating in a high level of 
decision-making is found in the simple systems, the next largest in 
the intermediate, and the least involvement in the complex system.
5-49$ white / 50-65  ^white / 66-95$ white /9o-100$ whiteLess than 5^  
white
OK35) I
Figure 15
LEVEL OF PRINCIPAL'S INVOLVEMENT IN SYSTEMWIDE DECISIONS, 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF RACIAL FIXTURE IN SCHOOL
3.66
This same tendency was seen in the inclusion of the informal organiza­
tion of the school system, Table 66„
TABLE AS
PRINCIPAL’S LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT IN SYSTEMWIDE DECISION­
MAKING } ACCORDING TO ORGANIZATIONAL 
COMPLEXITY, BY PERCENTAGES
_ S L nple Intermediate Complex
High 3^e3 29,0 23.0
Low _6.5t? J3-«£ 77 >0
100'. 0 100.0 100,0
(N-105) (N=12A) (N=7A)
A totally unanticipated result is noted in Table 6-9 in which 
the legal stage of desegregation for the school system makes no clear- 
cut difference in whether the principal is involved in a high or low 
level of systemwide decisions. This is particularly interesting when 
compared with Table h? in which the level of racial mixture makes a 
decided difference. The comparison of Tables 6-7 and 6-9 indicates that 
it is the racial composition of the individual school center which 
determines the involvement at the high level of systemwide decision­
making, not external pressure as appeared significant in the informal 
organisation variable. There are at least two explanations for this 
situation. Either there is little correlation between being consulted 
about problems and actual participation in problem-solving and policy 
makingp or the administrative hierarchy is more sensitive to local 
temperaments than to federal regulations.
TABLE 49
PRINCIPAL * S LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT IN SYSTEMWIDE DECISION- 
MAKING, ACCORDING TO LEGAL STAGE OF 
DESEGREGATION, BY PERCENTAGES
Compli­ Court Volun. Accap. Adm, Funds
ance Order Daseg. Plan Stage Cut Off
High 27e5 32.9 38.5 2 7.7 27.0 0
Low 72,5 6?,1 61,5 72.3 73.0 100.0
100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0
(N-109) (i;=?9) (N-26) (N=47) (N=37) (N«5)
Participatlcn In Actual Decisions
Legitimacy for the critical analysis of examples of the 
highest level of systemwide decisions in which the principals had 
participated comes from Talcott Parson’s definition of policy decision 
"By policy decisions are meant decisions which relatively directly com 
mit the organization as a whole and which stand in relatively direct 
connection to its primary function" (1961:43). The second source of 
legitimacy concern policy decisions which are relevant to school dese­
gregation, These are listed as follows by the U.S. Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare:
1) eliminating and preventing discrimination in all services, 
facilities, activities, and programs;
2) eliminating student assignment procedures, school attendance 
zones, and school feeder patterns which segregate students on 
the basis of race, color, or national origin;
3) planning the location of now schools or rehabilitation of 
existing schools in a way that does not segregate students; 
and
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*0 hiring and assigning teachers and other professional staff
on a non-racial basis (U.S. Dept. HEv/, 19'66?2).
All examples of systeiRprf.de decisions in which principals had 
participated were compiled. Those were categorized according to plan 
of desegregation, desegregation policy, location of new schools, con­
tract negotiations, administrative policy, instructional policy, methods, 
procedures, irrelevant answers and no answers. These examples were 
then categorized according to plan of desegregation, desegregation 
policies, combination of administrative, instructional policies, methods 
and procedures and no answers. As a final stop, examples were dicho­
tomized as policy and not policy. Included in policy are plan of dese­
gregation, combination of administrative and instructional policy, in­
clusion in all policy decisions. In the not policy are grouped all 
examples of methods and procedures, irrelevant answers, and no answers.
The logic in including no answers in this category was that if a prin­
cipal had actually participated in a vital systemwide policy decision, 
he would be apt to say so, Generally researchers report that respon­
dents who do not know answers usually do not have access to the source 
of information (Hyman, 1955)*
Many principals gave as examples of the highest level of decision­
making in the school system in which thoy had participated selection of 
cheer leaders, dross code, conduct code, selection of textbooks, and 
curriculum changes. In her analysis of the bureaucratic organisation of 
public education, Sexton notes a general illiteracy concerning the stra­
tegic role of the administrator and the source of policy decisions in 
public education. She says that generally the classroom teacher is 
considered the ultimate unit of authority by parents, "It is as though,
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in warfare, the •enemy* and the 'foot soldiers' were equated and the 
invisible target, a complex military establishment operating far behind 
the front line, ignored” (1967166-67). In the same manner, the public 
fails to understand the relatively powerless position of the principal 
in policy decisionmaking* Goslin says that a good example of how 
policy level decisions influence the social structure of the indivi­
dual school is "the degree to which student assignment to classes is 
made on the basis of th© student's ability and whether the resulting 
classroom groups tend to be homogeneous or heterogeneous in ability 
composition” (1965,*28). The level at which these decisions are made 
is often obscured from public scrutiny and the principal tends to fall 
in the category of Sexton's "foot soldier” who m s  not there when the 
policy was determined behind the front lines.
plexity would affect the principal's participation in policy level 
decision-making. However, as illustrated in Table 50» the organiza­
tional complexity makes no apparent difference in Virginia school sys­
tems.
It would be expected that the degree of organisational com-
TABLE 50
PRINCIPAL'S PARTICIPATION IN ACTUAL DECISIONS AT POLICY 
LEVEL, ACCORDING TO ORGANIZATIONAL 
COMPLEXITY. BY PERCENTAGES
S imple Intermediate Ccrnolex
Policy 
Not policy 69.2
100.0
(1KL07)
30.8 27.6 
72. h 
100.0 
(N-76)
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Table 51 illustrates the impact of desegregation on the 
principal's power-status• The principal of the school with 5 to 65 
percent white students is more likely to be involved in policy deci­
sions than at any other level of racial composition in the schools# 
This evidence ray be considered the apex of the underlying assumptions 
made in Table 3$ in which the redefinition of the principal's job 
from segregation to desegregation is developed.
TABLE 51
PRINCIPAL6S PARTICIPATION IN ACTUAL DECISIONS AT 
THE POLICY LEVEL, ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF 
RACIAL MIXTURE, BY PERCENTAGES
Lass than 
5% white white
50-^5^
white
6S-95#
white
96-100^
white
Policy 
Not policy
30.6
69.4
100.0
(N-36)
47.8 
J52E2 
100.0 
(N=23)
38.9 
61.1 
100.0 
(N«36)
23.2
76,8
100.0
(N-125)
25.9
74.1
100.0 
(N=8l)
Conclusion
This survey finds a relatively low power-status among all 
principals. Power-status was measured according to their inclusion 
in the informal communication system and the informal organisation of 
the school system, and participation in systemwide decision-making•
The principal who defines himself as change agent ranks higher in 
every category than the principal who does not so define himself.
The conclusion to be drawn here is that the superintendent who 
uses the principal as a primary source of information enables him to 
function more effectively as a change agent in the desegregation of 
public schools. Evidence of the increase of the principal's power-
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status in a do segregated school is demonstrated from the following 
findings from .this chapter:
1) Principals of schools that are in systems completely dese­
gregated on a Voluntary basis and that are under Court Order 
are clearly a part of the informal communication system.
2) Principals of schools in districts in which Funds are 
cut off, or are under Court Order are generally used as 
consultants on policy decisions.
3) Principals of schools composed of 5 to 65 percent white 
students are more likely to be involved in major system- 
wide decision-making,
4) Principals of schools composed of 5 to 65 percent white 
students have participated in more actual policy decisions 
than any other principals.
Data recorded in this chapter show that the act of school dese­
gregation in and of itself increases the principal*s power-status in 
the school system. The racial composition of the individual school 
determines the principal's level of involvement in decision-making to 
a more marked degree than the legal stage of desegregation. This 
chapter clarifies the dilemma which desegregation presents to the prin­
cipal, He finds himself in the organisational position in which he 
must function as a change agent, but there is practically no official 
recognition of tho added dimensions this brings to his job. He is 
still essentially isolated from the decision-making level of the school 
system, and is not centrally involved in long-range planning.
Even though a principal may function most effectively on a 
short-term basis without power-status, his long-range effectiveness is
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limited unless he holds power-status in the school system. His power 
to effect change of lasting significance is directly related to his 
power-status•
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY
The politics and economics of school desegregation may be 
leaning on the national scene, leaving behind the necessity of the 
development of a sociology of desegregation# Sociology is distin­
guished by its concern with groups in interaction, and the network 
of formal and informal relationships which characterise them* School 
dssegregation dramatizes the web of interdependency among societal 
subgroups, and the confusion which arises when they are thrown off- 
balance by the introduction of social change# Subgroups identify 
with larger social movements and respond to them by their personal 
involvement at the local lovel* For many Americans, school desegre­
gation has been their most personal involvement in the civil rights 
movement* The foreword to this study states that schools are the 
single most important agents in creation of the tone and content of 
interpersonal and intergroup relations in this country* It is unlikely 
that these statements would have been road© prior to the 195^ Supreme 
Court decision in which separate but equal schools were declared 
11 inherently unequal*lf
Desegregatlon Pressures on the Principal 
An era of school desegregation lias moved the public school 
from a semi-closed system into the mainstream of one of the most critical
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scciul issues of our tins©# The principal finds himself faced with 
political* social and economic problems for which he had no training 
in a teachers college school of education, or experience as princi- 
pal of a segregated neighborhood school* As principal of a desegre­
gated schoolj he occupies one of the most important grass-roots posi­
tions in our society, for if racial integration does not take place 
in the public school, there is no other institution organised to cope 
with it*
The principal of the desegregated public school faces almost 
overwhelming problems of human relations, relevancy of education to 
needs of subgroups, conflicts and pressures from within and without.
He has experienced a surge of additional responsibility without an 
increase in his power-status, and without a clear definition of his 
job. He knows that community support of desegregation is a tenuous 
situation, and he sees little evidence of official support through 
educational channels. This investigator has found that the disruption 
of schools, the questioning of traditional middle-class education, ar.d 
the feelings of inadequacies which the principal experiences in dese­
gregation have some very constructive and creative value. Desegrega­
tion may yet be the rejuvenation of a public institution that was 
becoming divorced from the reality demands of society upon its gra­
duates. The findings of this study have clarifieds
1) That tho principal®s goal in school desegregation is to 
comply with the legal requirements, but that generally he does 
not have clearly-defined goals of integration for the school 
center. He is primarily concerned with keeping conflict at a 
minimum.
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2) The principal fools that he has the autonomy to establish 
a climate in the school in which subgroups can work together 
productively and cooperatively, but he is uncertain about the 
best way to bring this about. Frequently he relies on such 
tactics as “pray,” "play it by ear," "treat everybody alike," 
rather than the development of human relations skills.
3) The principal likes to think he has community support, 
but feols that it is a fickle thing. His uncertainty about 
future support uncovers his malaise about sociological implica­
tions of school desegregation. The act of combining separate 
structures is an administrative act, but dealing with community 
fears of racial intermarriage and black power from the white 
community places him in a more threatening position.
4) The principal does not have the voice in policy decisions 
which his position warrants• The political overtones of dese­
gregation have kept the power of policy decisions centralised, 
but with public attention turned to other social issues, it is 
predictable that desegregation pressures will force more decen­
tralisation of power and more autonomy for the school center.
This study makes the basic assumption that desegregation is 
a social change. Social change, to bo lasting, must be bureaucrati­
cally implemented in local institutions. This implementation very 
quickly moves on© from th8 ideological, impersonal level of equality 
of educational opportunity to personal involvement when the local 
school to which one is related as student, teacher, patron or taxpayer 
is desegregated. In this alteration from a segregated school to a
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desegregated one, that individual most centrally involved in the change 
is the school's chief administrative officer, the principal* This 
brings the position of the principalship into focus as the locus of 
change in school desegregation.
The principal occupies the most appropriate position in the 
administrative hierarchy to be the change agent for the individual 
school in the desegregation-integration process. .By his administrative 
actions, he may create a collaborative climate of conflict-resolution 
leading to integration. On the other hand, he may create & situation 
of resegregation leading to conflict or its sleeping counterpart, 
apathy.
Implications for the Future 
This is an introductory study of the sociology of school dese­
gregation, examined from the point of view of the principal as change 
agent in school desegregation. The next step is to develop a model of 
a change agent principal and test it against those principals repre­
sented in this survey who more nearly responded to the questionnaire 
in accordance with the model. From this a sample could be drawn and 
a field study made of a selected number of these principals, with 
evaluation from students, faculty, superintendent and community of his 
administrative actions in desegregation# A testable model of a change 
agent principal in the process from desegregation to integration could 
then be developed.
This study can only point directions and furnish clues to 
his function as a change agent because of tho subjective nature of
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the questionnaire * There is insufficient evidence of how a principal 
functions in reality as compared with how he says he functions. For 
example, data are not comprehensive enough to measure whether a prin­
cipal uses Creative Manipulation to avoid the expression of subgroups, 
or to encourage their participation in decision-making. The change 
agont principal, according to the theoretical mods! of the change agent 
and client system in the diagram on page ?2 grants subgroups authority 
in decision-making commensurate with their responsibility for imple­
menting these decisions. Through Creative Synthesis, the change agent 
principal communicates the meta goal (what the student learns in addi­
tion to the content of instruction) to subgroups that with every privi­
lege of decision-making goes the responsibility for effectuating it. 
These students leave high school with an understanding of the respon­
sibility of freedom which is impossible in an environment in which 
policies are set at levels far removed from the operational consequences 
of these decisions.
The history of school desegregation in Virginia, with its 
landmarks of massive resistance, tuition grants, repealing of compul­
sory attendance laws, closing of some schools, and finally every dis­
trict in the state being in some legal stage of desegregation, exem­
plifies a microcosm of school desegregation in the nation. Of the 312 
principals responding in this survey, only I65 are principals of schools 
of more than a five percent level of racial mixture • Principals sur­
veyed in this study do not represent the total United States, but they 
do represent a wide range of communities from rural areas to metropoli­
tan areas.
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Data in this study indicate that regardless of community size 
or the legal stage of desegregation of the school district, the level 
of racial mixture in the individual school is the most critical factor 
in the way the principal functions. The way the principal does his 
Job creates an atmosphere in which racial mutuality is established, 
or racial polarization. As desegregated schools are observed, it 
becomes clear that even in the same school district, every school does 
not move toward the same goal.
In some schools, desegregation ends with the physical place­
ment of black and white children under one roof. Except for token 
numbers, they are still segregated physically and by status* In this 
situation of resegregation, black students feel- they have lost their 
own school and gained nothing. White students resent the intrusion 
of outsiders. Testing for the level of racial ldxturet data support 
the hypothesis that desegregation forces the principal to become the 
internal change agent. This is based on the following findingss
1) The more nearly a school approaches an equal black/white 
ratio of students, the more likely the principal is to consult 
school groups as his primary reference group for change.
2) B lack subgroups are more likely to achieve equal status 
with white subgroups in the principal's cognisance of their 
needs and goals in the school that is composed of 65 percent 
or less white students.
3) The principal of the school that has at least a five 
percent racial mixture is more sensitive to the mood of the 
school than the principal of the nearly all black or nearly
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all white school; he is most sensitive at the nearly equal 
black/white ratio•
ty) The principal of the nearly equal black/white ratio of 
students is more likely to believe he is influential in the 
community acceptance of desegregation than at any other level 
of racial mixture.
5) The principal of the nearly equal black/vrhito ratio 
school is more optimistic about the future of desegregation 
than at any other level of racial mixture.
6) Principals of the nearly equal black/white ratio schools 
are more likely to be included in the informal communication 
system of the school district*
7) Principals of schools of 5“o5 percent white students 
are more likely to be involved in major systeimd.de decisions 
than other principals.
8) Principals of 5^5 percent white students are more 
likely to have participated in actual policy decisions of the 
system than othar principals.
The conclusion to be drawn from these findings is that a school com­
posed of more heterogeneous subgroups eventually forces problem­
solving to take place closest to the primary sources of information 
whore the operational consequences of policy enactment is experienced, 
hhether the principal of the desegregated school with a high level 
of racial mixture is granted more power, or demands it can only be 
speculated on at this point. This investigator sees the principal 
who must constantly juggle the consequences of dosegregation
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demanding more autonomy, for the human relations decisions with which 
he is constantly confronted does not allow time for committee meetings 
and standard operational procedures. This investigator finds princi­
pals of desegregated schools who have passed the initial stage of 
physically uniting two separate school structures into one becoming 
aware of a no if set of problems to which they have no solutions. These 
include their awareness of the cost to society of such phenomena as 
low motivation on the part of low socioeconomic subgroups, barriers 
to communication between groups and mass dissatisfaction with the sta­
tus quo in education. These elements slowly move these principals 
toward the role of change agent, regardless of how they define them­
selves.
As the consolidation of school districts continues and the 
organisations become more complex, and as state and federal funding 
further remove schools from local control, the importance of the prin­
cipal becomes more crucial. In the foreseeable future, he will be the 
only way the local neighborhood can be represented at the decision­
making level of public education. Public schools of the future re­
quire principals who are trained as administrators, not as educators.
The growth of cities led to the necessity of trained adminis­
trators as city managers, rather than mayor-managers• The diversity 
of medical services required the hiring of hospital administrators, 
rather than the doctor administrator. Desegregation has redefined 
the role of the school principal from that of instructional leader
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to adminis tr a 'tor- change agent* The limitations which this study 
identifies are only indicators of future problem areas, not neces­
sarily cf present crises* At this point the principal has evolved 
from the principal teacher to his present position which is not yet 
clearly defiled* The conclusions of this study clearly show that the 
future position of principalship cannot be loft to chance or evolu­
tion, but must bo planned so that the principal will be trained and 
equipped to be a change agent*
This investigator suggests that the time has coma for state 
departments of education to give principals the public support they 
are lacking In school desegregation* More specifically, the princi­
pal should have access to an area facility to which he could go with 
problems and receive alternative approaches from people trained in 
different disciplines. This suggestion is similar to tho desegrega­
tion centers, but should be made more accessible through the state 
departments of education* Principals should have available at fre­
quent intervals seminars sponsored by the state department on cur­
rent desegregation research and its possible application. She also 
suggests that local school districts involve principals in planning 
for change, not just carrying out decisions mad© by people not
involved in the implementation of change. The conclusion to be drawn
hero is that the superintendent who uses the principal as a primary 
source of information enables him to function moro effectively as a
change agent in the desegregation of public schools.
A further suggestion would be that departments and schools 
of education continue the beginning trend of re-evaluation of
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training for administrators, and design programs which will equip 
principals for work in cross-cultural situations. His training must 
of necessity be oriented toward the social sciences, since his job has 
been redefined by desegregation from that of instructional leader to 
that of change agent. A final suggestion would be 'that communities 
find a way of saying to the principal of the individual school, "What 
can we do to help you?”
APPENDIX: SURVEY INSTRUMENT
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AFTER DE3 EG REG ATI ON —  THE PRINCIPAL'S INFLUENCE 
IN RACIAL INTEGRATION
TO: VIRGINIA PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
FROM: Mrs. Martha Turnago, P.O. Box 2h9» Ycrktcr.m, Virginia 23^ 90
(Graduate Student, Department of Sociology, College of William
and Mary)
The public school principal has been the forgotten man through­
out the whole process of school desegregation. Much research has been 
don© in terms of school boards, superintendents, teachers, children 
and communities. Very little attention has been paid in the literature 
and research to the one individual who is daily on the firing line cf 
school desegregation —  the principal.
The purpose of the attached questionnaire is to collect data 
for an analysis of the principal's influence in racial integration.
A pilot study was conducted by this writer in York County last Spring 
with the approval and support of Superintendent George B. Pope, This 
master's thesis project is being conducted under the supervision of 
Dr. William Bullock, Jr., specialist in Educational Administration in 
the School of Education at the College of William and Mary, and the 
following professors from the Department of Sociology: Dr. Satoshi Ito,
specialist in the Sociology of Education; Dr. Victor Liguori, specialist 
in Racial and Cultural Minorities and Dr. Marion G. Vanfosson, special­
ist in Formal Organizations.
All information given in th3 questionnaire will be anonymous 
and protected; the research is designed to obtain generalized informa­
tion rather than personal identification. Please do not sign your name 
to the questionnaire. There are no "right” and "wrong" answers• The 
situation as you see it is the best answer. Give only one answer for 
each question. In the questions, do sogrey ation is understood as the 
legal act of combining two segregated systems into ono system; integra­
tion is used to denote an attitude of equality.
The questionnaire is designed to be answered quickly and in a 
straightforward manner; it will require only about 15 minutes of your 
time unloss you dosiro to expand on sore© answers. (Those questions 
which are marked with an asternsk will require more time and may be 
omitted if answering thorn would delay your response.) If you have addi­
tional comments to make but do not have tins now, please send them at 
a later date and return the questionnaire right away; a stamped., self- 
addressed envelop© is attached to the last page.
Thank you for your help in collecting this data. If you wish 
to have & copy of a summary of the findings, you may address a request 
to the above address, or simply enclose your nano and address in the 
envelops on a separate piece of paper, and one will be mailed to you 
upon completion of this master's thesis.
Tm?sT T iartha Turnage
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QUESTIONNAIRE
PLEASE GIVE ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION
1# Race i Black_ , White , Other (specify)
2, Sex; Male , Female ,
3* Age; Under 30 , 30 to hO _ , hO to 50__, 50 & Over ,
h, How many years have you held, your present position? .
5* Grade level of school:
 1 Intermediate or Junior High
 _2 Senior High
3 Combined
6. Student enrollment in school . Percent white »
7. Number on faculty . Percent white .
8e According to Harry R. Elmore, deputy State superintendent
of public instruction, all school divisions in Virginia 
are operating at one stag© or another of legal desegrega­
tion under HEW plans or court-ordered plans. Under what
plan of school desegregation is your school system 
operating?
1 Total desegregation
2 Free dcra of choice
 3 Other (specify) »
9. What year did desegregation take place in your school system?
•
10* School located in:
 1 Rural area
2 Suburban area
3 Small Town
 I City of 5-9,999
 5 City of 10-19,999
 6 City of 20-4-9,999
7 City of 50,0(50 or more
11. People hold different points of view regarding racial integration 
and public schools? some feel, that schools should bo the initiators 
of an attitude of equality in a community; others feel that schools 
should reflect community attitudes. Of these two views, which more 
closely describes your opinion?
1 Schools should load 
  2 Schools should follow
12, Do you see the role of the public school principal in legal dese­
gregation as that of change agent, that is, ona who perceives the 
need for change and develops strategy for effecting the change?
1 Yes
2 No
18c
13* How important do you think your position as principal is in setting 
the tone of acceptance for school desegregation in your community? 
 1 Very iinportant
2 Not very important
3 No effect in community
14. When you want to get changes made that will further integration 
(attitude of equality) in the school, whom do you FIRST have to 
convince?
1 School. Board members
2 Superintendent
3 Administrative Supervisor 
 4 Faculty
5 Students
6 Parents
7 Others (specify)______ .
15* In your opinion, what tone has desegregation taken in your school?
1 Compliance with legal mandate only
2 Tokenism
3 Resegregation 
 4 Integration
5 Other (specify)     .
16, Some principals say that in order to bring about social change in
schools, in the formative stages they maneuver back and forth
between facility and student groups, sampling reactions and atti­
tudes* This technique leaves them free to move in the direction 
most likely to be accepted by all subgroups. To what extent do 
you uso this strategy in changes involving integration?
 1 Consistently
2 Frequently 
 3 Occasionally
4 Almost never 
 5 Never
*C0MMENT5________      .
17* How accurately can you identity the subgroups and their leaders 
among the students and faculty who make up the school population? 
 1 Have difficulty in identifying them
2 Know subgroups, not sure of leaders
3 Know some subgroups and their leaders
4 Can accurately identify subgroups and leaders
18* How do you become aware of potential trouble areas in the school, 
that is, what cues do you pick up that alert you to brewing diffi­
culty?
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19® Which of the following techniques have boon most helpful in
developing an attitude of cooperation between races in the school? 
 1 Representative committees
2 Rules and regulations forbidding protest
3 Activities which re-direct energies of 
potentially conflicting subgroups
A Other (specify) ___
20e How often does the superintendent or one of his administrative
assistants discuss informally with you problems or policies which 
affect the entire school system?
 1 Frequently
2 Occasionally
3 Almost never
4 Never
21* How often are you aware of ponding changes in the entire school 
system (such as personnel shifts, reorganisation, curriculum 
changes, location of new schools) before they are publicly announced?
 1 Never
2 Almost never
3 Some of the time
4 Rost of the time
22, Some people feel that there is a direct correlation between the 
success of integration and the participation of black students, 
teachers, counselors and administrators in policy decisions in a 
desegregated school system. Which of the following expresses 
your view?
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree somewhat
3 Feel it does not matter
4 Strongly disagree
23. To what extent do you participate in cornimmity-vride activities 
such as campaigns, drives and special projects?
 1 Active participant in many activities
 2 Participate only in school-related activities
 3 Not active participant
24, Communities vary widely in the desegregation of voluntary groups 
that formerly had all-white memberships* In your community, are 
black school administrators invited to join tho following formerly 
all-white organisations?
Civic and service clubs:
 JL Invited
 ___2 Not invited
Churches:
1 Invited 
 2 Not invited
Recreation clubs:
 1 Invited
2 Not invited
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25. In your opinion, what effect doss the invitation to .join and involve­
ment in formerly all-white civic and service clubs, churches and
recreation clubs have on the potential of the black administrator
as an effective change agent in the integration process?
 JL No effect
2 Som© effect
3 A groat deal of effect
♦COMMENTS
26, Do you fool that the black principal has problems which his white
counterpart does not have?
 _1 Yes
2 No
* COMMENTS
27, Many people feel there are different levels of decision-making in 
school systems in which principals are allowed to be involved. At 
what level are you a part of the decision-making team in your 
school system?
1 Major decisions affecting entire system
2 Moderate decisions affecting entire system
3 Decisions of minor importance
k Only those decisions that affect this school
28. Give an example of the highest level of decision making in your 
school system in which you have participated: _____ _
29. What strategies did you employ when your school approached dese­
gregation which helped alleviate the anxieties of both the black 
and white students, faculty and p a r e n t s ? ____
30. Many principals are not personally committed to integration, but 
because of their position in the school respond, to their respon­
sibility to subgroups in the school population, regardless of 
race. To what extent do you thirb: these principals are able to 
develop a climate of interracial cooperation in schools?
 1 Can be very effective
2 Can be somewhat effective
 3 Cannot really respond to subgroups against
which they arc prejudiced 
k Cannot bo effective at all
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31* Many principals hold strong personal convictions concerning the 
desirability of integration, but feel unable to translate these 
convictions into actions# In the following questions, indicate 
whore there is a difference between that which is expected of 
you and the means to carry it out.
Do you feel you have community support in promoting 
integration in the school?
1 Yes 
  J. No
Do you feel you are delegated authority commensurate 
with your responsibility for integration?
1 Yes 
 __2 No
Do you have the autonomy to develop a climate in the 
school in which diverse racial groups can work together?
 1 Yes
 2 No
32. Hot? do yon think the community as a whole has responded to dese­
gregation?
 JL With hostility and resistance
2 With openness and cooperation
3 Passive, because they had no choice
h Other (specify)
33. How do you think future attitudes toward racial integration in 
public schools will change in the next five years in your area?
1 Will become less favorable
 2 Will remain about the same
 3 Will become more favorable
3^ . What strategies would you suggest to a principal who is approaching 
his first year in a desegregated school to maintain a positive 
interracial climate in the school?
Thank you for your willingness to 
participate in this research. If 
there are further comments you would 
like to make, please do so at the 
bottom of this page. Please do not 
sign your name.
— Mrs. Martha Turnage
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